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Courtroom@ 2,
Federal'uiLding,
310 Jew oem Avenue,
Raleig!i, aorta Carolina.

vfeunesday, Peoruary 28, 1979.

Tne nearing in tue above-entii led matter was

reconvenedt j)ursuant to adjournment, at 9!00 a.su.
h

Vj'PORE":

XVI''I ll~ Sl'1XLlXg Hsing g Cnairldan g

«toacic Safety anu ~icensiny aboard.

@AC. J. 'IL''ah< mdU5, u'sg.,;keener.

UXLWd d. BRXGilT,:Ie>over.

JS APPz~h4G 8 ~

19 Vn benasty oz tre Appli,cant:

QiiÃi<Ql" F 'LROHQLCXDGH~ J'sq. anu JOlLA d 0 d~XL u~ J lC p

Hsq., Snaw, Pittuian,'otts and 'L'rcwbridge,
1800 il. Street, d. if., ifas.xington, O.C. 20036.

~EX(:i/A.M L'. J'OAz:S, Esp., Associate General CounseL,
Carolina Power anu ~iiint Company.
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On aenalf. Of tne Conservation Council anQ iJaKe
I nvironment, Inc.
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NRBloom
ebl P I( O C ~' D I bt 0 8

CIBXRIMJ Si IlTii: Ladies aad gentlemen g ')Je ve lJ8&l

knocked out. of the jury room where we had set ug our office

so we doa't have all the records necessary to proceed wi~ax

the evidentiary hearing, so we'l take advantage of this time

to- attend to the lie>ited aggearance stateli~ts ~

3Q

3a

its indicated yesterday, we would receive aad

consider written limited appearance stataaeats anu we «ave

received several. LIr. Hells 1".cidelman suomittecl a large group

of them. Some of t«em are signed by «ila; some are not Tney

all aggear to be from him.

They are divided into discrete subjects. .One

is entitled "Urowns Ferry," wnich has no relevance to this

hearing One is entitled "iioney Talks," beginning "CPv~

35 has millions and millions of dollars," has no relevance to

37

this hearing.

One is entitled "Nuclear Turnauout," referring

to nuclear engine r Kent kansan, wnich has no relevance to

39 this hearing.

20 One begins:

23 "Xf low-level radiation co>aine out

of nuclear power giants is so safe, way are all
these scientists (&Iorgaa, dotblatt, et cate a)

saying it is not se.fe."

Xt has no relevance to the proceeding.
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One is en itled "Nuclear Haste." I see no rele-

vc~ 9c'" e

One beg'ns, "I believe my pock tbook zs xn d~ger-

20

22

from nuclear power." Xt has no relevance.

Another one begins, Hhy does government cover up

the problems with nuclear gower, why did timey cut ofz tne

research money wnenever scientists show radiation changers?"

And this refers to, I believe, i4ancuso and >ross and dertell.
Xt has no zelevance to t:.e proceeding.

One from iver. Hdde&aan begins "How much is your

life worth," and he discusses 9170,000, and Dz'. L4organ, anct

has no zelevance.

23

24

25

One is entitled Unsafe Nukes." Xt begins:

"There are two otner nuclear power

plants you should know about One is North Anna,

Uirginia. The other one is Calloway."

No relevance.

The next one begins:

29

20

21

"If OPAL is such a safe company, wny

did they hire Research Cottrell to bui3.d ti>eir

cooling tower's right after one of tlxaa collagsecL

in >fest Virginia---~

Xt has possible r levance. I will read it into
the record.

"Xf CP&i is such a safe company, wny
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eb3 did tney hire Research Cottr&11 to Quild +Mieir

cooling towers'ight after one of them collapsed

in Has- V'rginia and killecL 51 cons"ruc'tion '.-orJ-ers?

They announced the contract the same week tnose 51

men were being buried in Tne Raleigh News and

Observe@.

"Reports are that CP&E is buj.-lding the

Shearon Harris P3.ant. as fast. as possible. That'

what. kill d those 51 people, rushing to get that

fO tower up too soon. Reseaxch Cottr 11 was cited for
1

'10 safety. violations in theix «lest Virginia aisaster.

Xs it. safe ..."
underlined, emphasired—

"....safe to hire them fox'he Harris Plant?"

That has conceivable relevance to management..

The 'next, statetaent from j'.Ir. Eddelman vegins:
- "Now that the NRC has junked the

Basmussen Report, 'Guesses on Nucl'ear ikisJ:s, 'hat.
f9

20

evidence do you have that nucleax'ower is safe?"

i<o.x'elevance to our proceeding.

The other one is "Pipe Cracks," beginning, "There

is a disturbing report on pipe crac1cs in nuclear reactors,"

quoting an ar icle from Critical llass, and it refers to a

cracks: in the pipe ai Brunswick. reactor. Xt has no d rect

relevance to our proceeding. 1Iowever, ~>e )boa d nas res~
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tile Gnt3.ze 'segment and't will Le >Mde ava3.lab ' to the

p rties.
The nett one from Liz. Hdde3.man — Incidentally„

~es aze on diffe "ent p'ieces of p'aper anu different,
pens'hey

all appear to be from biz. Yddelman, and tney have simi-

lar printi'ng.
F

I'"
One begins: -, - . -,: *=

C

.: "How do people know what experts to
P

believe when ti>e powex'ompany experts say one

thing and the anti-nuclear experts say the opgo-'
k,

siteP"

Ãe've .reviewed 'this-'and we see no relevance to,

—.our proceeding. It refers to growth x'ate 'and.matters that ax'e

not clearly identifiaole to relevance to 'manageuen't.

The final one, which we don't believe is relevant.,

begins:

""Can y'ou tell me what is acceptable

safety for nuclear power .plants'P&L have the most

problems reported at theix'runswick P3.ant of 'any
'

4

two boi'ling water reactors in Me nation in
1977's

that acceptable?"

I stink perhaps we had better read ti>is.
"'"s there any truth to the story tnat

CPGL buys all Joe m lk "rom h daizy near the plant

and dumps it out.- on tbe ground, because it's not
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safe to drink? Is CPGL letting more radioactive gas

out of its smokestack than is safe? How much damage

Qo they have to do before the l11<C makes +~rem clean

up, or have they made over 500 dumpings, of radio-

active liquid waste frora the li. B. Robinson plant'

"Uoes diluting nuclear waste raalce it.
safer or just harder to see the damage it's doing?

Is it safe manageraent wnen you have all these prob-

lems with nuclear safety and nuclear waste?"

A final stateraent from bir. Fddelman was oelieved

'by the Board to be relevant to the remanded issues, and it'
this statement.~

"Why have so many people been quitting
CPGL nuclear jobs? Ray do they only have two

college graduates in their Radiation Protection

Division? Why were they working people 50 or 60

hours seven days a week for years'? Hhy can'. they

keep radiation technicians? Axe the four people

who resigned frora CPGL nuclear plants going to

testify hare? Nhy did they quit?

"8hy is CPaX" s radiation protect.ion

program still inadequate? Why hasn't NRC made tnera

fix it'? Fny is their quality conmo3. so bad? Nny

don'0 Key have an evacuation plan for Ureir

Robinson Nuclear Plant? It's been operating eight
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eb6 years. Xsn't that enough time to plan an evacuation2

~riant to know if these auestions will
be c~~'lswere' n these hearings ~ I want to know now

bad CPGl 's record has to get befor the HRC does

soxe4.thing about. it."
That we think has clear relevance.

~ >

. Now. the other, statements wi11 be.accumu3.ated and

at. the end of the hearing we will caused them to be served

~ upon the parties and on the public record and, in- the Public

f0: Document Rooms.
h

. This is. also true of a statement. of.tlat Wells

Mdelman wno states that he observed, me read a ful3. page of

his written statement in five-.seconds and ano'Qier full page

at. a glance and decide that it's all irrelevant, which is a

misunderstanding of what I said.

l<e have othe- statements from other meinbers of the

public. Ne have one from ~8illiam P. Baker of Chage3. Hill<

Horth Carolina, who has made a relevant. statement. He says:

19 "Is Carolina Power and Light Company's

management and staff infallible2 How can the pMlic

21 . be aSsured that the Shearon Harris Huc3.ear Power

Plant will operate at zero defects2"

There's another statement, an anonymous state.'aent,

which has no clear relevance. It draws a parallel between

the Titan'c and nuclear safety, the Titanic being unsinkable
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and nuclear safety unbreakable.

Melanic Sheller presented a statmnent and she

wants to krow to whom should she appeal th. facist attitude

on the iSoard4s part

'nother anonymous stahemeni wnich mignt have

relevance:

"How can this hearing honestly con-.

52

sider whether or nat Carolina Power and Light can

manage a safe nuclear power plant when this is

assuming the plant is safe or, at. the
least'easonably

safe? Are you not, alsa deciding what is

reasonably safe? I believe you must first decide

what is reasanably safe."

From -- it looks like Julie, J-u-l-i-e, K-a«i-m»i,

it could be K-a-i-r-m-i, the statement is:
"Dear Sirss

"How can any one of yau guarantee.. ~ ~
"

5S emphasizing the word "guarantee"—

59

20

25

. ~ .the capability of management of the plant that

endangers the lives of thousands of people for a

time period of 3.,000 years or more, the life span

of many of the products and byproducts that are the

responsibility of that plant?"

There's a written stat@sent from David Graham

wno seems to be from Nor& Carolina, C-a-~x-l-o-r-o, or
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eb8 perhaps it is b»o«r-o, but it's not legible. He says:

"To the Atomic Safetv and Regulation

Coauaittee:

"Xt is with great disappointment that

X find my input as a citizen of North Carolina is

limited to a written statement and further limited

7 to a not-yet-defined narrow-issue orientation- Oe

'l0

that as it may, X do have something to say in re-

gard to 'management
efficiency.'Xt

seems to me that tne criteria for

judging safe and efficient management must, be

seen in regards to the reference for protecting

citizens from dangerous nuclear wastes. How can X

believe that management is efficient and can make

sure that, me and my children will be protected from
'hosewastes for the thousands of years necessary

17 when the very jurisdiction of this federal proceed-
\

ing has a hi,story of a mere 200
years'9

"Any management. that ignores this nis-

tozical time frame is irresponsible."

A statement from Claudia Toomin> or it could be

Loomin, I-o-o-m-i-n, of 714-C Shephe'rd Street, Durham, North

Carolina. Ms. Loomin states:

"X do not be'ieve that CPr" oz any oUxer

body of humans is sufficiently well staffed to safely
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manage anything so dangerous as a nuclear gower

Tie only experiment hat would prove such

capability is actually r~~'ng of the plant by the

company involved, employing the particular people

who will be running the plant. Such an experiment

is a dangerous one, involving human lives, and

many unconsenting ones at. that.

10

"Such experiments. have bean outlawed

in this country on a smaller scale if not on this

sort of grand scale. Xn any case, they are immoral

and X for one am not. willing to allow exparimanta-

tion of tnis kind to

"PE ST

occur in my virtual background.

X would appreciate nxgnt near»

ings."

And finally, one from Lynn Pierce:

"X, Lynn Pierce, writing as a mother

57
and naighbox of the Shearon Harris Nuke Power Plant,,

wish to express ray concern for the safety of my

family and neighbors. Xn the past, too many acci-

dents of incredible measure have taken place. This

is undeniable.

"You have the responsibility to the

peopls of Uris area to uphold our right to a clean,

healthy life. Please put yourself in our position

and reconsider triis matter. X hope you will ae
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ebl0 guided in making the right decision and may God help

you 'f you'e wrong.

"Thank vou for youx consideration."

Hach of these, as I stated, will be served upon

the parties and placed in the Public Docu!nent Room.

Yesterday we started through the. counsel table»-

Nr. Reis?

MR. REXS: Mr. Chair!nan; X.want to go on t¹

TO

T2

xecord and state that it is the position ox the Staff that

generally public appearances from the public should ~e heard.

I think by reading them we have heard tne!n. However, it'
generally — I know you have denied motions for reconsideratio

but you did not, ask for

on whethex'here should

the parties to express their opinions

have been public appearances and

15

f7

public appearance statements.

On behalf of the Staff, X want to make a motion

and have it xecoxded in the x'ecord that we ask for zecon-

sideration of your ruling, that there be an allowance for
short public appearance statements.

CHAXRbfM SMITH: Are you making an affirmative

motion that we have short public appearance statements?

:4R. Bt.'XS: Yes.

CSAXBL4KC SMITH: Okay. I might not™, ho>lever,

Dere iaas been opportunity throughout yest rday's hearing

foz this motion to be made. There was an opportunity befoxe



.ebll 2'375we ever began "or procedural motions, and you are very late
because hardly anybody is in this room now who can make a

statement

Hr. Eddelman happens to be present, however.

NR. HHXS: Nell, my thought was that perhaps you

could announce that they would be taken in short period at
the beginning of tomorrow's session, so that. gr Hddelman

or any other observers here could give notice to those thaC

we would take short public appearance statements, or that you

would take short public appearance. statements

58
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W RB/'~rb 1 CHAIRMAN SMI H: Do you have any advice as to

how this Board might licit the, time of "he public appearance

statements?

NR. REXS: As it has been done on many other

Boards, I would say set a total time of perhaps at a maximum

two hours, and then set an individual time o f've minutes

per person and tell them anything further they want to submit
\

should be in writ.ing. That has been done many times.
CHAIRMAN SMITH: I'm aware of that procedure.

2Iy question .wasn'. exactly that.

I So that's the totality of your advice?

NR. REXS; Yes., sir.

MR..ERNIE: Mr. Chairman, X would like to add the

name of the interv5nors to that motion. And X'd like to

Sake a comment.

I don't believe we had an opportunity yesterday

before the Board's ruling on the lim'ted appearances to sayf7.
much about them. And I ~ould say that, while I do not repre-

sent any of the individuals that attempted to make, or

sought-. to make limited appearances'esterday, I should say

that it would not surprise me that none of them would appear
todav in light of the Board's action yesterday.

CHAXRIIiAN SMITH= Do you have any comments; .

iIr. Jones or Mr. Trowbridge?

MR. TROhBRXDGZ: Hr. hairman, in our ;iew the
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I
I

f

wb2 Board was correct in its decision to receive written state-

ments to dete'ine their -.possible re'levancy to this proceed-

ing, to the scope of this.@+acceding, and to exclude those

5

limited ap. earance statements which have no relevancy to the

scope of the proceeding. X think the Board acted properly.

and wisely in that- respect.
*

~

We would have no problem with a limited appear-

ance or an oral statement. for-those few statements Chat, the

1 ~

'I

-k ~"

Board did find of possible relevance to, this proceeding.

TO
However, the Board has read them. And a.t's not, clear to me

1

'hat,.furtheroral, statements would be useful. We would have

j2 no objection, however.

CHAXRKQI SMXTH: Nr. Reis, does your motion

< anticipate that, the Board would permit limited appearance

statements on any subject, or subjects pertaining to the

remanded issues?

$ 7
HR. REXS: Xt would be subjects pertaining to the

remanded issue

CHAXRMAN S)4XTH: Do you have any advice to us

as to how we can limit the oral appearances to those issues?

MR. REX': X would say that with a caution to those

who would get up, with a firm time requirements, that. some

limitation could be made. . X wou~d think Chat saying to those

who get up that what will be considered will be these state-

ments relevant to the issues befor this Board, and indicating
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to them that there i only a limited time to .address those

issues, we could have some limitation and perhaps get some

relevant statements.

Mr. Chairman,—

CHAXRYiMl SNX H: Will you excuse me, her. Heists

'(The Board conferring.)
%5

. DR. LEEDS: -1 ~gould like to make a comment while '

the Chairman 9.s conferring.

'10

X, would expect that any t'me an attorney has

,. anything to say, that he would try to make his presence known

and stand up.. And X don'. think X've seen in the past any

12- reluctance on anybody's part to stop us from anything.
'p

So X,would 'hope you would not be 'reluctant, if =

, you were reluctant yesterday and didn't want,to stop our

proceedings, that you would take the, opportunity to stand up

and stop us when you think it's appropriate, to make a motion'r
whatever.'EQXRtk&I

GNXTH: The Board, acting upon the

Staff's motion and the Xntervenor's motian< has also recalled
that in the course of Nr. Zddelman's petition for leave to

intervene the parties suggestea that the suitable alternative
to intervention for ~<lr. Eddelman might'be the opportunity
to make a limited appearance statement. Ee has demonstrated

enduring interest in the proc =ding, he's been here all along

ana ne's present today. And the Boaxd has decided with respect
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~ „wb4 to Mr. Eddelman at 'east, we'e going to permit him to make

a limited app'earance statement.

Furthermore, we want to remind the partiesg and

you, Mr. Reis, that our ruling yesterday was that an applica-

tion for an oral statement could be made. However we wanted

some assurance in advance that the person making the oral

statement understood the range of the issues on which they

could be heard. And it wasn't until later that we had an

opportunity to view these statements.

Now if there is anybody present. in this hearing

room whose statements. we'e read who would like to read them

or restate them orally, you'e welcome to do it.
P

Unfortunately, Hr. Reis, we have--to give priority
in this proceeding to the very important business of the

16

evidence. And, necessarily, as much as we would like to hear
l I

Crom the public we do have to consider the needs of the
I I

evidentiary record as paramount,

Mr. Eddelman, would you care to make your statement

sirP

NR. EDDELNAN: Are you asking me if I will read

what, you readP

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I'm saying you can do whatever

you wish to do. You can make a limited appearance statement.

I'l give you back your papers if you want to use them for
notes.
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wb5 There are. two restrictions, however., one is that

vou limi ~ vou =-t«tern="nt toI the is'sues on ~~e remanded hear-

3,ng as v1e descr~ bed <Diem and ycu weze presen> when we V2 d

Brat,, and the other tnat you limit your statement to ten

minutes.

MR. EDDEL59QI: . Mr. Smith; if you will please,

repeat what your understanding of the limitation of those

9

. issues is X will accept your offer.
~ ~

CHAXK'QN SMXTH: "P ll, sir, we 'e repeated that

several times ~ But let me read to you the 3.anguage of the ~

Commission.

MR. EDDELbiAN: Xf;you'x'e going to read the Com-

mission language,'my understanding of it is different from
'I

yours, particularly in the matter of release of radiation.
I

~
'. Xs radiation release relevant to this'P

I

CHAXRNhN SMXTH: Xf it has a causal relationship

to the management capacity of Carol'ina Powez and Light to

construct'nd operate Shearon Harris.

What X xecommend you do, Mr. EcMelman, is to

proceed with your statement. X think you understand what the

hearing is about. Xt may very well he that you may wander

~afield, and X'm sure Mr. Re's will rise to bring you back

into the scope of the remanded issues.

".'ie ll call upon you to do that. Mr. Zdc elman:

the floor is yours.
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wb5 Mr.= Reis, would you also be the timekeeper and

bring to our atten ion when you believe the time has

expired?

Please come forward.

LXMXTED APPEABANCE STATEMENT OF !P~LLS EDDELL~

MR. EDDELMhN: Having seen what's going on in

10

14

these hearings yesterday —and I should point, out I have

read all the Staff submissions for this: X think I'm the

only nuclear opponent in the room that's read all of this

stuff. Zn fact. X don't know if anybody else has read all of

it. I was impressed by the amount of contradictions that

there are in the „testimony of some of these gentlemen and the

facility with which they try to juggle them.

I'd like to ask the Board to investigate further

some of these assertions. For example, that CPaL doesn't have

any problems. But we have to have a meeting every year

to discuss their problems. Ne discussed the six problem

f8 areas with them. But there was no change between the time we

testified that they didn', really have any significant prob-

lems and the time in which we had to discuss all these problems

with them.

Xt seems to me that that's ridiculous. And they

could explain themselves a little bit better on that and
I

pe haps clear this up .

X'd also like to know how i.t is that they can ay
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that CP&L is engaged in safe management when their management.

errors, quality assurance, and so on, 's well documented in

Howard E<ilber's statem nt, a%his prefi..ed testimony says

that they blew'p cheir o:fgas system due to operator errors,

auality assuzance errors and other errors. They blew it, up

three years ago and now they estimate it. will take eight

more years to fix.
And do you know what the NRC is proposing to do

with this? They propose to change the technical specs

so that this system is not required to operate .until they

get it fixed. I don't think that's good protection of the

public; in fact, Ithlnk that is mal-protection of the public.

They'e got. a release rate on Chere, and it'
'I

in these documents. XC you look back in the appendices to,

I think it is Hilber ' again, you 'l see release . rates of

13 to 19 thousand micxocuries a second, How without knowing

what. the radiation is you can', tell too much about it.
But it's probably mostly noble gases and iodine and some other

nasty stuff, none of which I particularly mant to be breathing.

And if you multiply these microcuries per second by the

31.5 million seconds in a year you get between 400 thousand

and 600 thousand curies a year up the stack.

h3ow one of the worst violators of HRC regulations

is the 2'ion plant in Illinois which is putting out almost

ezact3y the same amount, according to reports. I'e read. And
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abl
f1 8 wb r

I want to know how it is safe management, for CP&L to get up

here ~cd ~'ay "".re'::e sa."e," and for all th'e gentlc~m to

s-y "Thev'™e safe," when a.ey can blew ihe system up and not

be able to f'x it. for ll years and be releasing radiation

like this. X think it's atrocious.

liow much time have X got'?

MR. RHXS: About seven minutes more.

NR., EDDhLNM: Okay.

Another thing that I'm sort of curious about,

30 these gentlemen seem to believe — They are supposedly the

experts here. They certainly seem to know more about it than

I do, although they don't seem to be able to express them-

selves clearly a lot of times.

3a What I'd like to know is if they can', on the

35 basis of their data, compare any two licensees, how can they

have any confidence in their asssessment about one 3.icensee'P

37 Hc~w can they say that one plant is safe if they can'5 tell
whether one plant is safer than another? Xf you can't judge

'39safety, how are you able to assert that CP&L can operate

plants
safely'03

21 Let's see. I would also like to know how it'
sound. financial responsibility, as brought up yesterday,

teat CP&L had the plant three percent complete, and in CP&L's

pzefil d testimony they say they'v got $ 570 million

vested in &e actual plant now. Now if I multiply that by
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33-l/3: which would make 100 percent: Z.d get a figure of

nearly 3.9 billion bucks in this plant. had I believe
<:Aa-'he

cos i s and benef" ts ax'8 a little bit out ox balance- xz

you spend 19 billion bucks and you™e going to have to get

your benefits back by sal of electricity.
I submit that that. indicates something like a

four times higher price for electricity than they sub!Aitted

in these hearings previously, and I think it is dishonest.

Aud the reason I bring thj.s up is I think it's an infonaa-

tion coverup, and I think that's what these hearings are about.
I

And I think a lot of information has been covered up.

I'e heard from people in CP&L's financial divi-
sion that they ar now estimating themselves- between six

and eight billion bucks.,for the p3.ant, and I think that, if tne

have such information they ought to bring it before the

Board, and I'e communicated that to the Board in wr'ting

already, I believe.

I also would like to know wnether if CPGi has

such a bad record, and I'e looked at these numbers- These

gentlemen say-that the number of event reports doesn'.

mattex because they have diffexent safety sign'ificance and

I'm sure that's correct. Some of tnese things are probably

much more significan than oiP:~vs.

But they say ~say have an action point system and

I'd like to know just what these action points are, and how
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~,as chey decide what au|em>er oz roints each thing g,~ts a~ad how

CP~(L stacks Qp on the ac ~ ion points~ because if you .brook at
P

the event reports Uxeir record is horrible. If you look at.

what the inspectors say about. them they say nastier wrings

about. CPS'han I'e seen about aim)st any other plant ia tive

nation, and I look at Wem pretty hard.

I have a stack of nuclear informgtion that is
probably taller. than I am, and I'm. reading my way through it
slowly. And the more I look, tne more I'm horrizied. Tais

is the reason I'm here.

I ised'o sit across. the table from this guy,

Kent Hansen, who invented the idea of the Rasmussen Report

to reassure people about reactors. Pwd I never thought any-

thing to question him .about. nuclear energy. I guess I thought

I knew'omething was wrong. if the goveramen put that much

money into it., but I didn't th~ it. was that bad.

17 But, the more I.3.ooked at it, the worse it looks.

20

Fvery time you 3.ook you see them cover up this risk, they

minimize that one This thing that I tried to bring up about,

the fire risk. I think miybe the Board misunderstood. The

NRC right now is apparently attempting to suppress the results
of some'stud'es oz cable fires where their caule separation

standard not only zailed to operate under Axe normal condi-

t.-'ons when they t sted ive and a half feet apart or w»atever,

but. iz +dxey burn one cable t|xe ot!x~r one burns up, too. But
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they also jailed und the conditions of having smoke de-

hectors, spzinklezs, and three-inch mineral wool 0 t's ovez

t'~e cables and 3 t still fa31s e

No~r Brunswick and Robinson and Oconee, all the

nuclear plants that are operating in this state have 'this

cable problem and.»-

MR . REXS: I|r. Eddelman, the Chairman has

cautioned me to remind, you of when.you are off the subject

of the capability, the management capability of CPGL> and

X think, irithin my duties to the Chairman< X must say X think

you have strayed a bit.
C

Ny watch shows that you still have another three

minutes or so.

456 )4 NR. EDDELMKN: Nell, let me make a case to the

~azd that this is relevant.

X think if you'e operating a nuclear power plant

17

t8

f9

and information comes out to the NRC, whether it.'s made public
or not< that your cable configuration is not capable of

surviving a fire in such a rray that. the safety functions of

the plant can be maintained< that that. is unsafe management..

And X submit that regardless of the NRC's not carrying out.

its responsibility to pzotect the public, that Qoesn't matter.

Xf the NRC Qoesn't make them do it, they still hav the

zespon ibility to assure that those cables will function in
the event of a fire.
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~! eb5 CHAIKP8 SHITH: Is i-'our point, Liz. Hddelman:

c ~ ~'tj ~his pp'.~ can "> ("- "'; - bv =.=.".*i.'-..nagem'~'.each~" c>ues

ha.va allowed Me condition what you desczioe to ezistP

llR. HDDBi.bJAi4:. Sure. They built it .chat way.

It's stated in Mxe testimony. Staff testimony states that
CPsL had a greater'ole in the construction .of Brunswick

than'hey did at Robinson. And if you look Brunswick has got.'

more problems than Robinson, so I tnink that's pretty nega-

tive evidence about CPGL's management capability.

$ 0 And the fact that they haven't taken steps to
t

correct this problem on th'eir own- I think is indicative that.

they really don't .care about. the safety of the public if it
is going to cost, them money.

One of the inspector's comments was that CPsX

only did what, the ARC made them do as far as health and safety
was concerned. And my zeview of the record indicates that

1,7

19.

CP&X only does what the MRC makes tnem do. And you can'. even

vezify that. they did what the MRC required them.to do in
sevezal cases.

Let me mention a couple of things that, I found in
their file when I was up at the NRC in D. C.

One is on 5 April l975 tL'.ey were cited for, setting
eir instruments trip set. points outside ~De safe operating

ranges approved by the HRC. And my suspicion 's they did this
so that ~~ay wouldn't have a lot of t. -ps on their eactoz
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and have it. out of servic., not making totem money, instead

of ~;orrying about the s=f ty "spect.

CEQXZBi4A&J SllIT l: Let me inter"upt just for a

moment, IM. Hddelman

lb End NRB 2p
HELandon fls.

22

I'e observed your limited appearance statement

and it, is obvious to me that you have done your homework and

that. you paid very close attention to the testimony..So so

long as you remain relevant to these issues,. I'm going to

remove the time limit from your presentation.

NR. EDDELMM: Thank you.

22

24
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Xn the 5 April 1975 memo, anywhere> X was not able™-

't was xn Apzxl o 1915, a d followed the f=".e, X .ead

every page n it t trough Se~t mbez of '75 -- and 3: was not

able to locate I mi ght have missed il g but J..'1as unable to

locate any confizmat'n that CPGL had actually carried out

the commitment to mace sure that these instnments .were put

in proper order.

Now,'his is significant, because when X read all
these licensee event reports, they have a tremendous «umber

of problems -'- set point drifts, that's when they set. their
r

instruments at one level but, lo and'ehold, it, dxifts off to

another level. Now, they 'supposedly have had a study underway

for some years to find out what causes this.- X haven't seen

anything. in the documents that have been made available for
this hearing that indicates that they'e found a solution to
the problem. I did see several repozts from I believe it'
Brunswick-2, the one tha+'s been operating the longest «- they

put 2 in service before 1 -- that they had cases where they

had four redundant instruments. They have four of these

20

2j

instruments so as to make sure if one fails, theze'll be

another and they'l be all right. But there are num'erous.

cases -- at. leash five -- wh re three out of four failed.
And 'here are t.wo cases that X've looked at where all ouz

failed simultaneously.

Now, this, 3: "hink, is a good -„:ustixication or
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why the NRC junked the Hasmussen Repoxt.

But, my =oint about safety is that. CPGL's response

to this usually is just to recalibrate the instruments and.

10

keep on running the pla»t.

There was anothex case in CPGL's operating records

foz Brunswick where they took one of their safety systems out
i

of operation to repair it. because it. had a problem. But, of

course, they kept running the reactor't whatever power level

thev had been «- Z believe somewhere between 60 and'00

percent.

Now, of course as long as they had a Rasmussen

Report that said the odds are a billion to one against

17

f8

something going wrong, they said, okay, a hilton to one>we'll

have it out of operation for l0 hours, 30 hours, no problem.

But if you look at the accident records that have

come out, you'l see that a combination of operator erxor and

instrument failure and system failure is genex'ally the cause

of the worst. accidents. Zt's not just one thing, but a

combination of factors, that knock these things out,. And

these combination accidents seem to happen to CPGL with just

2f
too much probability. They a lot of times find that they'e
been operating for weeks and months with some system out of

operation that they hadn't even noticed. 2nd that.'s because--

and some of this is pinned to lh . Cantrell's testimonyg

believe —that they often have between 50 and 60 of their
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annunciator alarms, -.which aze the things that tell them
that'omething's

~:rrong, they'e got a light +hat goes on, and same

of them have beepers or something like that that tell them,

vou kno~v g something s YrD.ong here ve13., they have 55 or 60

of these things turned o f in their plant at any one time.

And the worst thing about, it eras ;- and I helieve-

this was Cantrell who d"'d this -"- the 'first tisane- he. comes in@

- he sees all these alazm lights are. on, and says, "Eley, look>

when you turn these things off, c~hen you turn these beepers

g0'ff, you'e got to have surveillance, you'e got to actually

check- the gauges if you'ze not going to listen to the beeper."

The. same way as in-your car, your oil pressure

light is not operating you'd better have a pressure gauge or

check. your oil pressure pretty often if you +ant to make sure

your engine is vorking right.
Nell, these reactors, I don't need, to tell you how

dangerous they are. You gentlemen all l now ho+ horzibIy

E9

dangerous it >)ould bo if something vent sn'ong with them.

That's why, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission exists

Yet here's CPGL just cruising right along with

their reactor, not even bothezing to check these things.

hey just turn the gauges off - - I mean turn the alarms off.

So, Cant-ell being a reasonable person: I guess,

he says to them, 'ock, you zea'y -shouJ.M't do th3.8~ A-'1d

here's four em~~. Les of things that you should zeal" y ~awatch
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if you'e going to turn the alarm off."
Nell, next time he corn s back he notices that they

are watching some of them now, but he also notices that all
these things that. are still turned off, they haven'. been

putting trouble tags on them.

So he says, "Hey, gentlemen, you really should put

a trouble tag on "

'l0

Now, a trouble tag is a.thing that. says, "Ne have

a problem with this thing." And it also has a "ittle thing on

it about when it's going to be fixed, and how it,'s going to
be fixed. You %now -- and it tells what the trouble is, if
they know what the. trouble is. »- and sometimes they don'.

15

16

That', X guess, typical of any industrial plant that when,

you tx'y to fix something, you don'0 always know what's wrong

wit.h it,.

But, at, any xate, here they are with the trouble
tags. So he says, "Nell, gentlemen, put the trouble tags on."

18 Nell, next time he comes back they'e got some

trouble tags on, but they don't have anything about fixing it..
And he notices that some of them have been on there four or
five months, and he says, "Hey, gentlemen, these things are

required in your specifications, that they be fixed within
20 days'- within 30 days, or as soon as possible, or

whatever, and here you a e leaving them for months and not

fixing Qsem."
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Now, this is the kind of stuff that X think ~ s

unsafe manageii3nt o X think it's ridiculouso X think it s

farcical o Zmd X third< i~. Cantrell bent over backwards ta

try to 3ead these people along.

Xf X. could compare xt with my teaching experience,

if X try to teach somebody something and they 'don't get it
7 the first, time, you have to teach then step 5y step.. Nell,

8 that's a reasonable method to use. But it. also seems to be

very good evidence to me that that inspector's assertion

$0 about CPSL only doing what you make them do is exactly right.
Xn other words, they'e like a recalc'trant student

f2; who doesn't want to do anything, and you te3.1 them to hand

in their homework. Then they hand it in, but you didn't tell
them to write more than one sentence so th y won't write more

than one sentence, and so on.

The very idea that these people are out here

operating a nuclear power plant and you have to tell them that,

when they turn the alarms off, they'e got to look at their
. gauges; then you'e got to tell them that they'e got to put

2' troub3.e tag on, when 'it's required in the specifications

that they wrote that you have to do this; you'e got to tell
them that when you put the trouble tag on, you'e got to fi..

Now g 4 tnxnk the HRC Ls J ust bend3.ng over ha Oker'1p.rQs

to try to help CPUT here; which X don't think is very well
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protecting the health and safety of the public. Because in

other words,- it's allowing them to act like 'd'ots.

Pnother thing that was brought. up 'n testimony

yesterday, they said, —I believe this was Hz. Long —said

that you'd really expect to have more or" these problem

reports in the first three months after they, got. their
7 operating license, because they were gust starting up.

Nell, if you look at the records for, I believe

9 .Brunswick-l, its problem reports start peaking after six
months, after they got t¹ thing in commercial operation,

which is something like 9 or 12 months after they got their

$2 license. And I think you'l find, a similar case. on Brunswick

2, which is the one they brought on line earlier.
I went through and added them up, month by month,

~g how many they had, and I also noticed another funny thing

about these reports, which is, for som reason, CPGL's reports

tend to come on a lot, early in the year, but then toward the

g8 end of the year they tend to thin out a lot. And since they

come hack to a high level at the beginning of the next year,

I'e got a suspicion that what CPGL is actually doing is

2l noticing, "Hey, we'e leading the nation in licensee event

reports again, hera, or almost, and we'd bet er not turn in

as many because our zecords are going to look pretty horrible."

This is.my suspicion..
I'l tell you another suspicion that I have about
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They seem to have a policy -'at when the law

requires: that when their specs require that t|-.ey report a

certain event within 14 days or within 30 days, they will not

report it unless by accident in less than about 29 days, or

less than about 13 days. 'And they often run over.

Sometimes you can see where the NgC has apparently

leaned on them, and then they start reporting them in 29

days instead of 35

'ut—you know, X'm not saying that it's really
serious, the way you report. X think what, they'e really
trying to do is keep it from getting to the public's attentionz

because these reports always say< "Xs there any publicity and,
Iif so;" where did it come from?" And you look through CPGL's

$ 6

files, and you'l see that there's usually no publicity.
X just %Mink they don't want the public to know about it, and

$ 7 that ' why they 'e de 1aying them.

18 But X think they'e leaning on the NRC, and

abusing their discretion in delaying these reports, and X

think if they abuse it one place and get away with it, they'l
do it anvwhere else they can get away with it. Xt certainly

. looks like it to me.

Qm.'t see any evidence of any great commitment

on CP~L's part to do anyth ng e.:capt make the mes" wonderful

legal excuses for stuff that. they do wrong.
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Look at this appendix about the civ'1 penalty about

3

them leaving the'r doors unlocked at Brunswick. Now, the

funniest thing to me about that is hov stupid some of the

lies they tried to tell about that vere.

Here they are leaving the doors open right under

the inspector's nose every time he comes through there, and

yet they say, "Nell, it's not our fault, and it's not required+ '-

when right there in their specifi.cations it says it'

f2

required.

They filed, under Shearon Harris'ven signature «-

head of the Company —filed under his signature a report
about this thi.ck (indicating approximately one inch) making

an excuse for that.

f4 Nov, that's a wonderful report.

Xf they'd put that kind of energy into their

f7

safety, X imagine they'd do a decent job of it. X don'

know if.i.t's possi.hie to do a good enough job> but X. think

f8 they'd do a lot better job i.f they'd put their energy into
that. than into thyrse report:..

X think that all this, vhen you start adding it up,

means that their management is not doing the job that they

ought to be doing, and I think that that's probably becausep

as one of these people said in one of these staterrents, 't's
probably beyond human ability. Uns"'akable ships, and perfectly
safe eactors. Nell, they ain'0 no such thing.
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Xf you think that on the basis of 400 reactor years

of exp r'ence, and, not having a ~~ m -.dous accident quite

yetI that t}'4a' going ~ 0 g Qst f~g your collKIU.tea g you'elves

to —let me see. ~ . 30 years times 75 operating—
CIRXBlHQl BHXTH: Mr. Eddelman, necessarily me're

going to have tc put some time limitation on you, so what X

recommend that. you do is that you address yourself to the

testimony and factual considerations. 2'ou"'ve made a lot of

conclusions, and now you'e beginning to z'epeat your conclu-

sions, so you'xe not heing efficient.
MR. EDDEI2Q21: Okay.

CHAXRKQW SMXTH: So stay with your factual observa-

tions, and—
HR. EDDELN&4: All right,

CHAXRMP24 SHXTH.

—X think you'l have taken better. advantage of your time.

MR. EDDELTSQ7: All right.
Nell, to talk about inferences, X am amazed at

these gentlemen, when they az'e told to recite a simple
fact't's

wzitten in a report that says, we11, for example,

CPeL has the least stringent requirements on them, and they

have the most prohl~~ zeports, they eon't quote that wi hout

hemming and hewing and hedging, and so on.

3ut you ask them to de'end one of their positions,

what do they doP They pull a no~-.her out of their hat.
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Xt seems to me that they'e saying hat the numbers

aren'0 relevant when they say that nuclear power has got

problems, but the numbers axe relevant to defend their previou

pos'ions in testimony.

A good example of that is that they say that you

can't judge anything from these licensee event reports. They

testified to it. And yet you look in their prefiled testimony

and ~at do they say about CPGL's managements

Ball, they put a list of the licensee event

$ 0 reports and the violations and infractions and deficiencies,

f2

f5

19

and they claim that they'e decreasing every year, and, that
proves that they'e safe.

Mell,, it doesn't necessarily prove that they'e
safe, for they already testified that whether the inspector

catches it or not is not something that they can ensure.

So, worse than that, they have the 1978 year of
that, and they use a part al year because this was prepared

before 1978 was over. Hell, I went and did a little linear
eztrapo3.ation of these things —you know, what it would he

if you went through August. and you had 156, we13., then through

the year you'd have 200-some odd.

So it looks to me like there's no evidence that

would be statistically reliable. And having worked a good

bit in educational testing, X can tell you that most statistics
probably are unreliable. But these particularly< their sample
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enough, to get any xeliable trend out of these things,
even'f

the numbers are decreasing. i~ad in some cases, the

numbexs eithex: are not decreasing, or have not decreased,

significantly,
' think it4s also relevant to Huis-.hearing, and

I want the Board to inquire. Brunswick not only has a huge

number of Licensee Event Reports but they have them concen»

trated in two areas in which +&ey have th worst. record in
~'he nation in '77, which is the year that X've,read ovex, and

those are the engineered safety systems and the emergency

core cooling system.

Hoor in the em rgency care cooling system they seem

to have a probl'em with one thing that, isolated the~r high

pressure coolant injection system, and it doesn'0 woxk right

js

and never has. So the >TRC is nor proposing I think, or maybe

has -- it states in one place it has been resolved by licens-

ing action although when X got. the license amendments it
wasn't in there so maybe they did it informally.

T&at they were going to do was not xequixe the

system to work since'they couldn't make it vlork right. ADd

this seems to be, you kno~~, a standard MRC out where you"ve

got a safety system and c"-".'t make it work =ight, we'l just
d=cide Mat that ~zas not necessary and we'l not vorry

ahcu'oo

much.
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»t X think when you'e talking aboutthe engineered

safety systems and the emergency care cooling system, these

are very important systems for protecting the health and

safety of the public. And if they'e screwing them up so

bad, X think the NRC has the responsibility.to bring the tRuth

out, about it, and to do something about ic if it's not ade-

cpzate.

fo

And again, X think these experts here nave some

judgments on the issues. They say that they rely on their
)udgment and indeed, they seem to think that that is the only

thing chat you can rely on. They won'0 rely on their own

numbers. So X think that the Board has a responsibility to
~knguire very deeply into this.

X think that—
CHAXRMM SIXTH: X think you'e winding down now.

lou're summarizing.

37

2$

MR. HDDELMAN: Oh, yes. I'm about worn out. You

know, X'm doing this eztempo. X didn'0 think you were going

to let me say arvgthing, and you have to bear with me.

CHAXHMAN SN<TH: Nell, why don't you summarize and

then we'l have a discussion with you about your input.
51R. DDELKQJ: Okay.

Nellp in summary

CFB,IRAN SIXTH: Unless you had not covered in
substance every part of what you had'?
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NRo EDDHLNKW: I thin1 I could make some more if I
tried to review the testimon'r in nvi head.

CHA '-'V!Z gllI' "'llp 'i'xv don ' >("Qu su'll"cleric and

then we'l discuss perhaps further opportunities2

~. ZDDL'LEAN: Okay.

'ES

Nell, I think that:the most important.thingsthat *

I'm trying to bring out. here are &at CP&L has a lousy, record

in a lot of respects which they try to cover up at every point
they can. Rather chan straightening themselves out, they

wait until .'the MRC makes them.

Also, I think these experts in NRC are attempting

to 3uggle so many'ontradictions that I'elieve they'e going

to come crashing down at some point, if they don't straighten
themselves out. @hen they say that CPSL has an acceptable

level of performance and you look in the testimony, at one

point they say Hell, an acceptable level, what do s that mean2

And they say Nell, we had to have a.texm that means

there's no problem, and this is what this is. when you say

it's "acceptable" in an inspection report, you mean thex'e's

no pxoblem.

Now chen, they get up hexa and they say that CPGL's

management performance is acceptable. They apparently were

unable ox unwilling to define what's "unacc ptw2e" last"
n'ght. I'd like to see them do that, and gust, how bad CPRL

would have to screw up before it vrould he unacceptable and
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they'd say there was a problem with ~2m Shearon Harris facility
But they tx r to say that their performance is

acceptable and at the same time there axe a3.l these problems.

And my question is just how bad the problems have to be, how

do you rank the significance of the problems that CPM has.

Xf you can't compare them with anybody else', compare it with

$ 0

TS

20

themselves.

Are they able to do this propexly, or do you think
they really are hanging back and trying to drag their feet
and so onP

There is one other thing X'd like to say and that
is that these gentlemen who are supervisors and uppity-ups

in the HRC seem to have different views than the actual in-
spectors who are out there most of the time from these in-
spectors'omDmnts that. X'm seeing. Por example, most of the

inspectors resolute3y say that they have no opinion about

whether CPaL can safely manage * nuclear power plant whereas

these gentlemen seem to have the opinion that there's no

question that CP&L can.

And X see a little contradiction there, particularly
with these questions that. the inspectors are raising. So X

think you ought to get some of these 3.ine inspectors in here

and X think you ought to get in some of Mesc employees that
esigned from CPGL and ask them and find out about this stuff.

DB LEEDS: Do you know the names of those'mployees '
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NRo EDDEZPPZT: X don" t know them personally, but
2' can t 11 you where ti.ey aze.

Xn Cantrel" 's memo, the lmndwritten copy: he writes

a bunch of the names in theze,
okay'ow,

when the NBC transcribes it, they leave this
6 out, the same tray they omit the fact that Calloway County,

Missouri is a Daniel gnternational plant, and. of course that'
a screwed up plant. But they mention the ones where Daniel

seems to be doing a decent job, or they haven4t uncovered a

whole mess. But they dori't mention Calloway.

' talked to Mr. Rais about this on the phone, and

he said he was pretty suze X sras right, that Calloway was a

Daniel plant, and he didn't know why it was left out. And

X'm sure he does knower.

CHAXRt5tIC SMXTH: Okay. Ne'll come back to you after
the Board confers. But for now X think we'd better get on

with the testimony.

DR. LEEDS: Wlill you be here for the rest of the

day g Mr~ Eddelman P

MR. EDDELKQ1: X'll be here until your hearings

are done.

CHAiKON SS~ZTH: ~~t's c~ke a five-minute break.

{Recess.}
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CHAIPZGQl SMXTH: Gentlemen, are you ready to

Nhereupon,

CHARLES E. MURPHY,

VIRGIL L. BRONHLEE,

FRANCXS J. LONG,

HUGH C. DANCE

30

resumed the stand as witnesses on behalf of the Regulatory

Commi.ssion Staff, and, having been previously duly sworn,

were examined and testified further as follows:

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: -Mr. Reis, X know that you are

aware that Appendix A to our Rules of Practice anticipates

exactly what you have brought about in part by your motion,

that it also anticipates that one of the reasons that

limited appearance statements are made is so that the

parties have an opportunity to respond to thos points.

38 And, I would expect that the Staff anticipated doing that

39 when you made your motion.

MR. REIS: Yes.

'CHAIRMAN SMITH: And we would expect for the

Staff to have a good response to Pz. Fddelman's points.

DR. LEEDS: A complet response.

MR. PEXS: I'e already instructed the Staff

that as soon as we get the transcript we shall go through it



and have a good Qetai"ed response to his points.

Purthexmoze, the Board, in listening to K"..

Eddelman, was impressed that he has done, obv'ously, a

con idexable amount of homework. He has been very observant

during this hea ing. We don't agree with all of his

inferences and conclusions from the hearing,,but nevertheless.

he has demonstrated that he understands what's happening

here.

Therefore —we also observed that under the

Commission's intervention rules, a Board has a great deal of

discretion on permitting a,party to intervene or partici-
pate in a hearing, even if they don t have standing, even

ix their petition is otherwise invalid, ix it appears that

a contribution to a full record can be made.

Now the difficultywith that discretion is that

it does not give the Board a right to suspend Section

2.714, the intervention. zules, which allows parties to

appeal a ruling granting intervention. And we already have

in this case a decision by the Board and the appeal board

that bIr. Eddelman may not be an Intervenor.

I might say that we have a Qifxorent circumstance

here in wh'h he has demonstrated, 'n my view, 'n th)e

Board 8 view) the potential fox being ab1e ~ o miake i= con

tr'bution. Therefore we'e going to ezerci)se our
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mpb3 discret'on by allowing him to sit at Counsel table vith the

Xnteryenors and the Attorney General, whom I assume vill
welcome him —is that right, sir?

MR. ERNXN: the would velcome him with open arms.

CHAXPMQl SMXTH: And you may sit up there, Mr.

Eddelman, and through those attorneys —through those

attorneys —you may advise them and you may. participate in

the hearing as an advisor to those attorneys.

Now ve're allowing you to sit at counsel table

with the understanding which I vill ask you to commit to us:

14

that. you vill conduct yourself as if you were an attorney.

X mean, that is you will be subject to the Board's rules

concerning decorum, just as if you were subject to our

control as an attorney. is.
Hould that be satisfactory to you, sir?

MR. EDDELIKR: I'm not, sure I understand all
the rules the attorneys—

CHAXRMAN SMITH: That means if I tell'you to sit
down, you vill sit down. Xf I tell you to be quiet, you'l
be quiet.

2l MR. EDDEXZMN: Sure. You told me that before.

(Laughter.)

MR. EDDEI&DYN: I'l act. nice.

(Laughter„ )

CHAXKfAN SMITH: Nell, acting nice is not.
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synonomous with being an attorney.

.'>au) h»"er

NR. EDDEXH>N: Xc was@'5 the attorneys X was

referring to.

{Laughter.)

CHAXRMAN SMXTH: Well, you'e welcome. X'm

sure that there is no problem.

However, you must. appreciate that the activities

of y'esterday did bring in some ouestion as o whether all
people in this room are wil1ing to comply with the Board's

directions. 'And X think you observed that.

MR. EDDELKQT: Yes, X will.
CHAXRMM SMXTH: With that in mind, then, Mr.

Eddelman, we'e going to take your commitment. that. you will
comply with all of the orders of the Board with respect to

decorum

MR. EDDEL4IKC: You mean as far as conduct, right?

CHAXRMM SMXTH: As far as your personal conduct

in this hearing room.

MR. EDDEIAGQl: Right. X wouldn't want to make a

commitment—

CHAXKQN SMXTH: That's right, we have no desire

nor jurisdiction over you outside of this hear'ng room.

NR. EDDEL~v&i~'J: Yes.

CHAXEB|AH SNXTH: So in that case, if you'l
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mpb5 find a chair —I think there's already one there for you.

Furthermore, as i unde stand it,. I had your

name placed on the service list of thi= proceeding~-and,

vou have received copies o the testimony, haven'0 you?

MR. EDDELMAN: No, X have not, Mr. Smith.

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: Mould you please make available,

parties,. copies of the testimony for Mr. Eddelman?

MR. EDDEIPAN: Pw. Reis has made some of it
available to me.

10 MR. ERNIN: Mr. Eddelman has made requests of

me in the past and I'e honored such requests. He has had

f2 much of the testimony.

But I think. it would be appropriate, since we'e

14 had to share the testimony, if they would make —the Staff

and the Applicant would make the other available to him so

that he may have his own copy.

CHAXRMAN SYDTH: They have indicated they have

already done it in a certain respect, and each indicated by

nodding that they will make these materials available to

Mr. Eddelman.

Furthermore, Mr. Eddelman, you may during the

—you may borrow my copy of the transcript during the

course of this hearing, providing that you don't mark it.
I mean don'0 put any marks or comments in it.

MR. EDDEL~fAN: Right.
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CHAXlQ1AN SMZTH: That mould be grossly unfair.

MR. EDDELlQN: That's Known as ez parte commun ca-

t"on g is it nott

CHAXKIRN Si~lX~: Yes.

But you may„ borrow it and return it to me

whenever X ask for it, or if Z . forget to ask for it, give

it to me at the end of the hearing.

MR. EDDELNAN: X'll guard it. crith my life, sir.
DR. LEEDS: X don'0 think X heard whether or not

the &torney General eras going to accept his help. X heard
k

Mr. Erwin accept it.
MR. &GERS: That's fine with me, sir.
CHAXRHAN SMZTH: He did, nod immedxate3.y.

OR. LEEDS: Z missed the nod. X'm sorry.

CHAXKTM SMXTH: Mr. Eddelman.

(Handing document to Mr. Eddelman.)

DR. LEEDS: Mr. Eddelman, X need to say. one thing

to you, and the Board. has discussed this and suggested X be

,the one to transmit this information to you. Maybe the

Chairman's getting hoarse.

But under the ruling of the Commission establish-

ing this hearing, as ve discussed several times and in fact

just discussed before your limited appearance statem nt, vou

mentioned that —there was a cuestion,that cam up about

the scope of this hearing. Zn every hearing there is an
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impl'cit. assumptiorn made, and in fact it is in the rules and

regulations, that the Board makes an evaluation oz whether

or no'c the Staff's review of the license application has been

adequate. And'X don't scant you to misinterpret our state-
r

me'nt about tne scope of this hearing not to include that
r

.review of the'taff's review of the license application.

MR. EDDELNM: Nell, let me see if I understand

you correctly.

Nhat you'e saying is thac in every hearing

20

22

- the Board still has to make a judgment as to whether the
r

— Staff's review of a license application has been adequate,
h

and 'that that.'s an issue in this hearing even though it'
$3 not in the BRC's order. Xs that. correctP

r

DR. LEEDS: Nell, it's not an issue in this

'hearing with respect to the entire application; but it'
an issue in a sense in this hearing with respect to the

l7 part of the original hearing that we'e redoing.

MR. EDDELtIAN: So that you could, for example,
r

raise the question of why, if that. review was made for

Robinson or Brunswick, they ,have all these problems now

if the capability was correcthly evaluated at th'at point.

DR. XEEDS: Ne have jurisdiction over Harris,

but we'e eva'uating the management c pabilities of the

Licensee.

DDELKQU: Nell, that's what X'm say'ng,
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mpb8 '.heir management capabilities for nuclear plants would be

on the nuclear ~3 ~ an 8 that hey had; is a~iat not correct?

DR. L" 'D: tn2.nk maybe i"M. Erwxn Nay be

reading what X'm rying to transmit to you.

Could you sort of talk to him about that? And

then if it's not. clear X'd be glad to try to explain it
further.

(Pause.)

10

HR. EDDZLMAN: Okay. X've got it.
CHAXKRN SMXTH: Are there any other members of

the'ublic who have submitted written statements who would

like the opportunity to go over those statements orally now?

X want. to remind the members of the public they

have an opportunity to submit written limit d appearance

statements. Xf after we review them it appears that the

statement is sufficiently confined to the limited issues we

17

19

21

have to consider, we will either read them into the record

or if that person is present when we get to the review and

time permitting, we will give that person an opportunity to

repeat that statement orally.
The only thing we are asking is some indication

in advance that the person. making a limited appearanc

statement is making a statement on issues over which we

have some power to do something about.

(>3o response.)
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CHAIR.Mi< SMITH: All right.
You had an item of business that I cut you oxf on,

Mr. Rais, and I apologise for it. Did we attend to it?
MR. RZXS: I think we have attended to all of it..
1G. ERNIE: ~~Ir. Chairman, may I make one brief

stat'ement in light of the Board's action?

I would lilce the record to reflect the hun&le

thanks of the Xntervenors for the. action that they have

just taken. Since we don't always have occasion to than.'c

the Board .for their rulings, I'd like to take this opportunity

to ~

CHAIRMAN SMITH: . Well, we can't accept your

thanks, because we'e doing our duty. But, we appreciate

your sentiment. anyway.

DR. LEEDS: Mr. Reis, yesterday you mentioned

you had a list of inspections, of the operating inspections

ox Brunswick that you were going to give us, is that xight?

MR. REXS: Yes.

DR. LEEDS: Okay.

I'd like to see that list. And let me ask you

this:
Are there any other lists like that. that you

ti~ould like to give us to complete the record?

MR. REIS: Hot that I know o at this time.

(Distributing documents.)



DR. LEEDS: Zs there any particular reason why

this list wasn', in the
testimony'iR.

REZS: Xt was an oversight on my part.

EKQ4XNATXON BY TRIP. BOARD (Resumed)

BY DR. LEEDS:

Mr. Dance and Mr. Long, you were going to go

check your offices for notes on the December. meeting.

A (Witness Dance) les,-we did.

Do you have any'?

Yes.

Okay.

At the appropriate time, then, X'd like for

them to be —if they'e available„ copies or''whatever,

may not be available here in toam—

Ne have requested for &e notes to be forwarded

here, but l'm ready to speak on it.
Okay. Fine.

Tell me about it, then.

DR. LEEDS: Excuse me.

One more thing that X have forgotten in line with

.the notes.

I not'ced that in that meeting that was held

in December, Mr. J. A. Jones, ICr. B. J. Purr, Jhr. E!. R.

Banks, Mr. S. McManus were also there, and X gather that

all four of them will be witnesses here, is that right,
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mpbll Nr ~ Jones+

'I:f Z heard all th names correctly —let me

see if I can find where you'e —Mos" of them wi.'1 be—
Jones, Banks and McManus will be here. Purr will not be.

DR. LEEDS: Me don't have testimony for Mr. ~urr.

MR. JONES: Yes.

DR. LEEDS: Okay.

I would 1'ke to hav their version of what went

on at that meeting in December.

MR. JONES: Mould three of the four of them be

adequate'R.
LEEDS: Yes.

X thought X recalled all four of them as b'eing

witnesses. X had to check my nctes last night; and so, yes.

They'e going to be witnesses anyway and X'd like to heir

from them on what, it" is. And you may want to do that on

18 direct.
hfR. JONES: That's the '78?

4 164

21

DR. LEEDS: Xt was January-

HR. TROteIIBRXDGE: January 11.

DR. LEEDS: There was a significant licensing

meeting on January ll, held in the Region XZ office 'n

Mlantai 1 guess'

JONES. Dr'. Leeds, may X inquire, do you
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2 not, have in the

DR

Public Document Room or something?

LEEDS: X pulled what was in the Public

have some documentation regarding that meeting that we may

Document Room.. I see no reason — In fact, it looks like I
have two copies of the lettr. X made some marks on one of

those.

Excuse me just a second.

{Pause.)

io

NR. JONES: If that is an inspection, a formal

inspection report, we can locate a copy of it. Xf it's not,

X'm not sure that we can.

13

)S

21

DR. LEEDS: Well, X have marked on a copy of a

letter but X happen to have two copies of the—letter, clean

copies, and I have only maxked—

WITNESS DANCE: Dr. Leeds, I have the inspection

number if that helps.

DR. LEEDS: Was that the official inspection

xeport. you were looking at'esterday?

WITNESS D24NCE: Yes.

DR. LEEDS: Okay.

NR. ZONES: 7802, and the txansmittal letter
for 7802 and the report itself, is that what we'e talking

about?

DR. LEEDS: Yes, 7802. ad there was a letter—
there was a letter,. I guess, transmitting an agenda for that
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meeting that was supposedly transmitted to you, I assume.

It was January the 11th of '78 —no, I'm,sorry, the date

on the agenda is marked December 27th, 1977. There was

a letter tc Mr. Jones which is stamped out as December 27th

—yes, it says "An agenda is enclosed." And. it was from

Mr. O'Reilly to ~. Zones.

MR. JONES: Okay.

$ 0

DR. LEEDS: And then &ere was a Notice of

Significant Licensing Meting, which I guess would have

come o you. Xf you don't find those in your files, sir,
I have 'a copy of all of. that that's unmarked.

'l2 MR. JONES: The Notice of Significant Licensing

Meeting, I'm'ot sure what it is. And it may-be a part of

the Public Document Room files. So we may not have that.

(Handing document to Counsel.)

DR. LEEDS: Let tne record show that' handed

17 a copy of that. Notice of Significant Licensing Meeting
I

which did not have any marks on it.
MR. JONES: Ne'll be prepared to respond to

this.
DR. LEEDS: Thank you, sir.
BY MR, LEEDS:

Q Okay, Mr. Dance. Sorry for interm~pting you,

but. I wanted to get that all squared away before I'forgot.

(Witness Dance) May I clarify the Notice of
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mpb2 Signi fi.cant. Heating?

Yes, please.

3 That notification is an in-house HRC notifica-

tion, and the Licensee probably did not receive that.

Okay.

I received that from the Public. Document. Room,

so I presume it's public 'information.

A Okay. Fine.

Xts puxpose'is to Qo the same thi.ng the letter

to .the Licensee did.

The meeting in question, January 11, 1978; is

covered in the Robinson inspection report. you referenced.

It also has a. common Brunswick docket inspection report

54

57

5S

number, 7803. The meeting occurred for a dual purpose.

As X recall yesterday we discussed that at

least every three years we have all li.censees —we have

a meeting with all licensees to di.scuss .past performance

and operating history. Even if we had no issues, we would

still make. that contact every three years.
'I

Xn this case we coupled this meeting, s@ich

was the normal three year period for Robinson —the previous

Robinson report of such a meeting was December 3, 1974.

The previous Brunswick corporate meeting, even though—

well, the previous Brunswic! corporate meeting wh-'ch also

involved CPaL, of course, was February 20, 1976.
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The items covered during this meeting vera—
'.~'ell g X Said ia gas a de> purposeg 'a dual purpose meet" ng»

—
5= a foz th'!~re year. Robinson management review, and just
prior to that:re had a couple of personnel er ors which.had

occurred. at the Robinson. Plant which ere, in Region Xl,

thought it was appropriate to cail the licensee in to.'re-

emphasize our concern on personnel errors.

These t.ro personnel errors involved loading

the mong fuel assembly into-a cask for shipment. This

10 was caught before the cask left. the facility,„and was
'I

corrected. The second event, involved —both of, these

events occurred in Noveraber '77. The 'second, event. involved

the inoperability of the safety injection pumps prior to

reactor startup.

This error was a procedural error on CPGL's part.

They caught it, on the succeeding.-shift. But it permitted

$ 7 the reactor to be heat d up from 200 to 320 degrees. The

18 tech spec in this case calls foz the safety, injection pmnps

to =be operable prior to going above 200 degrees.

Xt +as these issues, a general review of the

past non-compliance history, licensee event report histo~~

and reiteration of how <re, the NRC, conduct. our inspec ion

program in che different functional ~~ aas. i<e consid red

the meeting as part of ouz normal "-unction. Zz:;e see errors

ve're going 'to call a licensee in to reiterate our concerns
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be"ore a trend develops furtner.

In this case we did not give notification to the

Board and we didn', think it was ~hat significant of a

meeting.

Okay,

Let me ask you this question:

Do you four gentlemen collectively or maybe

individually, do vou feel like you'e part of X&E manage-.

mentP

(Nitness Murphy) Yes, sir.'e are considered

as a part'.

Q X read'through the Board notification last night

and Mr. Thornberg wrote to Mr. Gower on November 1st, and

it'0 the first page of Tab 2. And he has —Mr. Thornberg

16

1S

is the director of the Division of Reactor Construction

Inspection. He stated in his letter:
"Xt is the position of the I&E

management that the methods are imperfect,

but they do provide insights into licensee

regulatory performance."

Could you give this Board any guidance as to

what kind of insights that. these methods are supposed to

provideV

. ~ c5 Sir, I am not aware of the deta'ls of the

report, or the thinking processes behind the reports
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mpb5 sufficiently to comment arith any degree of accuracy on

i~Ir. Thoznbezg's statement in ~he report'.

1C furs 3
. r,mar)

15
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'Xs Madelon
2

MR. LEEDS: Nr. Reis, will anybody else be able

to ceil us what"insights this report is suppose. to do,

to help the Board?

NR. REXS: We have not proposed co present anyone

to do that. I didn't call for any, or put, on my ~<itness list
any person from XGE management in Washington as contrasted

'k

with. IGE management in the regional office.
MR. LEEDS: I think I want. to discuss this with

the other Board members, and we may come back to this. Xt's

|0'ust something that X picked up las~ night in my reading.
*

BY, DR'. LEEDS

. Q Gentlemen, you used. an acronym that I.'m not

familiar with, or at least I didn t recognize, or it confused

me. What. is NUP or LEMUF? Xt's"on page 13 of your cesti-

mony.

{Ni.tness Long) It's in our safeguavds area. XC

i7 has to do with accountability of nuclear materials, .the
C 'I

materials unaccounted for is the l<UF abbreviation.

$ 9 Q What is LE?

And the other is," has to do with error, the

2$ degree —X think it is the least error.

{Witness blurphy) Limiting error.

{Nicness Tong) Xt s in the limitations on -- it'
an a"arm level in their accountabil'ty process, above or
below their—
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Okay. So you check two things: you check how

much they have unaccounted for, and then you check now much

error they have in accounting for what they account for; is

that shat you mean by M~ NUP?

There is a reportable error during their—

Timey periodically, very frequently, account for all material.

And there axe plusses and minusses because the material in

the system is held up for ™- at various places where the

accountability...'. It varies, in other words.

$ 0 Okay'.

So there's a technical specification point in

this error, and when it gets to a certain level above or

below they report it to us.

24 Q X have a possible misinterpretation on page .17

and I want to "clear it up. Xt's the first full answer on

26'age 17. Xt says you'e been inspecting construction for

ten years, and for nine years you'e been inspecting the

operation. I presume those are overlapping, they'e not

sequential?

20 (Witness Nurphy) Yes, sir. I believe that that

was the context of that. I haven't found it in the reference.

Hold on.

(Witness Long} ~elhi™h paqe was it?
Page 17, the "irst full answer. The fi th line

down.
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~ wb3 A (Witness Murphy) That is overall. We began

insp cting CP&L in, X believe, early '68, somewhere close to

that timeframe.

Sir,.X might. add that operations inspections are

performed before the start of the actual plant, operations, and

so it gives a higher number than if you would.,go from the

date of the operating license.

Okay.

On page 18, the second ques+ion. There is the

)0 'imitation that says, "....which inspectors conducted the

most."inspections at Brunswick and at Robinson since January 1,

1978." The "since January 1, 1978," did you interpret that

to mean Brunswick and Robinson, or just Brunswick? And how

do X interpret, Appendix B in light of that limitation in the

~5 question? Or should that have been '76 instead of '78 in the

question?

(Witness Dance) We provided the information from

'76 on.

T9 Okay. Then it should have been '76 in the question

then.

Yes.

On page 24, at the top of the page, in answer to

a question about how do XGE 'nspectors retain their objectivity

it says; "Fourthly we have extens Lve restrict ions re 1 ating to

ir..spectors inspecting former emplovees."
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wb4 Shculd that have been "emp"oyers," or boih?

A (Niuess Murphy) Actually, primarily employers.

But g yes, it would also eztend to employees . X would consider

it a typographical error.

Q . Anybody they had a business relationship with?

Yes, sir..

BY CHAXRNM S&lXTH:

Could we then amend your testimony to state

9 "former employees or employers?"

$ 0 yes.

5.075 BY DR LEEDS:

On page 26, in answer to a question about —X will
paraphrase it.'ell, let m read the question, it's less

dangerous.

16

"How do you assure that the region's

position as it. relates to licensing a-facility
accurately reflects the facts'developed during= XE

. inspections, investigations and inquiries?"

And the answer continues through to page 26.

70 And the first full paragraph'ontains the following sentence:

"No one in the supervisory chain above

the inspector is permitted to make substantive

changes to an inspector's report."

What do you mean by "substantive changes," what

kind of changes are made?
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wb5 A Xf there is a typo, a typographical error, the

supervisor could make a change without consulting with the

individual. He could no'-make-a change to the facts that

axe presented in the report or to change a professional

conclusion reached as a x'esult of those facts.

So grammatical and typo changes-;

That is the limitation, sir .

Okay .

BY CHAXBi%8l Si'LITH:

Ne all have questions on this point.

The next sentence says,

"Prior to the writing of the report

the inspector is reauired to discuss his findings

>a with his supervisor." I

What's the purpose of that pxe-writing interview7

Actua 1ly this is a part of the programmatic
I

requirements for debriefing the inspectoxs to determine if
18

they have findings of substance that should be acted upon

immediately .

Go he must report, as a question of time, the

2$
substance of his inspec&.on7

Yes, sir.
And I might add: if he finds some hing signifi-

cant ly wrong —and I wi1 1 grs;..t it is hard to def ine

signi ficantly wrong" -- at a si te, he is instructed to call
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wb6 his supervisor then, so that action can be initiated.

Q Bu. my concern, o". course —the reason the

question is asl:ed: it would seem the second sentence~ without

explanation, takes away the independenc ox'he fixst sentence.

X mean, it would be
4

policy in which the

inconsistent, in my view,.to have a

supervisor may not make substantive

changes but require the inspector to discuss his findings in

advance< unless, a"

'etting that report

you explain, it. simply is a question of

to him at the earliest possible moment.

IO Yes@ sixi

f2

I3

0 'ut, what if it. happened that it just works

out the inspector .can write his.report befoxe he talks to the

s'upexvisor who is on sick leavens

There are many variations on this, sir. Por

I'-ample,when there's a supervisor absent there's an acting

supervisox present. And that acting supervisor would 'hear
/

the report.

Actually, the inspector could write his report

physically while he is conducting the inspection. But. that

.20 is not, the complete published report, sir.
I would expect, in that the supervisor is facing

quite a few men on a Monday morning, for example, coming

back from inspections the week be ore, that they will have

done some work on occasion Qn the 1epo t prior to him speaking

to them.
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wb7 {Witness Dance) May I comment?

The sentence where it says "The inspector must..."

Nell, Prior to the writing of the report. the inspector is

required to discuss his findings with his supervisor." That

is, at, the conclusion of an inspection, when the inspector

returns to the region, he debriefs the findings of the

inspection. with the supervisor.

Yes, that's exactly what Mr. Murphy said.

But I still cannot. understand the abso3.ute

requirement, separated from a time sens~, that the inspector

may not write his report.
I~

A {Witness Murphy) I think that's a little matter

of semantics, sir. The written report frequently would

exceed the twenty days that we would like to see, the fifteen
15 Co twenty days that we would like to see in azeport being

is sued ~

The writing— If you go into the beginning of
the writing of the report, no, that is not the intent of that
sentence.

20 But I think the sentence really, for the record

2$ to be accurate, should be modified to explain just in what.

sequence —what the requirements are. Xf the fact is the

inspector is free to write his report and is free from

pressure to make subs"antive changes, let's let the testimony

reflect that. But the way I read the testimony it is that you
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wb8 give him freedom on one hand and: on the other hand you

maz 9 it clear in advance What he s g03.ng . 6 <'i'e
X will make an effort to change it to make it

more readable, and report back to the Board,.

'. Pine

BY DR . LEEDS:

Throughout this testimony up to here there has

been a general attempt to isolate the inspector from the

licen ee in the sense &at he doesn't inspect his employers

20 or his employees, he is rotated in or out. --former employees

or employers. There was an attempt to not have an
inspector'n

a plant too long, three years or something like that, as

X'emember.Xs that right?

24

25

That's correct, sir.
There's an old —actually going back to the AEC,

X think the docket identification is Code 900 that put a

limitation on the time 'that an inspector must be within

BRC before he could inspect a previous employer. And this
was to reduce any chance of conzlict of interest.

Okay.

No~r similarly with the time interval about how

long he inspects a pazticular plant, or a particular appl'ant
or a particular l'ensee, isn ' there a time limit on hors

ng he can do tna"?

There is a ~«me limit The general po icy is that
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, wb9 we limit to three yeaxs. Ne have quite a pxoblem, because of

the numbers and the combinations, of adhering to it strictly.
Xt may run to one year, it may be as much as close to four,

as X recall is about the maximum that X'm aware of. Mostly

it is below the three-year limit. And this is to assux'e that—
And., by the way, this is primarily to the project inspectors

also; say, for example, Hr. Cantrell's position. This is
to, in a sense, to keep the inspector either from having

the blinders on, to get the benefit of someone else's viewpoint:

there a e many reasons for this. Xt's an objectivity type

of policy.

f2 Well I think it's a good Wing, myself.

Yes.

Okay.

f7

20

Now the next. question is: X gather that's not

done at the supervisory 1 vel; is that correct2

A Sir, Mr. Long and X have been switched in
pos'tions, my'ection chiefs have been rotated in their
positions. There was a recent change in Region 3 of branch

chiefs and section chiefs. And X would say though there is
no formal written policy requixing such, generally speaking

promot'ons, transfer, this type of thing, would take care of
such.

Xt has been done, it is done.

Okay, so there is an informal, then, switching
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'bout

of suoezvisory oositions as vell7

That, is. correct, sir„.

.20

12

17

28

19

20
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Ltl&3oom
How X'd like to go to page 28 ~ The answer is on

28, tne question is on 27. I Chink the quickest way to get

5 '00 6

into this wou3.d be to ask you gentlemen to read the quest .on

at tne bottom of page 27 and then read the answer at 28

because my questions are not specific with respect.to a

sentence or so. X just want you ta refresh your meMories.

This is back to the problem with xespect to

:L~. Cantrell's conclusion that the, licensee ought to —that

10

$ 2

the license ought to be condit-oned. And X gather that, was

not included in l4x'. Dance's and Nr Brownlee's testimony

Hy problem is I have a problem trying to resolve

what is said in this paragraph aLrout completeness with Che

omission of Cnat conclusion of Hr. Cantrell's;—

Xs it a problem in the sense Chat what you in-

elude for completeness 'are only facts that are reported in

18

the record but that conclusions of inspectors are not con-

sidered to be thrown in the hopper for completeness's tnaC,

what you'e Crying Co tell me in this answer2

A'n that I was not directLy involved on the other

side of the fence, X will txy to provide an answer to tiu.s

in light of hcw we were to operate for such.

Recognizing th large numbers of inspectors that

do inspect at sites, our insistence is Chat the in
report accurately reflect the inspector's findw~ gs and..also

that during the course of Cnese inspections the inspector
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IRB/eb2 1 has the opportunity of malcing known his concerns, be they

with the licensee's actions oz with tae zequixements imposed

by the HRC on the licensees

'She inspector has a real responsibility at the

time of the concezas to recommend the types of enfoxcemeat

actions that should be taken and, aot only at tne ead of each

inspection but we would expect him as a professional to coa-

tinue dxese types of actions, based on what he is seeing,

10

how he is seeing a licensee perform.

Ne do, as managers, nave to consider the over™-

all picture that is presented by the record on the perform-

ance of a licensee@ and ~ Co Cake those actions of eithez going

up thxough the management Co obtain changes ia-the xegula-

5 ~ 250 tory requirements or going over and, if'you will, xemindiag

the licensee of the requirements that he is to meet to coa

tinue his operations.

Now in reviewing these actions, we must coasider

78
the bases of the inspectox's position< together. with those

.rF. Ctree others, the over-all view, the other inspectors'dit<
the parson's technical expertise in Che area.

Ne have not made an attempt to inform all Boards

~ of all negative views, if you will, over &e period of time

'ecause, as a part of Che manag~ment process, we have weighed

these matters as to whe5xr ke licensee is meeting tl e

requirements imposed upon him, oz whethez the matter should
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be referred on up to headquartex's for resolution.

Q Nell, let. me try again to ask my question because

I am not sure — Hither I didn'. ask it properly or you
didn''nswer

it in the .way that I was thinking it would come back,

or something or another. I'm not sure what the problem is.
X'm soxry.

Let me try it over again.

The answex'tates:

"The record reflects'he consensus

of all inspection findings."

Now I assume "findings" means facts, conclusions

about, what should be done with results of things that. have

been found at the inspection and so forth. And you state

that the testimony —I presume "record" @md "testimony"

are interchangeable thex'e. The person prepares the testimony.

The record reflects'the consensus ox all those inspection

findings.

Could X substitute "testimony" for "record" be-.

cause "record" has a very specific meaning to us2

The "record" is the docket recox'd. Xt reflects
all of the inspection findings.

Okay

Does the testimony =exlect-« Xs tnere assurance

that the testimony reflects all the 'nspection findings2

Sir, iz you say "reflect," does it detail every
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, WRB/eb4'

2

minute problem that m'ght have been perceived ny each and

every insp ctor„- X would say No.

Xf you s'ay does the record —does the testimony

reflect tne over-all substance of ~We findings, X would say

Yes

Okay +

NON it says:

"This testimony received.the concur-
b

I

rence of an app"opziate member of management that,

it accurately reflects the record."'

Thy.t "record" then being the docket as you ex-
' 4

plained it to me. Xs that correct'P

Yes@ sire

Okay.

Now my problem is what checks are made to make

sure that the person who supplied the information agrees

17

18

that it accurately reflects the record that he made, because

he made a p'art of the record as X see it.
A The inspector, at ~doe,time 'the inspection report

is'ss'ued, has. concurred in that xeport, so that report

should reflect his views at the time of the inspection.

Okay. -'That's not the problem, though.

The problem here is th» s testimony r8ceives the

concurrence of an appropr"ate m~i er af management tnat it
accurately reflects the xecord. So it's not a question of
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OIRB/eb5

2

aJ

whether or not the licensee —X may use the wrong taxm here~

but. @Pe criÃ~w inspection aport< .rhataver that is Xs

that Ma right, word, inspection reports

A Right, sir,
The inspection report does not reflect both

management and the inspector''s view. But the cymstion is
whether the testimony given to the Board clearly x'ef laches

the inspector's views because there has to ba - whenever you

prepare testimony there has to be editimg or', you Jhow< a

30 selection process ox whatever,

A Sir, obviously in Chat. we lose inspectors by

attr1,Cion< transfer, and so on+ not evaxy inspector that has

been to a facility is polled, if you will, or-manages to saa

t4

.'l5

'18

20

21

final testimony. Tha inspectox may be out of all this when

testimony actually goes —is issued, typed

The reviewer— The supervisox's do review at
least partially, generally to the extant time permits< all of
the docI:ets that have been used to pxepare -the testimony

but, rare would I say thexe would be the opportunity fox an

inspector to re-xead for every inspector in the region that
has been to a site to re-xead every page of the testimony for

every edition of the testimony m see that he has complete

concurrence in all aspects of it..
NeLL, what about. the inspactox who is called the

px'incipal inspector at the site of the plants that. we'e
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direct3.y concerned with?

A Generally spGaking p the principal inspsctox at '

plant is —has participated in the preparation of the testi-
mony though I wi3.1 say that this is not always the case

9 But that's a tilne sequence pxoblem because in
thee preparation of the tastimonyp then thexe is somebcdy else '-
who prepares the testimony Xt's- a question of afterwards,

to make sure that testimony clearly reflects his'iewso

Hopefu3,ly the reports that he has pxepared reflect
his, views p

* sir»

9'4m Dance p did you have something you wanted to
say?

e

X think each of the gentleman here-Mould want to
speak to this issue, sir

A . (Witness Srownlee) Would it help'you if X told
you how this testimony-was prepared in the office?

Does the testimony you presented not reflect
that?

It doss

X've read that testimony» X think the record is
clear I'e read the testimony

And, the checking back with other suppox&ug

inspectors, other supporting principals?

'Diat s 'Pith respect to fLDdLDgs»

Okay.
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W'RB/eh V Things that~u found.

What I'm woxried about is conclusions of an

inspector, and,particularly in this respect, the conclusions

Chat the license ought to be conditioned,—

A That aspect.

9 -which seams to me to be< you know~,an out of
'he ordinary< to say the'eash, kind of statemento Xt's

8
~

not something taken lightly,
A Agreed+

Og

10

13

Q —by anybody And I would presume that a man
C

who's in Che position of piincipal inspector is not a fly-by-
night making offhanded suggestions'o And it should have been<

~l

I presUIGG f rejected wiCh caref ul cons iderathn o

I'm not making any deteznd.nation on it» But

j5 what I'm worxied about now is how this testimony is actually
px'epax'ed so it reflecCs not only the record as I now under

sCand what you'xe tallciag about but, in other- words< the speci

findings and xecommendations ox conclusions that were not

'19

$0

not contained in those in that record, And that was the
c'.

C ~pirt of Mro CantreX,l's testimony that did not cope to this
Boax'd

23

2 v

(NiCness Qance) Hay I addx'ess that2

You'e speaking specifically of the 477 testimony

that. not include Hro Cantrell's reccmmsndaCionsP



A The decision Co not ~<c3.ude that Ceshimony was

mine, which has beam brought out, X Q~ink we have 3mxnrd

from twat e"~r9.@@ceo Th's testknony evapozahes on +&at

fai2.ing. And the Caatimony brought forth for Chm~ re-haarkag

was prepared very carefully so Chat we did include ale other

views to be offered, Xf Chere was any vier to he offered wa

inc3.udsd it in our preparationo

I-Chink this testimony.isa're discusafihg says that

and Chat ifwe change any man's recommandation or his conuaanha

it's going to he upon h9.s say»soo

~ whole anger talks about "record" and I'm not:.worxying about

the record at this point> I'm worrying about- %hoss extra

conclusions that he may have supplied

(MiCness Morphy) Sir> Let ms s~ to Chiso

X have heen w9.4h the Commiss9.cn net since 1969o

- Ne have had tha unwritten polic~ and at least soma of them

undersCood them that we couM always go to highs hav@Xo of

minagemaat ifwe found Chat we had problcuas~ I'ave in@ca@

dans tkds myse on sevora1 occasions, and have been hmuMo

There has never hewn any roCribution extxached for Cps

Ne have also hacL mome Xa@sl» and X cannot

you specific da~~.of documents, had the wry.COD poMcies

that peop3.e go Co c>deer Levels wf managemmfh, 4f they have not

RICJBxh if ChGy do not f61 their policiss havQ Saon ~EEo
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He have ~m depend upon the incLLviduals themselves

3

as to hoA strong they feel on an issue as to She directions

that they choose to take,

X don'4 seem M cgaickly find it aud X doa'4 want

to take the Coma —Oh, here it. is,
Am you referring to the kind of- concerns aad

infoxmatioa ia NUREQ 0500, differing professional opiaioas

Chat ~as

'$0

That's one of the docmamtsp yes> sir<

BY HRo BRXGHTt

X find myself still confused hexa,

Based GjkgaeGhagensCQxasesso6rkalos5ahMn~gedQxer

together. with h9.s,orna experience, the person pzepax'es

the tea~ay. The re'cord reflects the consensus

l5 of all inspection findingso«

Could you sag this test&Lony reflects th6 coa»

]7

''l8

20'l

X ~meld say Yes,

Okay~

So then ve caa ga Going further on down

X would say correct, the am'i%ten record here~

this tesChaony< to change this word Nxecoxd" to «testimoayo«

BY CHAXRHM SMXTHc

Q A correction nor is being made+ Xa the seventh

line down from the top of 28 the word "xecord« is being



deleted aad the word "testimony" is substitutedo
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The same ac@mQ.ly should he the record< the

docket record» also should reflect Xa other vords the oaa

does not elimiaate the other, Both the docket record and the

. test$ smay reflects.*'

So your testimoay acer -is She testinoay end Me

docket raco d2

ld Ead MRB
WZX, mls.

Yes@ siLo

>St

«.36

'I7

'.18

20
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Let me read the sentence as it has been amended:

"The testimony and Che docket record reflect. the

consensus of all inspection findingso"

(The panel conferring.)

Xs that satisfactory now?

Zt is, as far as my view on it.
9 On this page you state Chat the person must be

8 knowledgeable and willing to support the testimony discussed

earlier.
$ 0 X have an additional interest in that similar to

Che quesCion X had for the panel. members at the opening of

your testimony. And Chat is:
You must be willing to support the testimony, but

)4 does Chat mean that he, individually, professionally, must

]5 agree with the conclusions of the testimony and the presenta-

$ 6 Cion of the facts? Would a witness be required to come

)7 before us, or any Board, and present testimony he' willing
to support as being the Staff's consensus, which he personally,

~g professionally, individua3,1y, may disagree with?

(Witness Tong) Let me comment on that.
X think Chat our position on all testimony in the

past, and including this testimony, it. is a position of our

of-"ice that the "estimony represents our position. The pros

and cons of Che position have been very widely discussed.

For ez. mple, Chere are statements, X'm su-e, in
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read'ng through the test mony again, X find things Ghat X

persQM11 1 g from my personal viewpoiv=c, X would no-'ecessarilp

.- have made the statemsnv „- or X would Gay somet 'ling d3.'fferent

But .the testimony as prepared, as the Region XX
I

position, X accept as a valid and very appropriate consensus
'I

'of all of the inspection records, representing "the-best of

my knowledge of the total docket record on these facilities .

h
t'-'-- --"O'. So it is. possible, then, that: you or somebody else

'n

your positio'n being sent to the heaving to testify would

take the oath stating that you would tell the truth, and then
4

, make a statement that you personally do not believe to be,

f2 Che truth's Xs that possibleP

A No. No, X think you would tell the-truth.

Xf asked 'a question about a'pecific of which you

personally are aware, X Chink obviously you wou1d —one

would state what the actual facts were.

But in Caking a position on the overall qualifica-

tions of .the applicant or this licensee to operate a plant,
vou certainly must 'accept 'some Wings you don'0 like. Xn

other words, personnel errors —X don't like them, but. X

know Chat they exist. X m satisfied in the identifica~ion

of problems.

X think that's one point that hasn'C been brought

~ X
26

out. There are many prob"ems in any facility operating a

nuclear plant.'he real important thing Co us "'s the
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2

promptness with which these pzoblems ar identified and

resolved through corrective action.

2443

Hell, you'ze digressing from the problem that

troubles me as a pxesiding officer.'s a presiding officer
who has been involved in confusion in the hearingp what

troubles me is that, during my many years of ex~erience in

7 trials', X have come to ex~ect witnesses who take'he stand: and
'

submit to an oath to tell the trudge as they pezceive
it'ersonally.

20 I don'. know how to put, the Nuclear'egulatory

Commission, as an, organization, under oath. X don't think

22 you can. X know"how to put men and woman under oatho

That's what disturbs me.

this2=(How do you. come to a hearing

How do we accommodate

in which you are zecpxized

to give testimony which is not your view, and work that

through your personal oath and your personal testimany2 How

27 is this done?

Can you help us on it, anybody on the panel'

A (Witness Murphy) Mr. Chairman, the testimony

provided at a hearing by the XE staff represents the position

of XEo That is by necessity.

The parson who supports the testimony, who comes

here to present it, if he has any exceptions to this testimonye

should have made i~ known to his management prior to arriving

hare.
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Xf he identifies areas where he has exception to

the testimony while he is here, he should make these differing

v~=:%is knowno

X ag„-~e ciith «ou, it is inconceivable that a

person could m~ear under oath that this is his testimony—

his, as being the XE spokesman —and then not being able to

support the substance of that testimony.

X don't have any pxoblems with a witness ™- you

$0

witnesses coming b fore the Board and saying, "X swear that

this testimony is, in fact, the Staff position." That does

not trouble me.

0)

T8

Nhat troubles me 9.o, as we begin to ask questions,

and the questions may or may not reflect that—the witness is

giving Staff testimony, and we get into individual )udgment,

whexe is the dividing line where we start departing from what

has already been thoroughly considered as Staff testimony,

and then what. becomes. the testimony of the individual.?

X would expect. any witness that appears before me

and answers a direct question to tell me the truth as he

perceives it individually. And X don't think, from what X've

. he n able to read, that this requirement has really been

articulatedr or that it has really been a clear requirement

of witnesses coming beforo a Board.

Do you think it has been?

Six', X would be the fixst 'co agree Mat we, in XH,



pxobably have not xeceived 'the deg ee of'egal training that,

would make us the most knowledgeable of all the nuances of

'vg and everything associated with the test imony o

I also, though, would point, out that all of us, X

believe, should have the intelligence and the judgment to

know the basic right from wrong„ and not to be willing to

swear undex oath that such-and-such is, indeed, true when, to

them, it is not true.

Q So you don'0 think that this has happened, or is

likely to happen under existing policy, or under any policy
given the relative time period of this proceeding< that

anybody would ba expected to make a statement. that he does

not personally, professionally support?

A Now, recognize that none of us appearing at a

heaxing would have the technical expertise to discuss in
infinite detail all of the docket, all of the facts that

ethis testimony xepresents, but to the degree .of our knowledge,

'I would say that we would he in a position to support —we

may disagree with the wording or the phrasing, and in
J

retrospect see a bettex way of stating something ™- but that
doesn't enter into the substance of the matter .

Of the many hearings that I personally have been

involved in, X do not believe that Z have ever nad the

experience of R witness from the XH staff, or any other part
of the lQRC, making statements that vere not correct.
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Okay. So your point there, then, is". Don't worry

about. the problem.-as that hasn't come up?

A Actu.lly, X gould not swear that no one has ever

made a mistake, or ~what have you. X know that under the

pressures of being at a witness table your thinking processes

tend, to slow doom, and so on and so forth, and. you may make

a misstatement. And in re-reading your testimony, you think,

"Yy Cod, how did that come out like that?"

Q X'm not referring to that.'

But not as to a true attempt to mislead.

X'm'not referring to that, either. X'm just

referring to that point of departure where the witness'

professional judgment departs from the consensus of the Staff.

That is the problem that I think still has perhaps never

arisen.

Not to my knowledge, it has not.

Q But i~~ seems to me that there's enough uncertainty

. and confusion about that point that it should be addressed,

and it should be clarified.
A Hell, obviously, from the testimony that has been

rec iv d nd th documents behind soma of the 'exhibits, the

views of inspectors vary widely on facilities. Their views

v'ar'y ~zidely facility to facility;arith the sue 1'c nsee if
you eD.ll~

X'm going to come to that. This isn'" my concern.
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My concezn is that Z think licensing boards and

she r cord should fully understand;shat is behind the

testimony.

Yes, sir.
Q And you can't so~ear +>e consensus, you can't put

6 . a consensus under oath. And that.'s just my basic problem

right. there, you can't put a consensus under .oath. And

we'ze expected to make important findings upon testimony that
9 cannot be put. under oath.

You can put only a human being and his testimony

under oath.

MR. REXS: lIr. Chairman, for the information of
the Board, X might digress, although not direc&y relevant,
but. it is certainly highlighted by this proceeding,,and

15 probably the impetus to this proceeding, instructions and

policies along the lines that you talked about are being

formulated right no>r in the Staff to give the Staff guidance

that this be done in the "future And the Staff is aware of
'19 the problems you just mentioned and tried to highlight by

your emmination of the vitnesseso

DR. LEEDS: hut let me cormnent. One of the problems

here that ve have —and I'l try to get it from a slightly
different view —excuse me, Mr. Chairman, for interzupting.

But the pzoblem is this:
The testimony comes in, and the person vho
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presents it says, yes, this is the consensus view o+ the IGE

depaz'tment.>

Xf the Board does not then ask the following

question, i.e., "Do you have any differing view, you pexsonally

as an individual, have any differing views than thatP" the.

:Board never gets chat information.

MRo RHXS: That is exactly. what the policy being

prepared will address.

CHAXRIKT SMITH: How, X reali"e that we'e gone

somewhat beyond the issues on remand, but. not entirely,
because we have an obligation to determine the circumstances

II

under which the previous x'ecord was developed. Me understand.

now at least this record does not require any. individual to

give any statement which he, individually, personally, does

16

not believe to be the truth. And I think we'e made 'that

clear.

DR. LEEDS: Or agr es with. There are two points

18
to that.

NXTNESS BROIP~fLEE: Nx. Chairmanr 'X dd.nk I'e
20 already agreed to those befoxe.

CHAIK4MC SMITH: Yes, I thiMi so. That was the

gist oz the preliminary questions thac w had in the opening

part.

BY CEPZPQP21 Sr.'XTH

How, my next question is: . Xn any of ti.e testimony
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received during the hearing on the construction permit, weze

3

any of you gentlemen zequi ed to give, under the mles, under

the policies extant at that time, testimony that you could not

personally, individua2.1y, professionally support, aside from

consensusP

{Nitness Brownlee) My answer is no. X believe we

stated that previously.

Q Nell, if you have, excuse me, because X don'

remember it being that clear.

$0 Tell me, when did you answer that'P

X think the fact that when we were here previously

f2. we said that was our testimony we gave, and that we took an

oath to that> and we did give that testimony'.

But the testimony also says that your testimony

reflected the views—
A Excuse me. Prom the construction point of view,

that X prepared. Excuse me. And here I'm sitting now, and

$ 8 X'm going to do the same thing.

2D

Q All right. But just so there's no doubt about it,
let's address each of the people who appeared in the hearing

before:

Neze you required, or did you give any testimony

as be'ng Staff consensus which you, p rsonally, individual"y,

professionally did not suppozt2 I mean that.you believed to

be the ~ruth>
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A That material that X prepared previously that was

iitcluded in that consolidated testimonyg X support fullyo
And may X ask each of you witnesses i" thai: is the

case?

A (Witness Dance) X second that. X mean X'll say

the same thing that Pw. Brownlee said. But X'm not t~ing
to second-guess your words in your decision, where you.said

you were misled

X recognise that, and—
X'm going to ask some more questions about that

later on, but X want to establish at. one point in the record,
right now, whether. it is the case or not. that the testimony

I

previously given by you. gentlemen reflected your individualr

professional, personal concept of what you believed to be the

truth?

Yes~ it did

(WHtness Brownlee) Xt did.

IS

29

20

9 You were not depending on a consensus> you were

.~leo submitting your own concept of what you believed to be

I the truth?

(Witness Dance) Yes.

All right. I'd that was the case of your

testimony, too, 2~~'. Xang?

(Hitness Lang} Yes

Xn addition to the input that you'e described
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on page 28 in the answers to our questions, you also received—

you cooperate with legal counsel from the Office of Executive

gal Director, and he reviews your testimony.

And X think, as you indicated on page 21, that

you received guidance and, details of the fomnat of the

testimony to be submitted from a Staff counsel assigned to

'.the proceeding.

(Witness Dance) That s correct

Howg of course, he explains to you the legal issues.

10 But elsewhere in the testimony X think that you

'dvised the legal counsel, Hx. Dance, that there are problems

with the Shearon Harris testimony, and he Cold you, "So be it,
„Call it the way it is."

15

That's correct.

But X have one point that X do thinl" requires

'larification.
Mould you turn to page 130, Volume XXX, of the

TS Office of Xnspector & Auditor, which villbe—
l9 A Excuse me. What page'?

130 of Volume XXX of the report of the Xnspector.

and Auditor.

Did we assign exhibit numbers to those
reports'R.

BHXG: No, we did not.

CHRXBl'OMAN SR~X'LR: All right. ~~~t me digress here

and, assign exhibit numbers to those.
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The last. ezhibit number was

.lE. DO~~BG".!Ir. Cha: n="~a, X believe thi last Board

~i&ib" nQIiiQer was 8 o

CHAXRNKM SliXZH: All =ight. Sa ve will have

Volume X as Board Exhibit 9. Volume XX wild. be Board'Exhibit

10. And Volume XXX will be Board gxhibit 11.
I

Previousl so that the record vi11 ref e - is7 1 ctM
the Board issued a memorandum and,order advising the parties

to this proceeding that've intended to receive this report

into evidence without a sponsoring witness, and that if any

objections vzere to be made they should be made priox'o today.

12 No objections were made„ and X assume, therefore,

that there are no objections.

All right, then, ve receive into evidence 8'oard

Exhibits 9, 10 and, 11, which are Volumes', XX and XXX of the

Xnguiry into the Alleged Omission of a Line Xnspector's Views

from the Shearon Harris Construction Permit Hearing,. dated

november 1978, by the Office of Xnspector 6 Auditor.

(The documents referred to vere

marked fox identification as

Board Zzhibits 9, 10 and 11, arid

vere rec ived in evidence.)

BY CKQPIQZ7 Si~iXld:

Q C~~nt2.admen g on page 130 X 7 re fQ~r f'g this to

Mr. Bros ee and, Nr. Dance —and hear .n mind that De person
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who made this report is not present, and the person referred

to in the report i.s not, present, and we have nc basis to

believe or disbelieve this report.

The question, then, "'s very narrow:

Di.d you, for any reason, soft.-pedal your testimony

with respect to CPGX,'s capabilities to operate Shearon Harris?

(Nit.~ass Brownlee) The answerer is nO.

(Witness Dance) My answer is no.

Hr. Chairman, X believe in my interview. section of

10 this docurrent it also says that the answer is no.

Yes, but the difficulty is that this i,s in
conflict with what,.you said, and X thought that the record

should be clarified on this point.

Do you recall any such advice from any off'icial
in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission?

A No,

IS

T9

Do you, sir?

(Nktness Brownlee) No, sir.
BY DRo

LEEDS'f

Let me refer you to page 29.

Pw Dance, X think you'e answering these cpxestions,

~d Z'd like to claxify a point,.

Zt says —the second question is answexed by:

"Z had ="pervised the insp ctor at Brunswick and

the inspecto- at Robinson."
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Is .there only one in pector?

(Ritness Dance) There is one project inspector.

Okay. So this should ba, hen, pxoject inspectoxP

Yes ~

Q Do you.>rant to add that to the testimony2

Yes, >re would Like to add that,.
'

So on page 29 the testimony is changed to read,

as the answer to the second question asked on that page:

"I had supervised the project inspector at

Brunm~ick since brune 1976 and the pxoject inspector

at Robinson since 0'anuary l977."

The adjective "pxoject" has been added in front,

of "inspector" in both instances. Is that correct, sizP

Yes, sir.,

Q I think ifyou'l turn to page 35 —and correct me

if I missed this - but on page 35 „—these are Questions to

you, N~. Bxotmlee, is that correct2

(Ustness Brownlee) Yes, si .

Zt tha bottom of the pager tha second Question

from the bottom, of the page says:

"Did anyone tell you before you prepared your

testimony @hat tha conclusion should be in you testimony2

think my problem is I don=t remember finding
that Question a. ked of hi=. Dance in the Questions that '.?axe

presented to him. Xt's not a Question directed to you, Hr.





Brownlee. I just wanted 'co make sure it was a question asked

of you merci that you answered. But I don't think in KY. Dance"

test~~aeny that I find that auestion being asked.

Did anyone tell you before you prepared your

test~mony what your conclusion should be in youx testimony'P

(Hitness Dance) No.

Your answer to the gue tion then, is not

No. Hy answer is no.

Thar'ou.
- (The Board conferring )

BY CHAIRKhN Sl~iXTH:

Q Gentlemen,- we intended to bring this up lacer,

but we'e afraid it .just might get overlooked:
- Xf any aspect of your o=iginal testimony in the

construction permit proceeding requires, in your view,

modification, would you bring it to our attention whenever
k

you think that it would be an appropxiate time? But are want

to welcome you to do that.

Xf there 'is anything about, your original testimony—

X think that somebody did note one corxection in the prepared

written testimony —but we do invite you to bring to our

attention any modifications that you have in your original

testi aiony

DR. i=FDS: Zzd, in paxticular, wi~~ r=spect to

any conclusions ~&at you m'ght have abou'he capability of
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the Licensee to operate and construct Sbeazon Harris Nuclear

Plant., realizing that a year and something bas passed, and

events may have occurred which might "ead you to r~maif'-or

to- change, in any way whatsoever, or, any neer things chat may

have come up in tbe time period.

'Xs it clear what. ~re're asking?

. HXTNESS DANCE: X realize what you'ze askingg But

let me ask you a question:

On the dissenting views that we have presented in
this current testiniony, we do not need to revise it for that/
zigbt?

DR. 'LEEDS: Xf-you revise any »» nem facts that
are presen«d "- if they have changed your mind on anything,

me want to 'know.

NXTMESS DANCE: Very good

$ 6 DR. LEEDS: And I didn'8 necessarily want to hit

18

you with that question and you not have time to think about

it, so X don', want the answer now. Re want to get tbe

20

answer later g but vse want to ~ know if anything bas happened
k,

since either the previous testimony in Oc~ober of 1977 o'

since tb's testimony was prepared which would change any of
your conclusions. be wan+ to know what the changes are, and

<)bat the reasons a..e, what mere the facts that caused you to
make tnose changes.

So we want tb's record complete when w shut, it
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down, as of the date we shut it down.

WX~i ASS DANCE: I undezstand.

3 BY DBo LEEDS:

9 I"d like to make sure we'e given each of you who

were interview d .in. mat XaA report an opportunity —I think

we did —but I think Mro Brownlee and her. Dance wanted to

have a chance to review it —and I want to make sure that

we give vou an opportunity to tell,us if there's anything

you disagree with in the report they made, or an/thing you

»ant to add, in any shape, form or fashion, feel fx'ee.

BY CHAXRKQl SF%TH

That is a matter of open business, that you wanted

g3 to wait'until.aftex the recess to xespond to questions on it

T6

'78

Axe you ready2

(Nitness Dance) I'm ready to respond.

Mould you please2

I have a few corrections.

Let me make a general statement. Xf I were

~g writing the testimony, I'd use some diffexent words, but X'll
2p make the changes so that it's somewhat compatible.

DR. LZEDS: Xf you want to change any words, just
tell me, because I want to listen to them.

~7XTNHSS W~4CZ: Beg pardon2

DR. LEEDS: If you want to make changes, let me

know o
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NXF~KSS DMCE: The testimony 's on pages 90 to

95 of Volte XXX of We »interview seotion.

CHIRK. SLOTH: All right, this i" Board Kzhibit

NXIHSS MHCE: On page 91, in the second paragraph~

at lines. 5.'nd 6, the name. chessmen appears
~ 6

be Nessman.

That ought to

The same correction. is in paragraph 3, line 3.

1Q

His nave is used Mhree times on that page.

Ne are talking about the same man that's at this
hearing today.

Madelon fl;R

13

$ 6

$ 7
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c8 mpbl-

Still on page 91, the second paragraph, the 16th

line from the "op of ~e pa"agraph, under ">a shards "the

plant was e:~periencing", X'd like to change that to "the

plant had experienced".

Xn the same paragraph, line 19, -the words

"management attitude" X would like to change to ".management

''advancement'and geographic location"..

BY CHAIR'4M SNXTH:

X'm sorry, X gust didn't follow you.Q

A'Witness Dance) . Xt's the fourth line from the
I

bottom of that. second paragraph.

Q Okay.

Zl Change the word -» de1ete "attitude", insert

"advancement and geographic location".

On page 92, in the first paragraph, in the

seventh line, make the sentence;read:.

17

18

"Dance advised that he did not. recaH.

Cantrell mentioning the posse%:lily...
I

and then go on from there

20 The last paragraph on page 92, the fourth line/
beginning with "Min~al", inc1.ude the turd "additional" ~

23

Xrclude the word "include"2

Xnseri. the word "additional".

Between "minimal" and "input"7

Yes.



mpb2 MR. REXS: Excuse me.

Can X have that paragraph vsith the last vord2

DR. LEEDS: he last was on page 92, the fourth

line from the top of the paragraph.

NXTNESS MHCE: On page 94, the seventh para-

graph, the second line, axter "North Carolina" include

"to arrive", "to arrive the beginning of the week" the

sentence vould read.

Also on page 94, the first paragraph, the

'0 third line,'delete the void "naked".
I

BY CHAXRMAM SIXTH!

Xs that it2
(Witness Dance) That's it, six'.

Mr. Dance, are these corrections -™

X don'4 thinlt they change the meaning of the

testimony. They do not really change the meaning of the

'-testimony.

'But my question is:

20

'o these corrections bring the reported inter-
view more into line of hov you recall the interview heing,

or after you'e had a chance to study it, tuhat you believe

to'e a more ac~~ ate expression of fact2

Do you unde stand the diffexence2 X mean, did

the auditors from the Office of Xnspector and Auditor @vote

you directly, hut upon xeflection you believe that a better
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mpb3 expression of accuracy would be the corrections you'e made,

or in the first instance, did they quota you inaccurately,

I think maybe both —viell, X hope both. X

6

think there was some paraphrasing that was made. I think
there were some words that I didn't use.

Q Of course, I have misstated it because they
I

don't purport to quote you anyway. They say they are

paraphrasing.

'l0 That's right.
Is that it, s9.rP

12 A Yes.

Q Hell, let me see. Iou have another portion of

j4 'the testimony too, don't youV Xsn't there a follow-up

interview 2

No, I'm mistaken about that.

No, X had no follow-up

IS

I9

20

Mr. Brownlee, do you have corrections to make?

(Hitness Brownlee) - On page 96, the bottom

paragraph. I think in the paraphrasing we state'here that:
"Brownlee stated that while he was on an

"inspection of Shearon Harris it was decidod by

Pugh Dance, who was preparing the operations

portion of the testimony, and Charles Barth,

the responsible Office of the Executive Legal



mpb4 Director Attorney, that joint testimony would be

pre'pared o

'0

Xf we sveze checki g dates, and wa did no" do it
at., that, time, X think our conversation went that X thought

,that. X, was on Shearon Harris, but X did not, check travel
6 dates. or 'anything of this nature. X was either at Harry.s

"or" cine of the other siteso

But in light oZ the way that; it's stated here,

was somewhere g X agree e

'

Also the same below, When we were doing the

work between trips, and betereen Dance and myself, ve vere

making the prepa-ations and getting it together ~ . Xf'e
checked dates and, all, X may be hard-pressed. X was Out of

the. office. Xn that light, it is correct.

And that's all.
c9 CHBZiUV27 SIXTH: He pxopose a break until, one

o.'clock, i2 that meets the approval of the parties.

20

. (Zo response.)

cEWmnw Sram: Atl right
* He'l ad)ourn until one o'lock.

-r

end 24
Madelon

RB flws M
2a)

Z5

(Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the hearing ia. She

above-onti led matter was recessed, to reconvene at

l!OD pomona this SQ1QG dayo)
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MR. REXS: I certainly will.
CHMRIM SNXTH: Okay. So we'e going to circu-

Late, witn some hope of getting this returned, the '77 charts

from NUREG G66. Then when they both come back we will
officiallynotice them and ask that they be bound into the

transcript.

Xn view of the Staff's motion this morning con-

cerning oral limited appearance statemenCs and the implication

attendanC to that motion thaC the Board has erred in not

receiving oral statements, we believe that it would be

appropxiate fox the record to demonstrate the circumstances

which prevailed when we made the determinations which we

made yesterday.

To review: AC the outset we an enounced we had not

17

invited the public to make oral statements; that we would

receive written statements, and upon a determination that

the'ritten statements were sufficiently 'restricted to the

relevant issues we would, time considered, we would consider

19

20.

23

the possibility of allowing those statements to be made .

orally

As it turned out, the events of the day in several

respects made that virtually, in our view, impossible to

provide that opportunity. And the events are these:

After that statement was made a group of people,

an apparently cohesive gxoup, came into the hearing x'oom and



wb2 there was an interruption by one of the members of that

group, at which time we recessed. And sate asked for Che

United States Marshal to take an interest in Che activities
in the room. As I indicated, in my view Chere were about

twenty-five people.

The United States Marshal did, indeed take an

7L interest in the activities in the room. And he conferred
I'ithChief Judge Larkins on the telephone, he being out of

town e

Judge Larkins summoned mci to the telephone,

and'first.he wanted to know by what authority —who am I
and by what authority am I occupying his courtroom. And

Chat's a pretty good quests.on. And we satisfied him as to
r

that~

But he also observed that he had reports that
there were demonstrations brewing in the hearing room. And

22

I think that was correct. By that time most of the people

who came in had put gags around their mouth as some type of
indication. of displeasure with the Board's activities'. And

based upon my experience and the experience of the Bo'ard

membexs, we did not believe Chat it was possible to maintain

decorum in this hearing zoom and, at the same time, present,

an oppor~ity for oral 19JlQ.ted Qppearanco Statements o This

is basod upon experience we have each had in other hearings.

And I'm convinced that that was correct.
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~ . wb3 Moreover, Judge Larkins admonished me that. unless

we are able to mainta'n the same decorum that he would be

able to maintain in the hearing room,'e could not conduct

the hearing in his courtxcom.

The Marshal emphasized that he wants us to be

prepared —he wanted us to be prepared to recess the hearing

7 for the day in the event thexe were any disturbances, and we

8 told him we would very much like to be able to continue the

9 hearings, that the issues are important.

10 Therefoxe we did notinterrupt the hearing to

take oral statements at that time. Purthemmre, it wasn'

until we x'ecessed for the evening that we had an opportunity

14.

15

to read the oral statements to deterndne who was making,

or proposing to make a statement which would be sufficiently
within the issues. Error that may be; however, the decision-
but I don't think it was; X think it, was a responsible

decision. Moreover, the decision was made from 'the Bench at
a time when decisions have to be made, and they cannot be

made after an evenings'eflection.

20

21

24

Does anybody have any additions to those observa-

tions, ox corrections?

MR. REXS: The only thing X would like to say is
my motion was not premised on any exror. X was asking the
Board to re-ezercise, ox consider again the exercise of its
discxetion. Exercise of discretion one way or the other, ofcourse, is not error.
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Whereupon,

CHARLES E. MURPHY

VXRGXI L. BROWNE'EE,

PKM< Z. LONG

and

HUGH C MNCE

7 - resumed the stand as witnesses for and on beha3.f of the

Regulatory Staff and, having been. previously duly sworn,

were examined and testified further as fo2.lows>

EXAICZNATXON BY THE BOARD {Continued}

77 BY CHAXRMM SMXTH:

72 , Q X address this to Mr. Dance in particular:

Mould you please refer again to Appendix 3 to

74 the testimony of Panel 1.

X want to explain the purpose of my questions

narratively so tnat you know the context of the answers.

One of our responsibilities 'is to re-assess the

original testimony and evidence in this case and re-assess

the significance of the material which was not included in

the testimony.

As the ezaminat'on established yesterday,

?eR
Nr. Cantrell made mere visits:-'o Unit 2 thanmyone else„and

to Unit 1 than anyone except Hr. Sullivan. Zcxd the au stion
that X'm asking is to determine what, his opportunity to

observe was, in your view, and his opportunity to arrive at
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:gi
s ~ t

a valM geKgzent wasp-- not Qe vaU.catty of his )u@gmeat, bet

Vm opporhuzi.Cy to arrive at a va1id )edgment,

So the @motion isl Nro Cantrell+' Chhak you

tsstif9ARdp Was th% prklcigal inspFAAoro XQ CLat rigkl4p
p ~

. ",6:

Er I7,

A.; (witness Dares) That's correcte.=.

0 Md. he io a amXLKple-Ciaciplkaaxy. Qm~her2
C

HouM that he correct%'

~
I think that'e propert S ~ ~. ei «,n

ilO- '

'".

2 ~ V

And many of the othor inspectors he@4 hara e

d9.soipliaa?

That'. correct

Hro SaU.ivan, for cmmplo4 @hit is Sks OhscfLplimo2

'1'4'= Mr. Sellivcm is also a project huupsctor, oksdLXar

Mro Cantxel,X,o

'1'7,

I>8

Xf I nay add< Hro SOU.van aaafmia4 Che pro)ech

responsibility vhea Mro Cantxell +as replaced' Hr, SulLLvea

xsplacad Hr~. Cantre11o

9 'h> X see, So this@ neo not coinN.diiit iu Choco

20 inspectional

2j That's tgca,

A11 righto

Thorn ~o Nave Chas> isn'4 k4 cXear "eMt on magg,

24 many visits Co SruaswicJ", Hro Cantzell hcLcL the t4ot opgoz

tamiCy Co observe its opemticn2

~ Q %'
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That's From the point of vie+ of ah& weach of
the disciplines and Che Preqvency of viekta,„85'iQd Chah he

correcM

'A Nhat vaa your first point%'

Hell, both frcm the point of view of the b6m6

di'scipline that he covered, the umultiple dieciyline"Ralpec-

~ @ion, and the frequency of vied.ts,. this is Cruet '

Yes, that's true.

Q How the general panel testimony yeafterda j'a
:that'comp'arisons between plants is a difficultQdng+'that

~ 'iC4s" hard to do because it is hard Co have standards 'nd
f2 "I'on't recall specifically that you supported that p'o'int of

v9.@vs but is QQLt pretty correct P

A 'hat is our point of view,

{? And that suggests Co me, then, thaC Mr. 'Cantrelll

'v9;ew of the operation at Bmxnsviok inasmuch ai 'iY, can'not be

J7 contra'dieted by observations at other p1ants, is erthm Chat

~ much stronger.

20

22

That's a rather obscure question X have 4o

work'with this because the problem X'm having is the Ceeti

mony is that 9.t is difficult to compare one
plant-with'nother.

Therefoxe Mr.: CantreLL's obseivation Mth res@set

to Brune+9.ck cannot be gainsayed or contradicted bhned

"u'pon empery.ence vith other plants. Xs &mt .Cruet



mpb2 X'm not trying to contradict h's 5th'elements.

X did not accept one of his recommendations, but 2."m not.

contradicting any statements.

He11, X'm going to ask you ab'out that.

X'm trying to establish how his opportunity to

observe, his oppor'tunity to arrive at a judgment.

A He h'ad the opportimity, yes.

And I'm also trying to establish;the validity,

10

the opportunity he had to make a valid judgment. And let
. me be more direct:

You couLd not say, Mell -- you didn't say; .I'm

just giving you an example —you cannot say, Nell, Ne..

Cantrell, X don't agree +9th your judgment at-Bm'nsvick

because my experience at other plants leads me to a contrary

deci'sion.

Could you say that, consistent with y'our testi-

18

mony that plant to plant comparison is a very difficult
thing7 .

X'm not wanting to moderate his views to any

20 other. plant.

That's riot what you asked me2

Ho, that's not what I asked

X'm saying that who in the hierarchy of the

ifucleax'egulatory Commisoion, considering the fact hat

'pl'an't to plant comparison is difficult, can hake the person
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mpb3 who has the best opportunity to observe, the best opportunity

to ar'ive at a judgment, and say Our overall experience

with all plants leads us to reject your )udgment. Who in
che hierarchy of the NPC can do

that%'ell,

I respect his judgment. I think if
someone re)ected his )udgment it should be discussed with him.

Hell, now I'm goi.ng to come to this Later.

My point —and X'm taking blame fox not. getting good

questions and answers because X'm having trouble articulat-
ing thi.s question. X'll concede that. But I vill come to

that latex'.

f2 Nhat I'm talking about right now are two facts,

14

controlling facts prevail, two controlling circumstances

pxevailc

Mr. Cantrell has the best opportuzd.ty to

observe and arxive at a )udgment. Plant to plant compar9.-

18

19

sons are difficult and cannot be made, well, easily.

Put these two facts together and tell me under

what cixcumstances his )udgment can be superceded by the

9P judgment of someone else. 2Lze those two facts even related

to ach other's Maybe they'e not.

A Hell, X'm having trouble answering the cpxestion

of who should supercede his )udgment, i.f anyone.

Does the fact that it is difficult to make

comparisons fxom one plant 4o the next give greater weight
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mpb4 to the judgment of the person who has experience at. a

I t¹n!c the e'er<'ence at a particular plant

partxcu3 Br pled. g such Rs Mro C~~trell at Brupswick2
/il

„and the circumstances around that e:~srience prevail.

How I'm going to, Mr. Dance, duri'ng She course

of the examination you'e not going to be left hanging like
'I

you seem to be now'. You'e going to have every oppoitunity

to explain

But I'm just trying to establish a point at a

10 time. And we'11 get back to your points.

As a matter of fact, it may be a good time to

bring this up:

Xn a pers'on in your position, you'e'alled
upon from time to time to do as you did preparing the

$ 5 testimony to consider the views of. different people and

to evaluate those, and you have to exercise some discr'ation

as to which views you i'nclude, which views you don'., and

it's a judgment matter. That's pretty much what your

j9 testimony has been, is that right2

'>P A Yes.

In making that judgment, it seems to me that'he

easier thing fo you to do, the easy thing, would be to

trow everything out.

Oh, I agree with that.

And that way you wouldn't be here today.
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2

'les, that's r-'ht.
Xt would save a lot of problems.

~ So:rha" X'm get ing at in this point, it. would have

been easier adv~nistxatively, it would have saved difficulty
for you, if you had just copied what he had to say and threw

it, in the testimony and let things happen as they would. But

it twas the exercise of your professional judgment that that,

was not the correct thing to do. Xs that
right2'0

A That's right.
Q 'So did, you make a judgment away from what you might

call your immedia"e immediate selfish interest?

4 ~ 102 A Ho f X don ' ted.nk X made a— X follow your reason-

ing but X think that is mischaracterizing it'. X wasn t
considering my own personal interests. X was trying to make

a judgment for the construction permit hearing.

Q And your personal interests do not entex'nto it
f7 one way or the other,

The point X m trying to make is it seems to me

that if you had just followed along— Prom what X know about

the case, if,you had followed the bureaucratic approach of
covering yourself at all times, you would have throxrn every-

ting in that came along. Xs that correct?

Oh, X agree. And h'ndsight tells me that.
X.'h(nk we'e a" 1 'n government learned t'nis.
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Beb2 And when you made the judgment— I"m showing you

easy ones. And when you made '=he judgment to exclude &is
3 test>%0r y or hz.s xlotes r you did. 1lot ~ ake the easy course p

did youP

That,'s right.

And you did not take the defensive coux'se.

But I did have other inputs, but I can agree with

that.

I can perceive no motive in everything I'e read

in this case that you might have other than exercising your

concept of your responsibility when you excluded certain

conclusions from Nr. Cantrell. Is that. rightP

That's correct.

Now could I have observations from the other gentle-

men on the panel who know this business, and could you comment.

upon this.exchange that I'e had with Nr. Dancet SH>at do you

think about this'?

(~ititness Long} Yes, I'd lilm to say one thing.

I wond r ifperhaps the idea has come across that.

we rejected the problem as a problem. I don't think that we

have done that. He've said many times that ve recognized

problems, this being one of numerous problems that have been

encountered or. one type or another in the manragelrlent svstems

area. The method of resolution or final disposition of that

problem is ~There I personally had a problem.
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In other words, it would assume that tM only way

Rat I could accept or that I believed the problem would be

best . esalved mould be though a permit cond'tion that would

recuixe something a number of years down the road. I did not

consider that as at all necessary because I had never seen the

need for it before although I had seen the same problem at

other facilities pending construction permits and eventually

facing operating license hearings..

So I don't think that any of us has taken a posi-

tion that that was not a problem. I don't believe we have

said that. There were problems—

This is getting off in the area -«

A But I mean the resolution of it, I-believe we have,

particularly in the operating plant, I took the position

myself that most of these problems that we have several years

minimum to resolve, so we saw no reason to believe they

wouldn't be—
Mr. Long, you'x'e anticipating me. The Boa|:d is

going to have cpxestions late on about the testimony and the

original testimony. I'm trying to establish a very narrow

point right now, nd that is '-o determine if there are any

factors which the record does not demonstrate which makes it
difficult or hard a- easy to include or exclude information,

and I made an observation that Yr. Dance agreed to, that she

easiest approach would have been to throw everything in and
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X just wonder, i~4,. Murphy, in yo~~- experience as

Could X just make one more comments

One thing on our method, it has been stated that we

never realLy have had a very concrete or uniform procedure for

the preparation of testimony, and my personal opaaio5..'has been

that we make the decision at some. point to support the permit

so when we develop the testimony it's generally, T. think in

nearly all cases .it'clearly would lean toward the support -,
towards support. of the applicant's request for a permit.

So we have not attempted, and X don't remember too

many 'nstances, if any, where adverse information appeaxed in

the testimony. Xn other words, we worked— Z think that we

IS probably tried, subconsciously perhaps in some cases, to work

26

27

around by suppozting another approach than highlighting the

dissenting or the many opposing views of certain things, how

to resolve -- the best way to resolve the pxoblem and put—

Xn other words, in weighing all the information we

had> we still supported the permit or the issuance of it
b cause those things in favor outweighed, far outweighed the

problems that v;e were aware of, and our knowledge of pending

resolution of the p oblc4s.

So Z )myself: in writing testimony, I very ra -e1y

ever tended to discuss excessively the prob1ems that T. saw;
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I on1y discussed «mose problems that I saw no immediate reso-

lution co, or those that I didn't recognize had an immediate

eso3 utiono

Are there any other comments on thatP

(Witness Hurphy) Hro Chairman, I do not necessaril

agree with Nr. *Dance, that the project inspector by his being *

)

at the site- more often than others, necessarily is the- one

person with the best knowledge.

I can easily foresee that the section chief, with

all of the inputs that he has, would have a far better under- *

standing of the over-a11 operation ox the site than would. some

e
978

one there, based just. on presence at a site.
He would also have a better understanding, in fact

A-

should have demonstrated it by being in the position, that.he

is more aware of the various regulations and the commitments

16
and requirements in the generic sense, and should be in a

baQtm'osition as to how a li,censee is performing and also

i8 in which direction the licensee is going.

9 Mcw the specific question that I was ~ging to

ge to, and perhaps there is no answer available, is what

ar the practical pressures upon a person in Mr Dance's

position when it. corn s to a judgment co be made to include or

Q. elude vis>FQQxna s v

Outsi)~e pre-su-"e, sir'P I know of ~one, I have

never experienced any myself, 5o include or exclude posit~ons
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That's the exact point that X'm trying to make.

So J.f any pressuxa ex'.sts h9s 9.nc13mtion would

be to a3.le~@ it 9.n.

X mould thAnk so.

Q Unless his professional gudcpnent te3.1s him that
~ 6 . i.t should be excluded.

.That it is not warranted.

That S.s my cyxesMon.

10

14

16

17

20

23

~ - ' ' ' e r.'. '~ e ~ ~ ~ . -% ~ c ~ ~ ) ~
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X'm Crying to determine what b9.ases there may

have been, and 9.C seems to me Chat if his office functions

like the ofxices X know about, when iix doubt you 1st it in

Xt would have been much easier, of course—

other than for typing load —it wo'uld have bee'n much

easiex'o identify every b9C of trivia in the record, and

there 9;s much of it.
Okay.

SY HRe LEEDS:

30 9 Br. Long, did X understand you to-say that once
r

you hive made a determination —X Chink you used We vord

"support" an anapplicant —that y'ou might tend Co emphasize

53 the pluses and de-emphasize the minuses, 9.s that right7

(Witness Long) X don't think X said de-

emphasize the minus; but when ere collectively agree that

there are nc conditions which srould preclude the issuance

f7 of'he permit.', it's at that time that twe agree'. Me Mork

with the lawy'ers then and licensing people and'othex's and

19 we proceed, with the hearing and the preparation of testimony.

90 Xn other words,'hat wrould be the t~ to

object to the permit 9.f we had a'nyJhing —i.t doesn', mean

we'ave no problems and everything is completely clean. Xt

means, Co me, and X'm sure to the others, that there were

no major outstanding prob3.mes that Me did not foresee Che

ready x'esolution of or Chat would stand in the ivay of the
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pezmit,. So we would go ahead and prepare testimony. And

much of the testimony that I have participated in has

included many open items, a long 1ist of items that misC be

resolved.

At this stage we have no laundry list like that.

Nell, let me get back to the buckets.

I'e got two buckets. One bucket is full of

plusses and one bucket is full of. minuses. And you have now

decided that you'e going to put them on a scale. The

plusses bucket is a lot bigger than the minus bucket in some

way. You have now decided it is important to the applica-

Cion.

What do you view your role is when you say you

support the application2

Nell, it really means that we would not proceed

to hold up the process because we feel like all issues Chat,

are still open either would be brought, Co the hearing stage

or would be resolved prior to the issuance of the permit.

These'things would all be identified and listed in some way.

9 Xf I asked you as a Board member what's your

evaluation of the aApplicant, and you'e decided to support

this App1icant, how many of the minuses villget thrown into

the testimony, a lot, a few2

A En the oxiginal testimony I would expect Chere

would be a moderate, few to moderate number of minuses.
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mpb3 Do you view your role once the Region IX, or

whatever entity you'e ta3king,about has decided to collect-
'vely or collegiately or ho~raver to support an applicant, do

you view your role, then, as an advocate of that appl9cation2

Mo. I think our support is about the MRC's

process of'icensing. Ne have no authority to not support

a license if they meet Che recpxirements. That 's the way X

look at it.
Our job is to verify that all of the recpxirements

$ 0 that we are responsible for are met or will be met, and that

we 'feel confiderit. about this.

Q But X.'m not talking about the recpxirements that

you'e responsible for.
The problem X'm running into —and I tried to

get over this on page 28 -- many of. you have anti'cipated

the 'stuff we'l get to when we get to Panel 3, but you'e
not on panel 3.

The role of the ISS, when we ask the cpxestion,

20

you know, what your .feelings or your opinion is about'his

applicant, it is not. a question of whether or not he reads

the specific inspection points, but 9t was a feeling for what

was known about. Wis applicant in terms that could enable

th's Boa d to fulfillits duty to predict. >rhat the applicant.

wou.".d do in Ke future, and that's a long involved statement.

But our problem is to make the prediction that.
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mpb4 someone in the XGE reports characterizes as diffi'cult to

make in si c years 'n the future. v7e were looking for help.

Ai~d *that's why the question twas asked.

Xn my case, X think many of She people for at

least. 20 yeaxs who are managing the CPGL Company today, X

didn't work with them but X inspected it a lot. And Z

worked with that. contxact in the'past and wox'ked with. them.

Many'of these people who were engineers and worlcing level in

those ciays axe now managing CPGL. ,X have that confidence.

f0

f2

'
know that. at the time in the past that .X have

seen their performance with problems, X have also seen their

willingness to resolve the problems and work them out. X

-have, never been disappointed that X know of. Ne were concern-

ed at times. Maybe they didn't go fast. enough o'ccasionallyg

but. we have"no record of continued dissatisfaction with the

xesolution or co'rrective action on problems once identified.

Q Mr. Murphy told me this morning we'ere

shuffling people ax'ound quite a hit, and it sounds like

20

you didn't get. shuffled. Zs that true'P

A I don'0 believe that he realiy meant that we

'shuffled. branch chiefs around. X have only held two gobs

Zg s'inc'e X've been in NRC. One is construction, most of the

time, and, the rest of the'time it's aperations branch chief ~

And X believe Nr. Murphy was a testing branch

'chief initially and then construction.
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mpb5 Would it have been better for you to, you know,

have visited California and the climate might have been

different. X von't say "bettex"; it might have been differ-
ent.

Ne're not anxious for that kind of rotation

effort yet. There are too many of us.

Xt's been mentioned, but X wouldn't person'ally

endorse it.
But you certainly rotate the inspectors. You

10 don'. let them sit at a plant more than a couple of years,

'three'ears,. something like thatT

A He do that because they are the most directly
involved with the plant that, they'xe assigned=to. The

project inspector is on a plant. All other inspectors work

on all plants.

Q After this long period of experience- with them,

$ S

19

have you formed an opinion that, would be very difficult to

shake? Xf a principal inspector came to you, vould you tend

to discount his '—

20 A No, I don't think so. X think we have pretty

intensive enforcement programs. And X think the 'record

vill show that when the need for enforcement is demonstratedf

ve do enforce.

But if he came to you and said, X don't think

they xeally are capable of doing Z, things have detex'iorated,
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mpb6 would it shake you from your position'P

I Wink personally in this case X would disagree

with the statement from a neer of people, though X've only
heard it from one person out of about 30 people who have

F

bean 'nvolved;

While I vezy strongly xespect the opinions of.
"the individua1, X think I'now what the individual —as far
as'"I'm concerned, I undexstood what his„concerns were"

-Xooking back 'on it now, X understand it even better.
X think his concerns have been alleviated long.

ago, as I would have predicted in the past. X don't believe

the individual has the concern today because of the improve-

ment of conditions which I and others predicted previously

mould be the case.

Ne think that they, are getting bettez', that they
'I

are attacking problems, that their management is strengthen-

ing itself and looking for ways to handle these px'oblems.

I think it's true across tice board. He don't have too'any
C

cases that X know of. where there isn't this effort. X

20 think we'd be in xeal trouble if there were very much of that.

Q

BY CHAXE&RN SRXTHs "

6 ntlemen, on page 27 of the testimony of Panel 1,

where you say:

"...it is incumbent upon the inspector

to make his views known to -IE management."
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mpb7 Now the testimony in this proceeding is that—
well, Nr. Cantre13. felt that Che tech sos for Brunswi'ck

were being minimally mat, perhaps, hut the impl'icatioas of

them or the intentions of them were somehow not being met,

or perhaps the problem may have been that the tech specs

did not meet his concept of what tech specs. should have been/

T. don'C know.

'10

But whatever the problem is, is this the type

of view that should be made known by an inspector to I&E.

management2

(Ã9tness Dance) Xes, iC is.

Q And did this happen —I mean, did this happen
I

within the context of the answer on page 272

memorandums.

Hr. Cantrell has identified his view tn many
b

'

9 I'm speaking right now about his concern that
1

-'-'with respect to the number of SRos, Senior Reactor

Operators, licensed senior reactor opexators at'runswick,

19 that it cU.d not seem Co be meeting the implications of the

2Q

21

:.'tech specs which said that. a certain number Were'esi'r'aha,

'nine out of the top management, when in fact at the time

0/3

there was only one, and Chat his concern was th9.s odoes

not meet the implication or Che spirit of the tech specs.

The .question is:
Is that one of the views Chat an inspector'hoiQd
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make knosm to XGE management2

Xt certainly is o

And +as thah done within the context of this

testimony2

He did address Chat, question in a memorandum.

And you ordered an
inspections'es,

ve did.

"And then after you had the 9.nspection, you acted

upon it2
Yes, and prior to the inspection ve received

interpretation from our headquar'ters on that very iss'ue.

So as fax as you'e concerned, the system did

Made3.on
2B fles )4
WRBloom

work;
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Q Now would you tell me, please, about tech specs?

X'm probably the only cine in the room who doesn't know the

answer to this . But we'e speaking of technical specifica-
tions. Now how are those formulated? Who formulates them?

The. Nuclear Regulatory —NRR.

Me they a part of the license? .

Yes, they are.

8 How are they modified?

They axe modified by NRR either at the request of
X&E or at the request of the licensee, ox on NRR's own

initiative.

Q Mr. Murphy X appreciated your clarification. of
Mr. Dance's statement about opportunity to observe. But itr

I

gust occurred to me you pointed out that the supervisor

of the inspector has input from all the disciplines.

f6'S

(Witness Murphy) That is correct, six-.-

And that's true< X hadn't considered'hat.

But also does not the principal inspeCtox'ave

input, from the othex disciplines?

20. A ., (Nitness Dence) Yes,'e does.

BY MRe BRXGHT

Q Gentlemen, on page 27, down where it says "He in
the Region do. not determine the xequirements which licansees

axe to meet," X'm a little curious. Now you make the further
statement that you are responsible to determine that the
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are conforming to the commitments as described in

SR%.

(4'iMess Murphy) That's 'correct, sir.
And, further, "Xnspectors do not have authority

to impose requirements on licensees."

A That's correct, sir.
X guess what X'm wondering, do you ever make

suggestions that, Ho, you'e not meeting these requirements,

fellows; why don'4 you do thus-and-soP

X can an inherent flaw in doing that. But X

would like to get your—

No, we do not, if, you will, act as consultants

to the licensees. They are responsible to obKdn their own

'interpxetations of the regulations and their own commitments

if they have questions.

There is much guidance. The regulatory guides,

if you will, among other documents that provide guidance to
the 1icensees. Zf the inspector makes a suggestion as to how

something could be accomplished, believe me,,the licensee
I

would take that as an NHC viewy and quite correctly so;

when, indeed, depending on the circumstances and everything

else, that position may not be totally correct for all o8

the situations that you can foresee.
Probably the clo est we could come to such as

5

that is to indicate that which had been acceptable in other
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similar instances as long as we really box in and define what

those instances are, so that it is clear.

There are many areas that give both the licensee

and the inspector problems; reporting requirements among

them ~

9 Nell when you say NRR does the review and

determines thatiwhatever their plans are to meet the require-

ments, how far down does this go'in terms of —X assume that
NRC is vitally interested in She various procedures that the

Licensee is using to run his plant. Now does NRR go through

these word-by-„word, punctuation< et cetera, and then XaE

A The requirements for the procedures are estab-

lished by NRR, the areas to be covered, the depth of coverage,

this type of thing, the training requirements behind them.
zt

The detailed review of the procedures is done by XE inspectors

to determine that indeed these procedures do meet, the require-
J8'ents that have been identified to the licensee and the

commitments that the licensee has made.

20 g So then this, you would say, would be the highest
1eve1 of advice, or whatever, that XsE gives to a Licansee2

X would hesitate to call it, "advice."

X hesitated also.
But we can show, or point out to them those

areas in a procedure that do not conform to what has been a
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'I

1
I

commitment requirement Genera).1y these comnitment require

ments are moxe specifically defined in the various codes

and standards to which they are building a p3.ant. X'm speaking

from the construcCion side.

Noi

Q Then the bottom line would be chat the.XSE people

* don't merely go through some hind of rote'hey do'..have

quite a responsibility in interpretation and .making 'value

. judgments. They'e not gust following a list-,-
A

—that someone bach in Nashington set down for
I

„~

A No, sir..

The document that they basically star't with would

be Chapter 17,in the instance of quality assurance, of the

. SAR, and the qua&.ty assurance plan that the M,censee has

developed to meet these commitments, and Mack it, deem through,

js

19
'

then, to the branches and the split dna to the individual

craft level procedures, if you will. Xt's quite c6mplex. Xt'8

'uite difficult
I

You can thinTc, probably, of thepSAR'as the

description of uhat —of how the work is to be accomplsshed,

2M

l
c

I

I
esD

the quality assurance plan as being She policy statement, and

', more definitive instructions on the part of the Licensee ac

to how he is going to implement that, program„which has been

described. And then we determine that the implementaticin f
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program is carried out.

Nel1 I sense Mat you'e addxessing mainly the

construe@on side.

That's correct> sir ~

g Now ho@ veH. does this folio@ insofar as th4

operating inspector goes'

A (Witness Dance) The PSAR that Mr. Nurphy mao

referxing to is the primary document dux'ing the construction

of the plant. At, the time of fuel loading, oi at the time

of licensing the plant the technical. specification also comes

into play. And that is the-primary document vhe e'he esquire-

ments for the plant are spelled,out.

XaE assists, or has an input to NRR during the

prepaxation of that. %le have a chance to review that and

input oux comments to what ve think the requirements ought to

be in the different areas in Chat tech spec.

Xt is our instruction, and it's our obligation

IS

19

20

2I

'3

24.

26

to our inspector if they see an axea any time in the life of

a plant that they don't think the requirement is proper, they

think other requirements ought to be added, they should bring

that forward, and we should make 'recommendations to change

the technical specification as deemed necessary.

Q So it sounds to me as if you have much the same

sort of responsibility at, the operating stage as you do at

the construction stage.
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Iss ~

9 i The subject may change a 3.9.ttle bit.
Right o

—but the basic cwork goes on.

{M3.tness Murphy) Yes, sir, X wouM consider Chem

quite similar.

7 I Thank you.

CHAXKBB SMXTB:. Xs there redirect?

Do you want some Cime?

10 HR. BEXS: Mo.

32i'reliminari1y X had infomad the Board, and had

distributed copies of the 'chronology of inspections at the

Eeunswick units, and X have not yet given them to 'the
l

Report, or incarporated .them in the record. X vouM Like

'hem to he marked and identified to he put in the record

is Staff Exhibit X6; or, rather, to he exhibits,'s
Staff Exhibit. L6.

9Kereupon the documenC referred Co was
I

marked for identification as StaM

Exhibit 16 ~ )



A'
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'2 WRB/ .. REDXRECT EXAMXNATXON

3I

BY MR. REXS:

Mr. Long, there has previously been talk of

LERs and LERs reported on various plants. Xs an LER —Can you

compare LERs at one p3ant to LERs at another plantP

A (Mitness Long) X think they could be compared ~

But X thinlc the only way that LZRs —Are you'alking about

numerical, or gust the significance of LERs2'

Well the numbers of LERs.

TO Mell without giving you the numbers, I'd say that

the LERs do vary —they have varied in number between plants
12. in the past, quite significantly, bas'ically due to the

license requirements for reporting.

For e>cample, the basic reporting requirement for

licensee events are included in one of the x'eg guides which

$ 7

has undergone several x'evisions'nd X imagine will be revised
t

further in time. But the older plants, some of them had

$

8'0

very minimal, very poorly defined requirements for reporting

of these events, and, consequently> few things were being

reported.

The wording at one point, X think it is safe to

say, was different. in, almost every technical specification

with regard to reporting, and only in the last couple of
pro 'l

years X think'have Chey become really uniform.

We vere discussing at least one case whex'e the
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13.~~see actual.1y was zeqeized to mmmm no report oC ihheso

eats ceahnicQly as far as Qe 3.9.cmse was concezaeRO He

have coma Me- xzd.Ciahive in om regina ancL elsewhere Co

get more mifoxmiCy in the licanses, Ne have put pressure

on the licensees> by whatever xmas we couM< )ho got them to

rport to Qse

Xn some cases, 3.icensaes have ovarzcMLcted ta oat

insistence ou repcrhing< and we'e got may> agony zeporhso

-Xn other cases< me have Crie6 ho eucplain to licmseaa )hat

mejny of the things hhey vere reporting raze not achmQ,ly

re'portable by our inhsrpze@ation of the requix'marut cad they

wcnaM maybe underxeect to that end cut ray hacdc; on reporI>ago

So that's gnst about —in my opin'Re accents

for She ma)or mumon why the wicte variaticn M XBR r@porhso

9 Gang to tachnical specificationc<'o 4hz depth

and Chs stringency of Cclchnicsl spscif ications '@Story frcpt%

plant to phuat2'

Yes+ ' think> as we discnssed previcinsly, in

my opinion the oMer a plant is< gamorally X Chink I coeM

say the Less stringent She Xiaeusc techsdcal specification.

rect.ramenhs wemo Jest hy measmeesat of the sian< She

volums, Me content of tech specs alone< they have cagemde4

drastic.cMXy oval the yanx's almost conhinmQ,Xyo

Robinson, fo mample, is one of She oXCer @para,t

ing QnclsRX plazltgo E4".QQ68ick l is pzo~+ly ctrl of



0
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BG3/eh 2 > QMW
i,

Q Does the ez8an:~ and the depQh of Qha ta~~k,ca3.
s(

apacif3.caCions have may eMnch on severity or She hype C

inapen."ons or her inspech9ons axe domP

A Obvious3y if Che requizesamCs oa a plant ~ Lese

'.io-

st~ingenC+ iC, is eashxe'or.us Co 'inspect, puenXy. for ecza

pX9.ance o

one thing that I have found ia ChaC inspeching

~ Cho planC MihhouC Che moro sCringmh LLeeese coadiCicas~
oua.'nspectors

do cams up with nero Cypes of things that zen Zee3L

-'ughC Co he included in the licamae or for vhich some reqc@z'e

$ 2-

l3

"l9

:90

ments shouM exLsC, I

~
" Xn=oChe» words+ Chere really ms Cm Chings m

1ook for, One m< compliance and Che ocher is the aeacus for
Cs Co which %hey musC c+plyo for ammple vhaC e

migM xefsr to es safeCy iCems for which Chere are ao.zcepairo

manCs, aad ve taha %ha iniCiativa inmiallyo

Ne have idsnCMied many such items and ve Joe
taken achion"inCarnally which evcm@uslly ends up in the foam

of soma Cype of Xiecmsing or oCher reqaEzmmaC oa the uCM5~

Co so3.va thspzoblemo

~o Yurphyo.pmviousky ka your Ces88,mcmy ysafhce'Cey

(23

r

I ho&eve you Canoed ehouC Ln z'ac@ieaso Caa yon compare era
C

type of infracLion vihh anoMmrl

(M9.tntMs Hurphy) Bvm Chough hy the poinh cori:~



~ r9RB/ab3 1 no. And the "anaon, evan though n ooint oouut Xava1 haa bean

as~lishecL for the te~ infraction<" ka actuality %ho range

of oa.Rely sigzd.ficance caved hy this defined Rsvp, var8.ea

greatly, and it can he as simp1e as a person not Cocumonhing

5 that hs haC or not parfoxming om shape.e scrap in a proce

'?'ure to a gross failure to pirforh an act that';."though Curing
r

the const~am phase the safety aigaificanco ~C be aevi

Cha roaC, it voulC still exeat as a safety significance~

-<0

levels of non compXi@nces~ anC to proviae bettor Cognition

which wouXC banC tn furtbor segregate those mattiea of Zoos

significance from those of mere significanco+—

0 Can you give us nn example of Cue tyyes of kn

fractions that, +nut shor the cLKfexences that you gust Calhe@

about2

~ '

l7

$ 8

20

2$

A licensee coulC receive an infraction fxcNB 4@a

car8iELg some velC roC into a trash can rather than xeCurn Lt
to an issue stationo

That sama licensee coulC receive a notiea of
violation at, the infraction Xeve1 if the Janitor picker% up

a welding stick anC skuarlxxR ~lding on the primary Loop

piping, obviously of vastly Cafe"ant safety significanceo



0 Rre j!Euzphyu yescszdBy you 488~fied OCl your guide

~ n

tn atbsmpts 4o design a computer program Co re 3.9.cmsea's '

psrfoxmeaca, Xs Ware map Red you deha<led ~ @rona

+haze you felt Chub @he ayah'~aa aot ral~41eo

Xn Bom'd Exhibit 8< which is the Xiceasee

: Regulatorjj Perfozmmce RmQ.unction Report, is there a
similax'i'scussion

and caua you identify vhem it i's if thee is oaeP

h

:-9 «

" ~iO';

j

A Xesg ChrG is 8. SimilBz cKscu889.on Qndor-TELE 3y
I

page 5, Sugary of Xiceaseo PeMonncaca - Evaluation Mehhcdso

Q Gen&.e~mxo you talked about the 8aauezy ~VS meat»

'ing with CPGX on management. aad you said this- ~ias a regular
~ ip p procedure done ~i'arious the mauagemant of various

utilities Can you give us.)ust geaax'aLly the:aames of seve

'oNLGZ utilities CM4 tbrO 'h2LV6 @Xso RIQ812 QSQCgKGGat HhQSCings
I

xwMh of a similm type to Chat held viCh CPGX ia 'Jazzy of
'762 Just ~We names of sagum of. Cha other utiXi@iea2

A . (Sihaess Xeag) Ne have recsntly heM such meet

~ ings vith TVh on the Bxevns Perry facility iehich +as oae of

03m old oncet. tha Plorida Pcmer and Light 'peopleo Mo havs

had e mesting~: Mitb, Duke Power Company ve have had. a si141ar

meting recenhly,

0 Qom~g bo page 26 of the bhstimoay

DRo ~~EDS: K~~ Beis> could X iabezrupt you2
!

I 'pzosums you'e 5~9.ag Co pic!c ail the spots ia She Roams

rotif9.ca+Mon ~zhera it. taXks Wout Chat+ Ax'em'4 Chemo smm
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~, was/ms

2b end NRB5
WEE fo1lovs

I
'

oQxcr cLZ8as2

M, R XBc X gush wsaahcQ Co high2.ight that ore

area, aC this gaia', X haven'4 goue through Chat Ch&g ia
rea1 depth eihher, but. I ha6 foun6 a spot where

DR@ LEE98 4 X coact o Thaee are o hhors o .

'8

jo

'l7

20





fl NBB
3r8EL/we J. I

BY HRo REXS:

Going to page 26 in the testimorvr, and to fo11ow

up some questions of the Board, you say there:

"The inspector must support. his conclusions with

facts."

The prior sentence reads:

"Prior to the writing of the report the inspector

is required to discuss his findings with his supervisor.

$ 0

Ny question is:
What. if there's a disagreement between the

inspector and the supervisor on what the. conclusions are in

12 support'.ng the facts, how is that handled'P

(Witness Dance) Xt,goes up the line-;

(Witness Iong) llay I also 'comment on that.'!

15

17

$ 8

Ne discussed it a litt1e bit. An inspector writes

the report. There are soma supervisory functions that, must.

'e taken care of We do not rely totally, for example, on

the identification of items of non-compliance or the severity

levels. These things are generally resolved.

20 At the initial meeting, for ezample, as soon as

21
'e returns, he discusses the findings briefly with his

supervisor. This is an advantage in h's preparation of the

report, because there is mutual agreement and understanding

of what &e ci"at'on, if any, will be.

The inspector does not ™- is not expected to
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conclude in all cases finally what the findings were. t's
usually that his supervisor will discuss with him and concur

in h s proposed citation. And that's an important outcome

of any inspection, the enforcement aspect of it.
(Witness Huzphy} Nay I point out to the Hoard that

I would like to make a change on page 26 —identify the

change on page 26 that I believe mill clarify the meaning?

On line 6, the sentence starting, "Prior to the

writing..." delete the words, "Prior to the writing of the

report."'n theiz stead, insert, "As soon as practical upon

33
return to the office from an insp ctiono"

'I

Nr. Dance, do you generally supervise the inspection

of Brunswick and Robinson, besides 'supervising the principal

inspectors of those plants?

35

36

37

39

23

A (Witness Dance} I Qo

CHAIRS>27 SMXTH: Has that question, "Do you

generally supervise the inspections, or the inspectors?"

MRo REXS: Nellg X

CHAIBtRN SMITH: I just didn't hear the question.

EGt. REXS. Could you rep at it?
(%hereupon, the Reporter read zrom the record, as

4'ITNESS DZ~ICH: Let me add to Chat, IM. Chaizmano

There are many inspectors in ou . office, some in other

disciplineso I do not supervise their inspections. However,
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a p "ojec~ load does specify which ar as they inppect.

Go wh n you say generally supervise t'xe inspections,

we assure that the inspections in cezta'n area-, in certain

specia3.ty areas, in addition Co Che project. areas, are

completed.

So X would like to add that explanation.

BY NR'EZS:

Nr. Long, in, your testimony you indicated that if
there rr ze problems found with a licensee who was applying

$ 0 for a license fox' new plant, or anothez 3.icense, Chat there
wer other remedies that ..cou3,d be imposed or brought aboutf

besides the conditioning of future licenses

What weze you referring Col

(Witness Lang) rTe have exercised Chis pzerogative

f6

21.

many times, and very simp3y it s additional inspections,

special or repeat programmatic inspections in the area Chat„

we'e concerned about,,'if we find Chat that's the best way

. Co get to the problem.

Ne may find that the problem doesn't exist, or we

may find that the solution is already underway. And Chat's

the zeason for it.
9 Xf a determination was made by you, Hr. Dance,

that the license should have been conditioned in this case

as zecomu.ended by bJz. Cantrell, what are the mechanisms you

would have followed within NRC before preparing your testimony'?



{Pause.)

Going to such areas as who you would have spoken

t og and such?

("4"'".ess 2'n"e) ~<Pell, I would have a couple

approaches.

I'd, either prepare a draft writeup of the testimony

and review it. with my supervision, or else I would take it
o him verbally, both what I intended, to do and the basic

document, the memo.

10 g - Is a determination to impose a license condition

14

15

16

18

20

made by your regional office, within NRC?

A No. We make recommendations for licensing

conditions. We are not the ones to- make the. conditions

themselves. NRR is, the agency.

MR~ REXS: That's all I have

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think you'e up next, Mr.

Erwin. Do you have any additional cross on the Board's

examination or the redirect?

MR. ERWIN: Yes, sir~ hopefully very briefly.
RECROSS EXAMINATION

21 BY MRo ERHXN

i'm. Dance: you'e been asked by the Chairman about

what went into t!xe preparation of your t:estimony. ~~ t me

just ask you to refer to page l26 of ~J'olume IXI of Board,

Exhibit ll, which I tak to be a copy or a purported copy
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o a page from the transcript of the l977 hear:ng in which

'ou were being asked questions by Dr. Le ds.

Let m star~ on page l25. The line of questioning

starts where there's an arrow, at line 18, vrhen Dz. Leeds

states, or asks:

"And based on your experiences with them in the

past. on other projects that they are on,- do you have

any concerns about their ability to manage this 'planti

20

or their technical capabilit'es to run Har=is,

construct Harris and then run the plant?"

And then-you refer to the QA

And the question was asked to Mr. Dance.:

24

"Nhat is your relation to this?"

DRo LEEDS: The. question just before, you said

E'IL o Dance. X think it was Mz, Qyownlee.

MR. ERHXN: Okay. X'm sori~. X wasn'.t listening

17 to you. X didn't hear what you just. said.

DR. LEEDS: The questions on page 125 X think are

t'o .Mr. Bro>rnlee.

MR. ERMXN: X see. That's right. X'm sorry,

The question that X was trying to get up to, or

trying to make the background for &e question, is:
"Mr. Dance, what is your relation to this?"

Zeci your ans.rer is:
"X have principal inspectors trorking for me
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who are xesponsible for the operation, inspection at

H. B. Robinson and Brunswick."

And then the question:

"»d there is no evidence that you have, of need for
corrective action on management capabilities at those

plants, or anything like that?"

And then you asked Dr. Leeds to repeat the question

Then your further answer is —rather, he xepeats

the question."

"There is no evidence you have of needs, ox lack

of technical ability or management. capability of running

this plant?"

And the answer is:

16

2$

"That,'s correct."

Ny questions are not directed to the preparation

of the testimony, but simply to the response to Dr.
Leeds'uestion.

Would it not also have been easier .

Well, first of all, what did you take Dr. Leeds

to mean by "evidence?" I'm vexy'cuxious about that. Nhen

he asked you if you had any evidence, what did you think he

meant by that?

(Witness Dance) Yes X took that to mean did Z

have any omar. evidence that we needed to bring fozssard to

give a picture of Brunswick managemento
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His question was:

There is no evidence ~~GQ lave of need'or

C.::

corrective action on mnage~ran~ capabilities at those

plants, or anything like that?"

He didn't ask you—
NR. TROLTBRXDGH: Objection.

BY MR, ERWXHt

Your response then was--

MR TROHBRXM: X have an objection to the

question. You are quoting from the sentence which Mr. Dance

asked <o be repeated. X think the question should be confined

to the sentence that was repeated.

MR. ERNXM: A1l right., it really doesn'5 make any

difference to me.

BY NR. ZR77ZN:

16 The question that was repeated is:
"There is no evidence you have of needs, or lack

of technical ability or management capability of ~ning
this plant+

And you say:

"That's correct."

53ow, let me mme sure that. X understand your

answer to my earlier question, what you understood Dr.. Leeds

to mean by evidence, that evidence in that context meant

in ormation that you wished to bring forward to the Board for
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their use.

(Witness Dance) Shat s what X said to your f'rst
question. Let me add that the original testimony< the '77

testimony dealt with many problems that Carolina Power a

5 Light had at, their plants, many problems with xegaxds to

non-complf.ance, in. regards to equipment failures,, licensee

event reports

lt also talked about improvements that had been

made at the plant in the line of training, staffing, that

70 I felt that that had already been addressed, and I had no

new informatioh to bring forward.

How, X'm not trying to badger you, Nr. Dance, I'm

just tzying to get you to sho~r me vrhat was in your mind when

you. answered the question.

Xn other words, mouM Z be correct f.n stating that

g6 at the time that you answered the question you did not

$ 7 consider —and there axe only two possibilities here:

Either you considered Hr. Cantxell's —cv~ll7 X

guess there are thxee possibilities:
Either you forgot Hr. Cantrell's memo at the time,

or you considered it not to be evidence, ox you considered

it to be evidence and you answered incorrectly.

How, srhich oz thos things was the case at, the

moment that you answered that question'P

le. BEXS: I object to the question.
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I&. ERWZH: X may have—

MR. REXS: There's m infinite nuWez o" things

that could have been 'n his mind at. the time. Zf the question

is asked: Nnat. was in his mind at. the time, then Z won'.

object to it.. But to give him three poss'bilities.—
. NR. ERIN. Z,'ll withd-aw the question.

BY HR'o HRNZH-

As'Z say, X'm not.trying to badger you. Z~C the

time that you answered the quest9.on, did, you consider Mr.

10
,

Cantzell„'s memo to be evidence, to be such evidence as Dr.

Leeds was zecjuesting?

A, . (Witness Dance) bell', X.was very much aware of

Hro Cantrell's note,'ut X had no new concezn's that had, not

been addressed.

X thought about. the question at the time, and X

decided X didn't have any new evidence to bring forward.

~ 1%. ERIN: Nr. Chairman, X don'0 believe the

witness has answered the question. X don'. wish to'ppear to

)g be argumentative or badgering the witness. I think X'm

20 trying to be —X'm just simply curious, and X'd like to get

an answ r to We auestion.

CHAXRtP2T $74ZTH: Zn the first place, Z would not

have be n so ready to withdraw ~our earlier question, because

-'t sem;ed to me that you had given the perimetezs of che

possible alternatives, and if heat had not been the case 5ir.
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Dance could add what other alternatives there <pere„.

i~P. EPiWXH: Wall, X believe so, but X don'0 >lish

to appear

CHAXREEAN:-.""PET: X understand

MR, ERLGH".X truly erish to expedite thiS. X don'

wish to be here any longer than anyone else.

CHAXRMAN SHXTH: 21ay X suggest, rather than going

back and having the question read, and the answer, let'
start afresh and see i.f you can come up with more discrete

f0 guestions.'—

MR. ERNXN. X'll certainly try to.
~EEAX><$ SMXTH- —- that are more susceptible of

being answered yes o no, then followed by an—e:cplanation.

f4 Xs that satisfactoryP

MR. ERNXN: X'll certainly try.
Just ask your three possibilities in

order.~

MR. E'EN: X asked one ox them and X didn't get

an answer. Okay.

I'd like to get an answer to that question because

2f that's really an important one.

g At the 'ime that you answered the question hat
was put to vou by Dr. Leeds, do you remember —Let me start
like thi.s:
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Do yoM remember whether, at the time you answered

t.;Be QuestQ.Qn put to y»u by D' Leed ', you had Hr. ~.ntrell s

zermiraendation in mind as.. e,.'lP

Z mean@ you may not~

(~8itness Dance) ht the time of the question 't
did cross my mind whether X should say CP&L has not been a

trouble-free s'te as the testimony shows. They have made

~-"great stxides in improvement in the manycifferent areas which

X've just mentioned, and which the testimony reflected: too~

20 So therefore X concluded Z did not have any other infor»»ation

12 to bring forth.

Q All right.. Let me ask you:

Did you hink at the time you answered the question .

of —or did it cross your mind that you might say,. >tell, yes,

my px"ncipal inspector — You'd just been talking about tho=-

26 in the very last sentence, the very last answer you'd given

was with refexence to your pxincipal inspector for Robinson

and Brunswick. You said, "lay principal inspectoz doesn't think
Prey ought to have a l'cense unless it's conditioned on such-

and-such, but I don't agree with that,"
'2 Ho, that d'd not cxoss my mind.
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wel 1

CHAXPJIAN SMXTH: Xf it had crossed your mind, would

you have included it in vour answer?

WXTh-SS DANCE: X don"C know, sir.
CHAXRMAÃ SHXTH: The fact is, at that time you did

not include it?
NX'Wi ESS DANCE Right

BY MR HRNXN

Q Mr,o Dance, this may be an inappropriate «p~astion

Lo address to you„but "'ll ask you further:

Are you aware of any differences —any legal

differences —that say a shift in burden of proof that,

occurs when an applicant becomes a licensee, when they acquire >

f6

a construction permit, as opposed to when they'e applying for

one?'oes their legal status before the Commission —do

you Jhow whether the legal status before the Commission changes

in any way?

I'8

MR. REZS: X'm going to object

That. calls for a conclus'on of law of the

witness is not a lawyer.

CIHQRbIAN SNXTH: That would be

to the question~

witness, and the

e, but X think

that it may be necessary in the performance of his duties to

maj«e that conclusion, and if that's the case, he can answer it,
but only if that's the. case.

PRVXN: X'm not asking him if he doesn't ?mow.

CFNXR.'KN Si~IXTH: Do you understand the circumstances
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under which you may answer the question?

NXTNESS Di~27CE: No, X don'.
'ELXXKQNS<1XTH: He2.l, you can't gi.ve an opinion

as an attorney, because you'e not qualified. However, if
you were required in the performance of your duties in XE to

apply different standards, as he has described in his question;

'ou may
answer.'"'XTNHSS

DANCE: Legally, there is. a point in time

when we might be able to cite non-compliance, and crhen you

'an't cite non-compliance. But in this case X don't think so,

X would treat it all the same.

The legality is not my issue. My answer is the

same, and X would expect the same truthful statement from

myself or the licensee at a preconstruction hearing or after
the construction permit has been granted.

BY NRe 'HRNXJV

Does anyone on the panel have an opinion that you

could express, in light of the Chairman's conditioning on it?
A (Nitness Murphyj Could X make one observation, sir?

Xf X read, the question:

"There is no evidence you have of needs oz lack of
technical ability or management capabilities of running

th. s plant?"'

would personally read that as:

"Do you knur of any prcMems?!'ather than knowing
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of someone else's conclusions based on those problemso Xf

these problems had been identified to 'he Board„>~e Board

could draw thei own conclusions on th'e problems.

CiCAXRKN SMITHS As a shoxt cut, I don't know the

answer to.your question either, but maybe fm. Reis does, and

maybe you,can )ust supply him with the answer about the shift™

ing of the burden and the standards for inspection.. Nould

that be satisfactory to you, Mr. ExwinP I don'. think

2~&. ERNXN: I know the answer to the question

CHAXRKGC SYXTH: Nell, give me the answero

NR. ERHXN: But. I didn"'t expect that to me —X

mean it's not because I don'0 know the answer to my question.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Nell, give me the answer to your

question.

MR. ERNXNs Nell, it's my understanding -- and tell
me if I'm incorrect —that... I believe I know the

answer to the question, because—

(Laughter'�

)

~—because we'e been through this before with Carolina Power

and Light, Company in the case of the Brunswick Nuclear Power

Plant,. which the Conservation Council of North Carolina to
the NRC to put a condition upon their operating licen e of

Brunswick-2: —I believe that would be the case —in'975, I
believe is the yea . Xt"s been sometime back.

And X believe the answer to the question is that
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there is a significant change in the legal status before the

Commission of a licensee once ~h y obtain a construction permi

or an operating license, is regard to a n~~ er of matters.

Xn othe- words »-

CEPXKfAM SI4XTH: I thought your question was

founded upon burden of'roof.,
MR. ERNIN: Sell, I asked —it was my understandin

C

at the time that the burden of proof, the burden of going

forward with the evidence, so to speak, in this proceeding

that we initiated before the NRC, which was successful from

our point of„view in that, the condition was placed upon —a

condition was put,upon the '19.censee, and the Conservation

Council's position was vindicated in that matter -- that the

burden of going forward with the evidence shifted uoon,the

gxanting of tlute operating license.

Now, 5~. Reis may be . . but, in any event, the.

point I was trying to get was that X thought, it was manifest

.that once a construction permit or operating license is
~ granted, the status of the 'Applicant, permittee, 3.icenseep

changes significantly. And that's the only point I'm trying

21 to Mkeo

WITNESS i~irJRPHY i~'-. Chairman, we ac'nally have

an opposite view on this in our regulations. N cannot issue

a notice of violation until a 19.cense or permit or the

equivalent has been issu d; And at that point in time th8
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0 burden mould be, as I understand it, upon the licensee to

"elute that notice oZ violation.
Liadelon

.ls

10



N ~ ~ tAt

iMdelon
.zs 47EL

c10 mpbl Now X wasn

A {t0itness Mxrphy) And that ~s the conte'n
t3, which we look at a license.

7

Q And X wouldn't accept that as —.that', exactly

'he informat9on X was seeking from the Xnspections Branch.
- ~

: Th9.s is —the reference X made was'o the 3mposing of

extraordinary cond9t9.ons upon a license once it- has been

granted. All right.
Now the point that -X was trying to 'get at,

Mr. Dance, was"9.f"you had had any reason —you or lh.'ong
—if you'd had any reason to believe that the problems that

had been experienced by your branch that had been e~ressed

by Nr. Cantrell were not being resolve'd after the grant of "-

the construct9.on permit, to your knowledge would it have

been mo'e difficultor less difficult for yo'u'to impose

such a condit9.on upon the license once —upon the

cons'truction pe~i t once it vas granted. or before, 'to seek
T

;t'o'impose 9.t, 9.f you don't have Che-authority to 9mpose, itf
'A'Nitness Dance) X don'. see any problem Smpos-

'9:ng .a condition or recommending the proposal of a condition

~ 'on'a 3;icense after it's been issued. How in this case'e're

'taUcin'g about a construction permit; and then a co. d9.tion

Co be applied to an operating —sozawhe e at 'che'end 'of the

co'nstruction phase.
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9 And it is your opini.on that the burden of going

forward with the evidence regarding such conditi.on would not

have changed upon the granting of the const=uc"ion permit

without the addit9.on?

MR. REIS: Again I want to object in that these

are legal matters, and I eton't see where this is within the

scope of the duties of someone in Nr. Dance's position ~ a

supervisory inspector', in deciding what the burden of proof

is, the various burdens of proof and how they differ between

10 conditioning a license or imposing a condition after a'

license is issued.

CHAI%AN SMITH: X th9nk he's already answered it,
that it-simply does not affect the performance- of his office

It was my impression that you'e 'exhausted the

15 area+

MR. ZPAXN: You see, I was asking two completely

17 different questions. One was in regard to his duties-
r

CHAIRMAN SMITH! All right> fine

MR. EBMXM: —which relate to his office of

20 inspection, to inspecting a plant, and one related to

opposing.

You see, the testimony is that an inspector -» not

someone reviewing an application who would normally be review-

ing an application, but an inspector, an operating inspector

25 reconunended on the basis of experience in other plants by
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mpb3 the licensee that a condition be imposed upon this paxticula

licensee for the construction and operation of this plant.

And ugly questioning was directed toward whether 'bM. Dance

was aware of whether it would be more c'.izficult for this v3.ev

to be put forward and to be accepted by a board such as your-

self subsequent.to the granting of the construction.permit

than it would be to put, it foxwaxd prior to the granting of
'\

10

And I think it's a.vexy important distinction.

I accept completely Nr. Huxphy's statement that they don'

have —so far as X know, they don!t have any authority top

12 as he says, to cite non-compliance prior to the granting of
lt

the construction permit.

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: Nell, do you have a question

'l5 before you now Chat you are prepared to answer?

WITNESS DANCE s Yes.

17 X suppose it wouM be more difficult to enter

-a condition after a license has been issued than before it'
19 -issued

20 That was your question?

BY HR ERNIE.

Exactly. Thank you very much. It was a good

answer»

To that fact —were you aware of Chat fa'ct at

the time you ans~mred this question, or did-you believe that
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mpb4 to be true at. the time that you ans~wred this questi'on2

A (!vitness Dance) X did not cons'der that fact,,

but X believed it, to be true. X think X would have bo3.ieve'd

Q And you did not consider that aspect of it at

the time you answered this question2

A Right..

Do you no+ believe that. you should have considere

10 Ho, X don't think I should have considered that

aspect.

Do you believe that—
MR. EBNXN: X don't believe X have any more

15

questions for the <itnesses.

Thank You

CHAXKiM SMXTH: Do you have questions2

MR O'NEXLLa Just about 30 seconds'orth

BZ NR OIHE

20

Q Mr. Long, in an earlier colloquy with Hr. Bright

X'elieve you established that XSE does ha+e more of a

r'e~nsibility than simply walking into a plant with a check-

off list, that there is some interpretation and some value

judgments being made„ is that correct2

(Witness Long) Of what one sees, yes.

And in response to a question by Yw. Reis a fee
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mpb5 minutes aga you stated that when you inspect the plant you

look for both compliance, with requirements, and areas where

recpxirements perhaps should exist.

Right.

Do X have that correct in my nates also2

Yes.

Are there areas during an inspection where an

inspector might raise a concern, he doesn't find there'

a nan-compliance, but he does suggest he is cancerned with
9P the licensee's performance in one area or

another'es.

There are several different terms that we'e
used.'ne that is more commonl.y used, and it will appear in
the inspection xeport„ is an unresolved 9.tern.

17

Q And while Mr. Murphy indicated that XSR is not

in the business of consultants or offering advice, they

often wi3,1 note whbre other licensees have resolved these

'similar a"eas of concern by perhaps fo3,lowing this reg guide

or perhaps making some sort of a fix or adopting a procedure

one way ar another2

Yes, we have no pxablem with inspectors identify-

21

'22

ing or calling the licensee's attention to other satisfactory
resolutions of simi3.ar or very similar problems because, well,

generally they would be documented and available to the

liceqsee.

So these unxesa3.ved items are sometimes carried
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mpb6 .as I believe the term "open items" from inspection tu:.inspec-

tion until that concern is reso1ved by the insp ctor2

Yes. An unresolved item is one that possibly

might involve an item of non-compliance. But at'that 'stage

there is no non-compliance matter. They will be carried

until they are finally resolved and worked out in the next

And if the licensee then adopts one of these

helpful suggestions and the inspectox'omes back and finds

10 that, the area of concern no longer exists, then that open

unresolved item will be closed. Xs that sort of the noxmal

pxactice2

13 I'm saying if the resolution adopted was a

satisfactory solution, the item vwuld be closed.-

Thank you g six'
I

HR. O'NEXLL: No further questions.

PURTHER EXAMXNATXONBY THE BOARD

BY MRe BRIGHT

20

21

Q Hz. Dance, X have a problem. When we were talk-
ing about your state of mind undex Dr. Leeds's questions,

I was not quite sure how you answered the particular ques-

tion on the two diffexent times you were asked it. So let
me just ask the question again, and this will be +Me defini™

tive answer, I hope, probably not the definitive question,

but. the definitive answer.
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'pb7

When you were being questioned by Dr. I'eeds and

were, asks by him whether there was any additional evidence,

and words to that effect, did you or did you'ot think of

your principal inspector's report that requested or suggested,

recommended a condition in the License?
" thought, at one time you said Yes, it crossed

my'ind. The next time when the Chairman asked you if it
ha'd crossed your mind, would you have done something, and

you said Xes, or whatever -- I gust want to clear that'p.
jo (Ritness Dance) The question, did I have any

"other evidence of needs or lack of technical ability or

'mana'gement ability, it crossed my mind regarding Hr.

Cantrell's memo. I don', recall that it specifically

concerned or crossed my mind pertaining to the condition-

ing of the license. Xt crossed my mind that he did have a

concern regarding the capability of the management, but I
'idn't have any other concerns pertaining to that because of

the 'corrective actions that I had seen taken place- —
, taking

19 place

20

23

Nell, at the time you answered the question, then,

would it be fair to say that, you considered that. ~ur testi.-

mony, as submitted, was an accurate representation of the

situation, that is there really was no further significant

evidence concerning the ability of the applicant?

A Nell, at the time I thought yes. But if I



mpb8 zef1ected on it now, which we have, X think it would have

been appropriate to include that, statement.

Thank youo

CHAXK921 SMXTH: X heard you say yes, but X

I

Ãou1d you read back his 1ast answer2

'Whereupon,the Reporter read from. the

record as recyxest'ed.)

CHAXRKLM SIXTH: Your answer was directed to

'l0 the principle of the question and not the part that =follows

that is.
MXTNESS DANCE: That,'s right.
CHAXHMM ShQTH: Okay. X'm sorry about

that,''ust

thought X should be hearing no.

Xs there anything further with these witnesses,

with this panel?

NR. REXS: Mo.

CHAXRHAR SMXTH: Okay

As a panel, gentlemen, you are excused ~

20 'The panel, excused.)

CHAXaruw SHXTH: me'3.l take a break.

But before we ea1:e a break, there are Wm

outstanding matters that X want to bring up:.

One is a P~orandum and Order we asked for
Hr. chessmen up here, and if you have some notes or memoranda
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) mpb9

2

pertaining to his meeting that they bring up, and H he did

bring soma, could you bring—
MR. BEIS: The only notes and memoranda he has

have been reproduced as the inspection report. I asked him

to search his files as.to whether he had any f~~ er notes

a'nd. memoranda and I believe the. answer is that'e has no
/

further notes or memoranda..

Well, we has told me that he has no further

notes or memoranda.

10 '*,'HAXMNSMITH: Okay.

My only point was if there is going to be any-

tMn'g we would like to have it, as soon as possible.

'im9.1arlywe ask that. the Applicant. produce a

15

16

w9.tness and/or documents which could e~lain certain aspects

'of your material, and if you have documents which explain it,
"should you please mike them available to us as soon as you

\
l,

cane

18 MR. JONES:- Mr. Chairman, we were going to'o mos

20

of'hat through Mr~ Banks. We do have three policy state-
@

ments regarding the corporate policy on nuclear safety,

23

'quality assurance, and health physics 'hat. I distributed

as a part of the orientation program. We can make those

available if you would like them ahead of time.

We vere going to put them in as exhibits

through Mr. Banks.
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.mpbl0 CHAIKGQl SMITH: les,
'I

MR. ZONZB: They'ze-rather short, mostly one

'iece of pap r each.

DR. LEEDS: TH se are the documents that are

referred to in the Applicant's Exhibit HH7
t

<r 'R.'ONES: Those are the portions of the

cIocuments you recpxested, yes, sir, in the three copies.

DR. LEEDs: xt says corporate positions ~ 'hat'e
"Ch'e

document%'R'.

ZONES: As- it appears in the orientati'on
EJ

manuals yest,'sire

CARMAN SMITH~ All right.
'I

Ance let's make the blanket zeguest of every

painty that anything you propose to submit in writ4ng you

= make it available as soon as it is available to you so we

"'have'aximun time of possession

't?

WRB flws 28

o ~ ' Okay. Let's ta/ce a ten minute break.

(Rec'ess )

20
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'CMXHIGtÃ SKXTHc t es4Xmneay during We recesoo

lL-.o Rais, Me Saaz'8 h~~ hem C3.™euss9~g Board RzhWi4 8~ Cm

~aM Zopf ca~'on Ccc~Mmh, and She.";e is e&M, a cerhe~

azounC of unmrhmahy eReuh ehaC ~'z'a suppose ho Co.,@MAL

~s report, and ue'xe zmC muze ve van@ anyhow bo.~l uo
I
."i' Yyhag. ~ do'QUAL ice

(Laugh@sr o)

~ J9

"p3 '

].')

>f.n,

~ He Co Chio@ @hah same furr inquiry a~A he

+ada into i@~ and ve'es going Ce ask if the OffB.ee of'wee
Civs Legal Direohar auld conhaah She auhhoia oC:"Ctgs, repeat~

= Hessrso Qovard>Congm~ Easharly and Scheiner,:advise. tham o$ .

the issues. of the ren Lad hereo and inquire if any of them or
r

anyone ~rorking on th4s ropoM has.infommhion vhicth Choy

be&eve couM ho useful in developing e fuKL escerdo

XC, is going Co require a eerhcdbn amoimC of Xega4

)udgauanh on their part but X ti~h Shah Shet ian ha hea@LeC

pwet1Ly easily<. ah ]Least over and above eheC'e.in "the @epoch+

Nba''s in heCa doeaa'4 do much fo- uso

'9'"PO;

HEe Exiling on SohKXf >of 8zo SCQc4LQNQy cLppxcbEcARvK

the'ench afhsc lunch en4 pointed omh aha@ l4co McLelmaa mus

'illed upon Co maka hic3 Xlaaf@e6 app6MLr"moo eCaCeiuenh Wfhhomh

h

22 any notice, and in're8roayach~ P~o EQColmae fera that
lb'idn'Creally cover ~3. of @La points and ha cain@a eheuh Ave

'inxes moreo And he obmzvas %hah i4 vouM'e haMIM. Shah

'his complaRed remarks he macha as Lly as posekbke M the
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~ NRB/sb2 i hearing so %mt Che maximum opportunity to respond Co them

villha providedo And ve agree that, that mould he apso

priateo

Are you rely nc,, W . Eadem n, or ~ould you
'I

rather

'7'R., EDDZZ,MAHe X m ready ne~, Mr. Chairman.

CHAXRNW SHXTHt Okayo

NR. TRONBRXDGEz X assume the gmundxu3.es are stil

'f0

LT2

the same, Hx, Chairman, that ti'e"'ze talking about an additional

statement ~ith$> the issues as Cabined by the Board~ namely

whether the operating emperieace of CPM with other please

~ th'at hears on ths Cachnica1 qualiA.cations

CHAXBMAN SMXTHc The creation was framed in Chat

'7

.19

20

MR EDDEMhÃs Thats correct+ These all heat on

Chat. Xf X can gust go ahead< if you don't 1Qce seaathing

X say, oh)octo

FURTHER IsR4XTED APPE~TCE STATEMENT OP

VlETi4S BDIHKHhS

MRo EDDEXHI One thing that I picked up at the

MRC in Hashington was @hero they had a maintenance supervisor

who didn'C knew ho@ Co inspect weMs hy the dye penetrant

methcd or Che radiologiceQ. method and so ono Aud X Cook the

Morph Carolina Community College velding course and they give

us some st@M Co read ahout that, Oi course ve don'C do. any
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~

"I

'J
|

,7 I

22.

(dell, C sX proposed Co the MRC> md apparently

this vas BccspCsclp thBC Ch8yy $ ~Ui~< 90 days'oiLLcL R8Lv

this person complete a ~+Kiag course in this stuff ed,so~

vithoQC RctQGQLQ having any 8zp@riencs QC R lip 'PALS CIrb+5 ps@son

is supposacL Co supervise. mainbanance of a nucXeai pleato

'ov X moulton'C cgmlify myself on Che basis.oC vhaC
'(

X've read even'though X goC en A in the course< 'o inspect

probably a veld on somahcdy's backyard barbecue< AC X ~ly
quiestion whether a parson can valicQ.y inspect a nuclear

I
'E

*

plant on the basis of a reading'aourse in Chase nimCheRso XC

385, voxy. sxactiklg corke

X also vouM liRe .Co raise Chai gus~en~ in the

4

l

„(

f»

j7'9

20

Safety Aualysis for the 'Shear'on Barx'is Plant "X believo

. that s VollxEte 'O'o CMir Prel&KLnaxy ScL8$ty Analysis RIporCo

-They make a great many prce4ses and Chay proNise that they
. vill comply with this aacl comply with Chat.,'n Each<:you can .

look thxough- that Preliminaxy. Safety Analysis Report and

you'l see them.'s a promise here and a prcmiso'thereo They

say.they will comply with the regulaCions in anny cases~ enC

they gust st~ Nell> M@X will ccmp3.y~

Zt doss not say how Ch&y pzopoQQ Co complyo X

doss not g9.ve any* CLmetaMeo XC does aoC mplaiai what re

search or methods Chey in~ad Cw me Co viLLChhm CMdo

Bud, thee is X believe an ACmic Safety emC
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Licensing Appeal Board decision X can't cite St> but I
I

, bald.eva Kt happened in August of '77,'@here Shay nGe4 Chat.

applicant, should 'noh only make the promise Chat they are

going Co resolve Chase safety issuos but, actually sCmi" a

~ 9

10'xogram

which gave a reasonable method Mh9.ch the Board could

accept as= heing ab?.e< viChin the time frame of @he construe

Cion, to resolve all Chose safety issues so Chat rhea you got

Co Che operating licaaso shage you.vouMn't have a vholo

bunch of unxesolvable things or things Chat vere already

built aad Chen they coas in and says "Ãell'< it, iused coal, us

Coo much Co fix it nero~

v

T'6

T7

X Cl~k this is an important issue,

X have Ceo oCher points Qae is~ lhasa'e ceae

This Ching I have here is a cay@ of Honnickex

versu~ Hendrie vM.ch X imagine Chat Cho Board haaes about

, This ~as the attampt by Jennio Eoaaickor ta havo 'the HRC abut

dome the nuclear industxyo Thoro is one Cablo in heed on page

60 that I would XQca Co allude to hcoauso it refers Co

22

pr'imar„p Co secondary-systole le@cage o:rperioncei in praasurisoC
'

irate" xeactorso

Por the public members of Chs aucU,amoco vhat this
R84Qls 98 Chat 'xadiocLctive l5948ri@ls~ pxohRbQ,y'ostly radio

active %Reer g is XscLRQlg out from Chsir first ccntaiJRfMcit

inCo ~deed.r second conta&ammt, end it could conaeivab3.y get
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~WRB/IIb5 H. 8, Robinson is listed as the firsC one in this

cable and it has Che second-largest average leakage ratop

55 ga3.3.ons per day fax seven mmhhsa and it'has by <ar the

largest individual leakage x'ate„3.4o400 gallons in lass

than ons day, X believe Chat was one single incidents

10

48

if9

20

2j

22

23

The source is stated Co be operaCincj reports flea
'haserespective plants and X believe the Staff could probably

g

And Chato This again seems Co be the eorsC incident in
th™'Jg:.~Il .,

nation as reported in this Cable, XC doaan'C give avMeece
I ~
I

of a gxoaC commitmanC Co safety on CPM's part,

Another Ching X would like to do is Co )usC
I;'I I ~

reference a fc@ of these Cables in this Board Hotificationo

Hov X don'C want Co get, into discussing, you-Resow< vhaC tha
W ~ ~ ~ ~ I

validity of this Ching iso My eocparienca with sCatisUcs

is that. Cbo central limit theorem usua13.y appl'i 'i'„ if .you
I

Cake enough variables f"om any random garbage distribution
~ you end up with a normal cumrep so by taking these thtugs

Co be normal curves you may get something use&xL"'as far as

~e spectnnn of the plants is concerned vithou being valid

at a3.1 for any individual planto

But vhaC they say about, Robinsont 1'it's see

Xn these other items< planning, radiation px'o

Oectian and contm3., cnmlity assurance and safeguards~ all
th@88 combined't&3 Jab' y which X t3LLQk is on page 3 4

3, Ho 8o Robinson semm Co be Che ~torst plant in Regi
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XX in these respects,

On page 2lo Table 10, Robinson porsonneL has ono

of the worst records in the naticno

Pago 25, Srunmrick is the worst iu Region. XX in
X think i is non comp3.~4cesa Snaaoyick 2 "'Ko< Bnaaewick

as a ~Role ~t's see< which page2 Table 6~ page 17~ the

second ~mrs> M We nation> We beret in Begion XX in non

ceapliance3 ~iM 606o5 Bump~ctox tom;s in f9.aca3, year '76o

X acMsd >op all the inspector ho~> for alL ~&a

plants and cLLvi6ad by Ww number oR'3.ants and X 'get au

average oC about 510 inspector horns per plant< end thoro

is a correction on inspector home Chat's attached Co thiso

And over 100 bourn it wouM.he about o1 per ham corrcaction

X believe~ acco~g to the tableo

Also, Table 6< page 19~

- worst ia Region XX in deficiencies,

the same tabp Bmnsvick

That's 'all X have at this pointo
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~ORB/eb2 1

l0

Engiamaring Support Branch, Region XX, Atlantao

Q a~tie ~, axe you each fa iziar ~&a the eesei-

mony Chat has he@a marred and distributed as Panel 2>

Murphyo Bryant, Hnrdte Bzmm1ea and ~cFarland?

A (Chorus of 'Yeso )

Q Do any of you havs any additions or corzclctions to
make to this tastimony2

/Justness Murphy) X do not,o

(Witness Brow@lee) No,

(Nitness KcPazland) Ho

(Witness Herdt) Noo

$ 2

14

A {witness Bryant) Noo

Q Xf ths QQstions sot out in this. testimony %foL

propounded to you, would you give the same answers as set out

27

(Chorus of "Yes,")

Do each of you support the testimony as indivi
as ve3.1 as She office position except @have such testismny

may be directod to an individual memhM. of the panel?

20

23

A (Chorus of Yeso)

MR, REXSc Hro Chairman, X previously distributed
at, the Board4s mquest at, the beginning of the hearing the

responses Ãr, Murphy received to.his memorandum of october 3<

1978, an inspection findings at Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant

and other CPSL facilities, I distributed this to the partioso
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Z 9100M aov H3KR to «a@zcQQcG it Rs, SIAM EM«b«t

Z hs3.«eve 17 «s oat ament mnbez'o

a3

P'L'QzsQQQ p WQ 63cQQ$ @8

ZQfGZZ'$4 M H~~'QZlCGHR

«Cent«f icatioao)

CHAXKSh8 SMXTHo ph~ he«ag ao ob)fact«oa p «4
L

,'-.. xece«ver as, Staff Sahib«h 3.7o

'JO'maeeepen p S~f u;
C

hav«ag image jpmviomgly

make@, fop ~t«Neat«on p

+as zeceive6 ia evidmceo)

$ 5

$ 7.

'18

m. mmZNe mr. Chaizmaap meme-aP. md.n ia-
. vh«ch docamaaO. again

HRo MZSe Xt's a dacmneat CateC GaRMm'p XSVSp

6 «Sos a ~ f~ >~o 8a~hy foz Ch Mac~z,CoaoCract«oa

aack Bag«neaeiag Support Bzezich sCaMo

.CHAXBKLM SMXVHe Sheaf reepmqes m'e eefus'red hO

«a the. cLizect wx'9.C:boa haahhnaayo ~< ~~ to-'.$pP~ the <~~.
'20 ashecL Chat Chs actual raapozusen ho p~Cacc-4

NRo EBBXH! He vere )mt Sepia'o gonad ito
Mxlo RQ«sp W yoc 5y aay chaaca have~ 0!m ~M, cols'P

29to REZS~ Mop Z 8e aah have m, @os'era.'coyyo ~he

'.oily copy X have Ref@ «s zap cMao
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Thai s ail. Z have at th«8 Okmeo
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Rab4 CHAXBKtN SMXTBe Mx'o Ezra<< X kame you axe sul

denly caLled, naon ho do ymx cross examination aad X zaight

make a comme', ChnC might he of help to yoao

Xa Ch9.s vrittm hasthaoay, the page amber escapes

me hah Mro Murphy states Chat responses ware re'cieivod from

7.

8

his memorandum and thoro rom uo,negative responses The

Mard fe3.t Chat iC'might he hs@bse Co have the respoases-"

avai3.able for cross exuminaLioa, THey have bean made avail

Mro Nuzphy's responsuo

20

)4

'f5

MRo ERHXHa = No?mve seen the document aad X'm

gcibs fand.liar viCh it, X read it, XC's not that. X'm aot

asar of it, X $ usC didn't happen Co X dida't catch it
rhea Hro. Reis +as presenting iso X didn', have iC righC ia
front of meo

(Testimony of Panel 2 follows)
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Panel II - Murphy, Bryant, Herdt, Brownlee, McFarland

g. Mr. Murphy have you previously testified in this proceeding?.

A. Yes.

g. Mr. Brownlee, have you previously testified in this proceeding?

A. Yes.

- -- g. Mr. Bryant, can you give us your position, your contact with CPSL

facilities in the course of your work, and what that contact was or is?0'-
A. Presently, I am Chief of Engineering Support Section No. 1, Reactor

Construction and Engineering Support Branch. Initially as a reactor

inspector I was the assigned principal inspector't H. B. Robinson from

July, 1968, until April, 1971. I participated in about 36 inspections

at the Robinson site and five vendor inspections of Robinson equipment.

In October 1972 I became senior inspector in charge of the Engineering

Support Section of the Reactor Construction Branch in which I supervi'sed

civil, electrical, mechanical and metallurgical engineers. While I was in

this capacity, my inspectors conducted inspections of the Brunswick site.

I accompanied them on one inspection in 1973 and one in 1974, and was

cognizant of their findings on all inspections.
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In May 1974, I became Chief of the Projects Section of the Construction

Branch and supervised the construction principal inspectors of Brunswick

and Harris. I remained in this position until October 1977 and was cognizant

of all construction inspections at Brun'swick and Harris. In this capacity

I participated in three investigations of the Brunswick site and accompanied

inspectors on two inspections. In November 1976 and May 1977, I accompanied

inspectors to the Harris site.

In October 1977, I became Chief of Engineering Support Section No. 1, which

includes geological and civil engineers who have made inspections at Harris.

I have been cognizant of their findings.

In addition to inspections, I have participated in or attended about a

dozen meetings with CPSL.

g. Mr. Herdt, can you give us .your position, your contact with CP&L in the

course of your work and what that contact was or is?

A. Presently, I am Chief, Project Section, Reactor Construction and Engineering

. Support Branch. Initially, as a metallurgical engineer, in the Engineering

Support Section of the Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch,

I performed 9 construction inspections at Brunswick Nuclear Site from



March 1973 to October 1975. These inspections primarily involved the areas

of welding and nondestructive examinations. I performed 2 inspections at

H. B. Robinson frgm April 1975 to November 1975 primarily in the area of

inservice inspections.

In my present position as Chief, Projects Section, I performed an accompanying

inspection at Shearon Harris Nuclear Site in June 1978. In addition, I

assisted Engineering Support Section No. 2 in an operating inspection at

Brunswick in September 1978.

g. Mr. McFarland, can you give us your position, your contact with CP&L

in the course of your work and what that contact was or is?

A. Presently, I am Principal Inspector in the Projects Section, Reactor

Construction and Engineering Support Branch, Region II, Atlanta, Georgia.

I was assigned as the Principal Inspector, Brunswick Nuclear site from.

October 1972 until completion of the project which was December 1974 for

Brunswick Unit 2 and June 1976 for Brunswick Unit 1. In addition, I was

assigned as the Principal Inspector, Shearon Harris Nuclear site from

December 1972 to February 1977.

I performed 26 inspections of the Brunswick project activities and

13 inspections of the Harris project activities during the time periods

noted above. Eight of these inspections included a review of Harris work

at the corporate (Raleigh, N.C.) offices. These numbers include



inspections of CP&L on their audits of CP&L work at General Electric,

Westinghouse, and United Engineers, Chicago Bridge 8 Iron and Combustion

Engineering.

CP&L has consistently accepted the role of the IE Principal Inspector

and the IE program. CP&L kept me informed of management concerns and

made engineering and gA documents readily available to me and the other

construction inspectors.

g. Gentlemen, for how long has NRC been inspecting CP8L facilities under

constructions

A. Ten years.

g. Has CP&L established a guality Assurance program, or management control

system, to control the quality of the nuclear generating facilities it
constructs'.

Yes.

g. Have you looked at CP&L's program, and if so —what have you
found'.

Our inspections, as our testimony will show, have not revealed examples

of repetitive or systematic problems. Systematic or repetitive failures

would be indicative that the management control system was not functioning

properly and would be cause for escalated actions on the part of IE. Although



we have discovered individual failures to perform as identified by the

licensee or by the NRC, though indicating a need for corrective actions,

they do not indicate failures in management.

Q. What do you conclude7

A. We conclude that CPSL management has been effective in controlling the

quality of construction at their facilities. The Quality Assurance Program

in effect at Harris meets requirements that are significantly more stringent

than were in effect during the construction of Brunswick and Robinson and

our inspections to date indicate that this program has been satisfactori'iy

supplemented; We, therefore, conclude that CP8L management is capable of

constructing the Shearon Harris faci lity in full complaince with NRC

requirements.

Q. What do you think of CP&L's present overall corporate management ability
or capability to run a quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) program

in the construction of nuclear facilitiesl

A. Based on our review of the findings by Region II of ISE construction

inspections of the licensee's QA/QC programs and the implementation of those

programs; the licensee's response to enforcement matters; the licensee's

response to reportable construction deficiencies; and discussions with

Region II I8E construction management and inspector personnel, we conclude

that the licensee's management capabilities have been adequate to implement

the QA/QC programs and management control systems to give reasonable assurance
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of quality during'construction; therefore, there is no basis for us to

'elievethat CP8L will not provide adequate management capability during

future construction phase activities at Shearon Harris.

Q. Can you give us the specific factors both positive and negative, on which

you have based the prior answer on CP&L's managerial ability?

A. CP8L has consistently accepted the role of the NRC inspection and

enforcement program, has kept the principal inspectors informed of manage-

ment concerns and has made engineering and QA documents readily available

to the construction inspectors.

Region II of ISE has reviewed CPSL's current overall construction QA/QC program

and procedures, the corporate audits and the engineering and construction QA

surveillance reports of activities by CPSL engineering, the nuclear steam system

suppliers, the architect engineers and the CPSL contractors for services and

hardware. Routinely the inspectors have observed work related to the above

construction activities and records (including nonconformance reports and

deficiency and disposition reports), periodic management reports by both. CPKL

and their constructors. Region II of ISE conclusions are that CPSL has main-

tained an adequate managerial ability during construction phase activities.
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Q. What are the objectives of NRC construction'inspection program?

A. As we previously stated, the objective of the NRC programmatic construction

inspection program is to determine, through inspections utilizing sampling

techniques, that the nuclear facility is being constructed in accordance with

applicable regulations and commitments made by the applicant. A major

segment of this program is to determine, in conjunction with NRR, that

the QA/QC program as implemented is effective and provides assurance that

the safety and welfare of the public are protected. This objective is achieved

by examination of management controls, including quality assurance and quality

control manuals, work procedures, records and documents and by the observation

of work in progress. Work in progress is inspected for quality workmanship,

conformance to control procedures and conformance to codes. Records are

examined to verify that purchased materials and equipment met quality standards

and that quality control inspections are performed throughout construction.

What is inspected?

A. Inspections are conducted in accordance with the NRC construction

inspection program, which includes selective examinations of procedures

and representative records, interviews with craftsmen and site personnel
I

and in-depth observations by the inspectors within their specific

construction disciplines. Their inspections consist of observations of work
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in progress and noting where work is interrupted for identified inspection

hold points as directed by engineering instructions.

g. Can you tell us generally how this is carried out7

A. :NRC inspection of the licensee's and contractor's construction gA

program is initiated soon after tendering of the application. Inspections

include audits of the licensee's major contractor's and vendor's gA programs.

This is done with the assistance of NRC's - Licensee Contractor Vendor

Inspector Program Branch personnel. On occasion, the NRC inspectors meet

with licensee management in their corporate offices or at the construction

site and review the contractor activities foreign and domestic vendor

quality assurance program. Manufacturing facilities are inspected in

detail by independent NRC inspections plus the licensee's vendor inspector

program. This program continues until required inspection activities have
4

been completed at, or a short time before, the operating license is issued.

The RCSES Branch is organi zed wi th 32 persons - 18 engineering speci al is ts,

10 principal inspectors, and 3 section chiefs, and the branch chief. These

are experienced and trained inspectors. The inspection program currently





consists of 96 inspection procedures related to the engineering disciplines

(17 civil, 29 mechanical, 20 electrical and instrumentation, and 29 welding,

NDE and inservice inspection) pIus 27 procedures that are related to manage-

ment, gA, and interdisciplinary subjects. A similar set of line items of

inspection were in effect for the inspections of Brunswick and Harris.
'heseline items inspect literally thousands of details that are repre-

sentative of the construction work on the project for the licensee and

the inspection program provides for at least a half-day of independent

inspection for each inspection by each inspector. The inspectors for the

engineering disciplines inspect woik on all of the currently active projects

(15) with 33 reactors. The principal inspectors each work on I to 3 pro-

jects (2 to 7 reactors per inspector) and have frequent opportunities to

inspect other projects. There is a lot of "crossfertilization" of construc-

tion knowledge within the branch. These inspectors know of the management

procedures, practices and philosophies of nearly all of the major AEs and

constructors in the U.S. This knowledge and background is used in each

inspection.

g. In regard to construction at Shearon Harris, what is the guality Assurance/

guality Control programs

A. Through contractural arrangement, Ebasco is to provide the Architect-

Engineering (A-E) services and Daniel Construction Company is providing the
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construction supervision for the Harris Project. Carolina Power 8 Light Company

(CPKL) is managing site construction and QA/QC surveillance survey functions.

CP8L site QA Unit and Engineering Units perform acceptance inspection

functions. CPSL's manager of engineering and construction QA (Raleigh

Offices) performs site QA surveillance functions.'PSL corporate QA

audit section performs site audits. Daniel Construction Company provides

labor and direct labor supervision. Permanent facilities are constructed

in accordance with the A-E's engineering documents.

~

, -., Q. How does this compare with what was done at Robinson and at Brunswick?
('.

CP&L is assuming comp'1ete management of the construction and QA/QC

acti.vities at the Shearon Harris site which was not done at the Robinson and

Brunswick facilities. Robinson 2 was a Mestinghouse "Turnkey" project

with CPEL's participation in the construction of the facility at a minimum

until mid-1968, where upon, CP&L's involvement increased and management

exerted increasing control throughout the remainder of construction. At
"

Brunswick, Brown and Root, the constructor, performed site QA/QC functions

wivh CPSL having an audit function. This audit function was performed both

by CPSL's site QA surveillance group as well as audits from their QA

corporate offices. CP8L management was responsive. to problem areas as was

borne out of CPSL's increasing its site QA inspection and engineering staffs

to provide increased surveillance over contractor activities at the Brunswick

project.



CP&L site receiving and warehouse inspectors at Harris are responsible

for storage and in-storage inspections in accordance with documented procedures

that establish the storage and inspection levels for each type of equipment

or material. Inspection of all construction activities are performed by

the CP&L site engineering and QC inspectors who are trained and qualified

in specific construction disciplines.

There is a summary of the construction inspections with the inspection dates,

inspectors, scope of inspection, item of noncompliance (if any) for Robinson,

Brunswick and Harris tablulated in Appendices 0, E and F to panel I.

Q. What is CP&L's QA/QC program on a corporate level to assure the proper

construction at Shearon Harris7

A. The manager, Corporate QA Audit Group, who reports to the vice president

of System Planning and Coordinating Department, who in turn reports to the

Executive Yice President and Chief Operating Officer, is responsible for

auditing of all QA program activities within CP&L (Engineering, Construction,

QA) and external activities of the Architect-Engineer, Nuclear Steam System

Supplier and the vendors. Upper level management reviews these reports and

has obtained timely actions where required.
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Q. Gentlemen, can you define the phrase "management control systems"?

A. An overall term that is used to address the multip1e measures that are

used to assure top management enforcement of management requirements.

These measures include planning; estimating; budget',rg; programming,

scheduling; check and balance systems; scheduled meetings and reports;

etc. This term as we use it usually refers to the QA Program. QA programs and

their implementation provide an excellent management control systems. The

purpose of a management control system is to get what you ordered.

Q. What is CP&L's management control systems as to the construction of
Shearon Harris?

A. The NRC IE inspection program reviews only the QA/QC program aspects

of the overall CP&L management control systems. The CP&L QA program is

described in Section 1.8 of the PSAR and indicates how the CP&L project

QA program meets the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50. The program

incorporates appropriate industry codes and standards. The CP&L QA program

incorporates the program for plant design, equipment procurement, fabrication,

erection and plant construction activities by CP&L, Ebasco, Westinghouse and

Oaniel .

Q. Can it work and assure quality?
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A. CP&L's QA program meets NRC requirements and that CP&L program together

with the NRC inspections and enforcement program will assure that CP8L will

. meet their commitments to provide adequate management capability during

construction phase activities.

Q. Has CP&L management control systems been improving since it constructed

Robinson?

A. Yes, CP&L's management involvement with control of construction activities

was minimal during the construction of Robinson. They became more involved

during the Brunswick construction phase and are now more involved than many

other utilities in managing construction and QA/QC activities.

Q. Mhat are the factors that influence your answer'?

A. A positive factor is that CP&L has accepted the role of managing the

overall and the details of the construction and QA/QC programs. CP&L has

hired qualified and experienced management personnel. CP&L has been

consistently responsive to the findings of Region II of I&E's inspections

and to the enforcement actions.

It is to be noted that the CP&L corporation has not managed a previous nuclear

project to the level of detail to which they will manage for the Harris project.

However, personnel employed by CP&L, such as the senior vice-president for

construction and engineering, has been responsible for construction at other

nuclear projects.
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Q. How has CPSL utilized its past management experience, both good and bad

in construction of nuclear facilities?

A. CP8L has maintained a common core of upper level management through

the Robinson, Brunswick and Harris projects. CP8L has hired qualified

and experienced personnel to manage construction and QA/QC activities,
developed a documented QA program for control of QA activities, and is managing

the construction and QA/QC activities at the Shearon Harris site.

Q. What has it learned from experience at Robinson and Brunswick, and

how has it used such lessons?

A. CPSL has learned that they need to control more of the craft and QA/

QC work to control the overall project quality, costs and timeliness.

Q. Does CP&L show any lack of technical qualification or ability to construct

Shearon Harris?

A. No, moreover CPSL has supplemented their capabilities with the capabilities

of their consultants, architect engineer (A-E), nuclear steam system supplier

(NSSS) and construction supervisor.

Q. What sources and what negative and positive factors did you consider

in formulating that answer?
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A. Our past, experience in examining and inspecting the implementation of

other utility gA programs for construction and discussions with responsible
\

construction personnel in Region II of I&E. CP8L's architect engineer, nuclear

steam system supplier, construction supervisor have all had previous experience

on several nuclear plants. Additionally, CP&L has hired experienced personnel

to manage site construction and engineering and construction gA activities.

Engineering support, drawings, specifications and gA/gC programs and procedures

have been developing for an extended period of time.

Does CP8L show any lack of managerial ability or capability to construct

Shearon Harris?

A. No, CP8L has demonstrated effective capability for meeting quality

requirements for work already completed and that work in process at Shearon

Harris. For problems outside the scope of expertise of CP&L, Ebasco, and

Daniel, CP&L can hire consultants.

g. What sources and what negative and positive factors did you consider

in formulating that answers

A. Our past experience in examining and inspecting the implementation of

other utility gA programs for construction and discussions with responsbile

construction personnel in Region II of I&E. I&E inspections Region II to
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.date reflect that CP8L has demonstrated effective managerial capability for

meeting managerial, technical and quality requirements for work already

completed, and work in process at Shearon Harris.

Q. Do you have any facts indicating any present need for CPSL to improve

its technical ability in order to construct Shearon Harris?

A. No; however, plant location and marginal field office facilities may make it
difficult for 'CP8L to obtain and retain experienced, competent, technical people.

This has not impacted construction schedules or compromised quality of work. We

are not cognizant of CP8L's salary schedule nor recruiting program, but they

are committed to an adequate program. CP8L has established an active recruitment

unit.

Q. Do you have any facts indicating any present need for CP&L to improve

its managerial capability in order to construct Shearon Harris?

A. No, the Region II of ISE construction inspection and enforcement history

do not indicate a lack of CPEL managerial capability to construct the facilities.

Q. Do you have any facts indicating present need for CPSL to improve its

QA/QC programs in the construction of Shearon Harris7

A. No. The specifications, QA Manuals and procedures are current with work

being done and Region II of I8E inspection reports reflect that CP8L is

implementing the overall QA/QC program commitments of the PSAR.
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Q. Do you have facts indicating a need to improve the actual operation of the

QA/QC programs in the construction of Shearon Harris7

A. No, the Region II of I&E construction inspection and enforcement

history does not indicate a lack of control of the QA/QC programs for

construction. CP8L is implementing the overall QA/QC program coranitment

of the PSAR.

Q. What is CP&L's attitude to QA/QC in the construction of Shearon Harris

at the plant site and at the corporate levels

A. CP8L has fully committed themselves at both site and corporate level to

provide effective QA/QC programs during the construction of Shearon Harris.

Q. Does, in your opinion, CP&L management demonstrate sufficient reliability
and responsibility to run a QA/QC programs

A. Yes. CP8L has developed, implemented and manned a construction QA/QC

program that encompasses corporate, engineering and design and construction

activities which are commensurate with the status of project.

Q. What is the basis of your answer?



A. Region II of I&E has reviewed the CP&L QA program, QA manuals, procedures;

held discussions with CP8L corporate, engineering and design, licensing and

.construction management, engineers, QA/QC and construction personnel.

Region II 1&E inspection reports for construction are as noted in

Appendices 0, E and F to panel I.

Q. On the basis of latest inspection reports, does CP8L have enough QA/QC

people at Shearon Harris and on the corporate levels

A. Yes; however, CP8L has had some problems in obtaining and retaining

experienced, competent, technical QA/QC personnel. This has not impacted

the construction schedules nor compromise'd the quality of work. The NRC

inspection and enforcement program will assure that CP&L will meet their

commitments to provide effective management capability during construction

phase activities. CP&L, as we have stated, has established an active

recruitment unit.

Q. What is the level of their training?

A. NDE personnel are qualified to industry standard such as the Society

of Nondestructive Testing SNT-TC-1A. Other inspection, examination and test

personnel are qualified to the SAR commitment, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.58 with



0
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exceptions as stated in the SAR. The engineering personnel are trained relative

to information in the SAR, applicable sections of the Code of federal

Regulations, the Regulatory Guides, the American Society of Mechanical

Engineer Code requirements, and CP&L corporate engineering standards and

procedures. The IE inspection program provides verification of the training

of inspection personnel.

Q. What is their motivation?

A. The individuals have typically displayed a high level of professional

motivation.

Q. Do you know of any other opinions in the Atlanta Office of NRC on the

competence or reliability of CP&L to conduct a QA/QC program in the construction

of Shearon Harris?

A. A written request was made to the. members of the Reactor Construction and

Engineering Support Branch soliciting their opinions and experience relating

to any CP&L facilities or the corporate offices which would reflect adversely

on the capability of CP&L management to construct or to operate Harris. We

attach a copy of that request as attachment Appendix D. The Staff was

assured that there was no attempt to obtain information either in support

or in opposition.to the licensing of this facility but rather to present

complete and factual testimony to the Board.
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All technical staff members of'he Reactor Construction and Engineering

Support Branch responded. There were no adverse comments.

Q. Does CPSL presently have a program to attempt to identify safety-

related problems in construction before those problems arise?

A. Yes, that is an integral part of a QA program. CP&L conducts corporate

level audits, engineering and construction QA surveys, site QA unit surveys,

trend analysis of nonconformance reports, and QC inspection. Additionally,

CPSL routinely performs an engineering review of matters described in the

NRC Inspection and Enforcement Bulletins and Circulars, project design

changes and construction work.

Q. Who has responsibility for identifying these matters in various phases

of the construction of Shearon Harrisf

A. Construction Engineering, Design Engineering, Corporate QA Audit Group,

Engineering and Construction QA Group and site engineering inspection and

construction QA unit personnel have responsibility for identifying safety-

related problems.

Oo they have qualifications to do this job?
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A. Yes, CP8L attempts to hire personnel who possess the qualifications

through previous experience and qualification and then train to the project

requirements. Personnel assigned to these jobs are trained and qualifications

documented prior to being assigned as inspectors. NRC routinely audits

the training and qualification records and the corporate audits of these

records.

g. Do these people have the authority to deal with these matters?

A. Corporate level audits and engineering and construction gA surveys

receive top management attention. All the CPSL construction engineers,

inspectors and site gA examination, inspection and test personnel

have authority or access to stop work authority or to reject work or

materials.

g. Do they do it, and does the CPSL program work?

A. Yes. Region II of I8E inspection personnel have reviewed reports,

verified actions and witnessed specific cases where work was stopped or

rejected and corrective actions taken.

g. Does CPSL have a method of checking and seeing that these problems are

deaIt with and dealt with correctly?
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A. Yes, the nonconforming report system and audit or survey system requires

identification, corrective action and verification of corrective action.

g. What is it7

A. Nonconformance Reports (NCR'9 are used to handle routine and minor

problems. Deficiency and Disposition Reports (DDR's) are used to document

major problems or engineering document deviations requiring engineering

evaluations.

Does CP8L encourage employees to identify incipient
problems'.

Yes. Either informally through the unit supervisors or through the NCR's

and DDR's, corporate audits, engineering and construction and site gA

surveys. CP&L employees are trained to consider generic implications of

related problems.

g. Does it work2

A. Yes, the system provides a mechanism for identifying, documenting and

correcting the specific problems and make necessary changes to the gA

program procedures to minimize future recurrence.

g. Is such a program necessary?

A. Our opinion, yes, it is good management practice.
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g. How does CP8L deal with safety-related problems and incidents arising

in the construction of Shearon Harris'

A. Nonconformance Reports are reviewed for significance by the CPSL site

principal gA specialist. If the reports are determined to be significant

the principal gA specialist will write a Deficiency Disposition Report.

fvaluation for Part 21 and Construction Deficiency Reporting is required on

all DDRs. gA audits and survey problems are identified and resolved on a

case-by-case basis.

g. Who identifies the various types of problems?

A. Discipline oriented inspectors, engineers, and gA audit and survey

personnel.

g. What are their qualifications?

A. gualifications are related to their training. Their qualifications are

consistent with the requirements of their positions. We have verified the

qualifications of individuals on a sampling basis.

g. Is action taken to correct problems in a timely manner'?,
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A. Our experience is that CP&L personnel are taking corrective

actions in a timely fashion. Open Nonconformance Reports are reviewed at

least once per month, Deficiency and Disposition Reports receive special

attention. Audit and survey report findings are dealt with on a case-by-

case basis.

g. Do the CPSL people who handle these problems have the authority and ability
to correct the problems?

A. Procedures are provided for corrective action to be initiated and

resolved by personnel and/or groups that had the initial responsibility.

gA routinely verifies the corrective action program.

g. What checks does-CP8L have to see that action is timely taken on safety-

related problems in the construction of Shearon Harris, and that such action

corrects the problem?

A. As we have stated, CPSL has„a formalized documented system for identifying,
documenting, evaluating and closing out of safety-related problems. The I8E

inspectors routinely review the NCRs and DDRs for proper resolution.

Problems are documented, assigned unique identification numbers for trace-

ability, evaluated by appropriate engineering and gA personnel and close

out is required.

g. What is the basis of your answer?
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A. Region II-. of I&E has reviewed the related control procedures, discussed the

matter with responsible CP&L personnel and observed the immediate action

to correct certain conditions by CP&L construction and gA management personnel.

The IE inspectors routinely review CP&L's activities relative to NCRs, DDRs,

Construction Deficiency Reports (CDR), Inspection and Enforcement Bulletins

and Circulars.

g. Do these checks works

A. On the basis of our observations and verifications of corrective action

during followup inspection efforts, we conclude they do.

g. Mhat was the scope of NRC inspections during construction of the Robinson

faci 1 i ty?

A. Construction Permit No. CPPR-26 was issued to HBR-2 on April 13, 1967,

and Operating License No. DPR-23 was issued on July 13, 1970. During the

construction period the NRC performed thirty-six site, corporate and

vendor inspections of construction related activities. These inspections

were performed in accordance with internal inspection procedures and
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instructions. In keeping with the practice that was in effect during

the time period that HBR-2 was in the construction phase, all of the con-

struction inspections were announced, i.e., licensee was informed of our

planned inspection.

To accomplish this program, 18 experienced inspectors spent approximately
I

325 mandays at the construction site, contractor offices and vendor
'I

manufacturing faci1 i ties.

I

g. What were the main deficiencies found during the construction of Robinson.

A. (a) Corrosion of containment building tendon test bars was detected

requiring an extensive investigation and evaluation to be conducted

by the licensee.

(b) Cracks were found, by the licensee, in the welds of the containment

penetration frames after installation. An extensive effort resulted

in the shop welds being cut out and repaired in place.

(c) A sample check of redundant electrical cables revealed separation

conflict with the design criteria. A 100K audit of installed

cables, by the licensee, resulted in the installation of 9 new cables

to effect operation of safety-related circuits.
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g. Nr. Bryant, are you personally familiar with the matter involving the

corrosion of
tendons'.

Yes.

g. Is this the same matter identified as 2.a(l)(a) at p. 10 of the staff's

testimony following Tr. 20767

A. Yes.

g. How are you familiar with this matter?

A. Although I was not employed by the Atomic Energy Commission until

approximately four months after the AEC was made aware of the original

corrosion problem, as assigned principal inspector at Robinson I made

followup inspections on the problem. Also, I was personally aware of subsequent

tendon problems.

g. Describe the Robinson tendon system.

A. The tendon system is composed of 130 groups of six bars each in six-inch

conduit extending from within the base mat to the spring line. Bars are
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1-3/8" in diameter with a design yield strength of 140,000 psi and ultimate

strength of 160,000 psi. Originally, bars were protected against corrosion

prior to final grouting by a vapor phase inhibitor.

g. What problems were encountered, when, and who discovered the
problems'.

a. On February 7, 1968, the licensee reported to Region II that the

AE, Ebasco, had found, on December 15, 1967, a slight amount of

corrosion on several installed tendons. Also, water or moisture was

found on all tendons, and one tell-tale bar, which was more heavily

corroded, was found to have a yield strength of 15,000 psi less

than anticipated.

b. In November 1969 the lower portion of the personnel hatch was grouted.

At this time grout was forced under neoprene seals and ten tendons were

partially grouted. During investigations of this, lime water of the

same pH of the concrete was introduced into six tendons (five

inadvertently). The grout was found by the licensee's agents. The

water was found when the sheaths were opened for the Regional

inspector's examination.

c. In March 1970 rainwater entered 54 tendons which had been partially

uncovered for tensioning and grouting under anchor plates. Rainwater

again entered some tendons in April 1970. This was found by the AE.
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d. In April 1970 the AE found that dry pack grout under upper anchor

plates did not have sufficient compressive strength.

e. In May 1970 one tendon was partially grouted when the grout pump

was connected to it at the end of a shift. Expanding grout entered

the grout pipe and solidified, partially blocking the pipe. This was

discovered by the AE.

g. What was the resolution to these problems and was it made in a timely

manners

A. a. An investigation was launched immediately to determine the amount

of corrosion. It was determined by the licensee, and concurred in by

the HRC and its consultant, that corrosion was negligible. It was

during the licensee's investigation that he found, one tell-tale bar

to be below required strength. This bar also was much more heavily

corroded. A vendor foreman stated that he had removed one tell-tale
bar from the shipment when he found it to be damaged and had substituted

another bar which he thought was from the same heat. Chemical analysis

of this weaker bar and thirteen others showed a decided chemical

difference between the weaker bar and the others.

The licensee changed to a different method of corrosion prevention.

A dry nitrogen atmosphere was substituted and pressure checks were

made at regular intervals.
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b. Lime water introduced into the tendons was the same as that

prescribed by the PSAR for flushing tendons prior to grouting.

The water from each tendon sheath was analyzed. After con-

siderable research and testing these lower tendons were grouted

with epoxy sulfide.

c. Water "from the tendons was analyzed and found to have a pH of

approximately 11, the same as the lime water. The tendons were

pumped with dry nitrogen until there was no oxygen present.,

d. All grout was removed and replaced by a new mix under

carefully controlled conditions. Tests on this grout-

revealed compressive strength of 7,000 psi in five days.

e. Grout in the tendon fill pipe was partially removed by a

chelating agent until the tendon could be grouted.

The above conditions were corrected in a timely manner. Many of the

actions were witnessed by Region II and final results were reviewed

by Division of Reactor Licensing (ORL) to determine if there had been

permanent damage to tendons.
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For these reasons we have concluded. that actions were taken in a deliberate

manner with full investigations and careful research, as quickly as was

reasonable considering the status of construction.

Q. Are these incidents any reflection of CP&L's ability to run a QA/QC

program?

A. These incidents bear no particular relationship to CP&L's ability to run

a QA/QC program except that the experience probably indicated to them the

need to have such a program.

Q. Why?

A. H. B. Robinson was a turnkey project. Such QA/QC programs as there were

in those days were conducted by Westinghouse and Ebasco. Since CP&L was

heavily involved in pressing for complete evaluation of problems and better

control, it demonstrated that they are indeed responsive to problems.

Q. Mr. Bryant. is the matter involving the penetration frames referred to above

the same as that in item 2.a(l)(b) at page 10 of the staff's former testimony

following Tr. 2076?

A. Yes.
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g. Mr. Bryant, looking at the following item on page 10 - item

2.a(1)(b), what do you know about that7

A. The penetration frames are massive steel frames which transmit the

strength of the reinforcing steel across the penetration area.

They are formed of 1-inch to 2-inch steel and range from about six

feet by six feet to approximately ten feet by twenty-four feet.

On June 6, 1968, an Ebasco gC supervisor found two cracks in the

web of a frame during an onsite inspection. Subsequent ultrasonic

examination by Ebasco determined that there were cracks in all of the

frames.

CPEL reported this matter to Region II on August 19, 1968.

(}. Did the applicant properly handle that matter in a timely fashion?

A. Yes. Two frames, which had not been installed, were returned to

the vendor for repair. Meanwhile the licensee and AE conducted an
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investigation into cause of the failure. It was determined that

the fault lay in improper weld procedures and inadequate NOE by the

vendor.

The remaining four frames, had been installed. After examination

of the vendor's shop and planned repairs, it,was determined by

Ebasco and the licensee that installed frames woul'd be repaired by

'Ebasco.

Repairs involved grinding all welds down to sound metal, rewelding,

and magnetic particle and ultrasonic examination of each weld repair.

I believe that repairs made were considerabIy more costly than the

original fabrication contract.

Q. Is that incident any reflection on CPEL's ability to run a QA/QC

program and why?

A. No. The problem was identified by the AE's QC program. Robinson

was a turnkey contract. CPLL was instrumental in organizing the

corrective action effort which was conducted under careful quality

control.
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g. Mr. Bryant, is the problem involving the electrical cables the same as

the matter referred to as item 2.a(1)(c) at p. 10 of the staff's former

testimony following Tr. 20767

A. Yes.

g. Mr. Bryant, now looking. at item 2(a)(1)(c) at p. 10, what do you

know about that7

A. Ouring a routine inspection by an AEC electrical inspector on

May 5-9, 1969, the apparent loss of cable redundancy or separation

was observed. After many meetings and discussions to arrive at

satisfactory criteria to assure redundancy, a check of the installed

cable for loss of redundancy was conducted by the licensee using

electronic "beepers" which could "talk" thru the attached cable or

wire and allow physical tracing of the cable along its course thru

cable trays or conduit.

To be assured of completely redundant circuit separation, a 100K

audit was made by the licensee using the "beeper". Those lines

found to conflict with the separation philosophy were "dead-ended"

where they were and a new line was pulled to provide the required

separation.
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Oid applicant properly handle that. matter in a timely fashion?

A. Yes. The time during which this was going on was a time that

QA/QC activities were being developed by the AEC and industry. The

licensee was developing his QC function at that time. For example,

the use of color-coded wires was being "looked into" by Westinghouse

as a possible method of visually tracing for'separation. Throughout

the eleven-month (from Hay 8, 1969 to April 24, 1970) history of

this problem,.the licensee was cooperative and willing to respond

correctively to the intent of guidance-en this subject as offered

by the AEC inspectors.

Considering the magnitude and complexity of the problem and the

time frame during which it occurred. the applicant did properly

handle this matter in a timely fashion.

Q. Is that incident any reflection on CP8L's ability to run a QA/QC

programs

A. No. The function of the term "QA/QC program" at that time was in its
infancy. The solution of this problem more reflects on the ability
and willingness of the licensee's engineering. supervisory and

management staff to appreciate and solve the inherent technical

problems that arise during an undertaking like the construction of
a nuclear power plant. Also, H. B. Robinson was a turnkey project.
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Q. What were the items of noncompliance found at Robinson during

construction?

A. During construction of. Robinson the term "non-compliance" was not used.

Items were entered into reports as "construction deficiencies" or "non-

conformances" with the PSAR or the codes. Appendix A, to this testimony,

lists 16 items which were listed as non-conformances or construction

deficiencies in Robinson inspection reports. By current standards several

of these would not have been cited as non-comp'1iances. Further, also some

of these were listed when there was insufficient evidence to determine

compliance or non-compliance. By current standards they would not have

progressed beyond the "unresolved item" category. Conversely, there may be

items within the docket file for Robinson which were not cited, but which

would be cited by today's standards. However, all items whether listed in

Appendix A or not were satisfactorily resolved prior to the issuance of the

operating license.

Four items of noncompliance were identified as a result of inspections

of the licensee's vendors. Of these, two items were identified in

the steam generator fabrication program related to material and code

requirements and inspection documentation. Two items were identified

in the QA program, involving the failure to follow QA procedures.
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Four items of noncompliance were identified in the concrete and contain-

ment erection program. All four items were identified in the concrete

program related to reinforcement and concrete placement.

Two items of noncompliance were identified in the welding and NDE

programs. One item was related to failure to radiographically inspect

part of the containment liner. The other related to quality of welding

of incore instrument connections.

Four items of noncompliance were identified in the piping, supports

and mechanical equipment programs. Of these, one item was identified

in the piping program related to steam generator nozzles. One item

related to pumps not meeting design criteria. One item was related

to the failure of a nozzle.

One item of noncompliance was identified in the instrumentation and

electrical programs. related to cable trays exceeding their specified

load limit.
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Two items of noncompliance were identified in the gA program including

one item involving the internal audit program, and one item involving

failure to adhere to the gA
program.'he

noncompliances were random in nature and are not indicative of failures

in CPSL's management. The safety significance of these items was individually

analyzed by CPSL and, in turn, by the NRC. In each case it was CP8L that

identified the corrective actions and measures taken to preclude recurrence.

The corrective actions were confirmed through NRC inspections.

g. What was the scope of NRC inspections during the construction of the

Brunswick faci l ities 7

A. The construction permit was applied for on July 31, 1968 with the

Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-67 and CPPR-68 issued on February 7,

1970. Commencing on Hay 29, 1969, there'ere forty-nine inspections of

construction related activities at the site, corporate offices and vendors

performed on Unit 1 and forty-six inspections of construction related

activities at the site, corporate offices and vendors performed on Unit 2.
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These inspections were performed in accordance with internal inspection

procedures and instructions.

To accomplish this program, 27 experienced inspectors spent approximately

480 mandays at the construction site, contractor offices and vendor

manufacturing facilities.

g. In regard to the items involving the turnover of welders, is that the

same as the matter reported as item 2b(1)(a) on p. 12 following Tr. 20767

A. Yes.

g. Mr. Bryant and Mr. Mcfarland do these matters show anything about

CPSL's management ability, if anythin97

A. Ouring the year 1972, the welder turnover rate was 197$ . Welders

must be qualified in accordance with ASME specifications. The

licensee discovered that a majority of the welders did not maintain

the requirements to continue welding in accordance with these speci-

fications. In addition, welders are a travelling craft and will work

where the salary including overtime is the greatest, all things being

equal. The licensee's corrective actions were to retain a, welding

consultant, improve the welding school since some welding involved .

"newer" materials that the average welder was not familiar with or may
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have never welded before, and increase the welding quality control

staff. Trend analysis was also instituted so that welders having

problems with certain materials or weld configurations could be

identified and more training initiated. CPSL's handling of this problem

reflects well on the ability of their management.

g. Mr. Bryant, is the matter involving the concrete voids the same

as reported as item 2b(1)(d) on page 12 following Tr. 2076, and what

do you know about it7

A. On June 9, 1971, RII was notified by CPSL that tests had identified

voids between the Unit 2 steel torus liner and the concrete placed

around the liner. Voids were subsequently found under the Unit 1

torus liner also. The void areas were mapped and repaired by

pressure grouting with epoxy resin. Grout holes drilled through

the torus liner were later weld repaired and leak tested. On

June 1, 1974, CPSL reported that some epoxy grout under the Unit 1

torus had failed to harden. This was indicated by mixing pot

samples taken during the grouting process. Tests were performed

to determine the effects of these voids on the structural integrity
of the torus. NRC has conducted numerous inspections of procedures,

repair work, gA/gC activities and test operations. NRC has examined

the engineering analysis and CPSL's final rep'ort and has no further

concerns.
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g. Mr. Bryant, look at item (2)(a) on page 11 of the testimony

Mr. Oance formerly gave in this procedure following transcript page

2076. Can you tell me when the incident recounted there transpired,

and what happened2

A. On April 28, 1970, a complete failure occurred in a six-inch diameter

transition piece between the steam line from steam'enerator number 3

and a main steam safety valve attached to that line.

This occurred during hot functional testing, with the system close to

rated, temperature and pressure. while the safety valve which blew off

was being set to relieve at the proper pressure. Seven licensee and

contractor personnel were injur'ed.

g. What was the probable cause of this failure?

A. The probable cause was improper design which did not adequately

consider thrust forces when the safety valve operated.

g. Oid CPSL have a gA/(}C program at that timeT

A. No formal program as we know them today.



g. Did NRC require such a program'?

A. No. Not at that time.

g. Who had design responsibility for this matter at that 'time2

A. The Architect Engineer, Ebasco Services, Inc.

g. Was the matter corrected in a timely and adequate manner and how

was it corrected2

A. The matter was corrected in a timely manner and adequately. The

transition pieces were redesigned and made much stronger. All main

steam safety valve transitions were modified in this manner. In

addition. the support and bracing system for the steam line and valves

was strengthened. Also, design of other plant safety and relief valves

was reviewed.

g. Mr. Bryant, going to item (2)(b) on page ll of Mr. Dance's former

testimony, will you describe this incident and when it happened.

g. On March 14, 1971, low DC voltage resulting from an operator failing

to terminate a DC powered turbine lube oil pump test at the specified



time resulted 'in wiping of eight turbine generator bearings, damage to

a turbine rotor and a jack shaft and some damage to a turbine shroud.

Also one reactor coolant pump shaft was warped. The reactor was operating

at 855 power at the time.

An auxiliary operator had, according to procedure, started the OC

turbine lube oil pump for a routine weekly two-hour test run. The

'operator became involved in other duties and forgot to stop the pump.

After four hours and twenty-five minutes the station A battery was

depleted. The reactor trip breakers opened due to loss of coil voltage,

followed by a turbine trip.

Station power demand transferred to the startup transformer, however,

emergency bus No. 4 did not energize since tie breakers to the startup

transformer were powered from battery A. The AC lube oil pump was

powered from emergency bus No. 4. Thus, the turbine coasted down

without proper lubrication.

The reactor coolant pump shaft was warped due to interrupted shield

cooling water flow as the result of a valve which closed due to low

voltage.

Q. Oid CP8L have a QA/QC program at this time?
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A. There was no formal program as we have today.

Q. 'Did NRC require a QA/QC program at that time7

A. NRC had not formalized requirements at that time.

Q. Was appropriate corrective action taken to repair damages and what

action was
taken'.

All damaged equipment was returned to vendors for repair or replace-

ment. Complete repairs were made and the unit returned to full
operation within two months. The licensee did considerable research

into increased protective systems. The only change found to be

appropr iate was the addition of annunciators in the control room to

indicate low DC voltage and battery charger trip. Operators were

reinstructed to close attention to procedures.

Q. Was the incident a reflection on CPSL management capabilities to

operate a nuclear plant -
whyo'.

I do not feel that the incident was a reflection on CPSL management

competence. It was an operator error. Management took all reasonable

precautions to prevent recurrence.
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g. What items of noncompliance were found during inspections of the

construction of the Brunswick facilities2

A. These items are tabulated in Appendix B to this testimony and are

summarized below. The classifications of these items usin'g current

definitions shows 26 infractions and 6 deficiencies.

Eight (8) items of noncompliance'ere identified in the concrete and .

reinforcing steel program. Of these, five (5) were identified in the

concrete program related to concrete process control and three (3) items

were identified in the reinforcing steel area (Cadwell splicing).
N

Twelve (12) items of noncompliance were identified in the welding and

NDE programs. Of these, six (6) items were identified in the welding

program related to procedure qualifications, welder qualifications and

electrode control and certifications. Six (6) items were identified

in the NDE program in the areas of radiography, ultrasonic testing,

dye penetrant testing, and personnel qualifications.

Three (3) items of noncompliance were identified in the piping, supports,

and mechanical equipment programs. All three were in the area of records

pertaining to certain safety-related nuclear valves.
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Three (3) items of noncompliance were identified in the instrumentation

and electrical programs. Of these, two (2) were in the area'of redundant

system cable separation criteria and one (1) was in the area of process

control of electrical inspections.

Six (6) items of noncompliance were identified in the gA program in

the areas of procedures, document control, control'f purchased equipment,

records, and equipment status.

g. What do these items of non-compliance show, if anything?

A. An analysis of the 32 items of noncompliance identified during

construction indicates that twenty-six (26) items were identified as

infractions. That is, if they had remained uncorrected they could have

resulted in the failure of a Seismic Category I system or structure in

such a manner that the safety function or integr ity would be impaired.

The safety significance of these items was individually analyzed by

CP&L and, in turn, by the NRC. In each case, CPSL identified the

corrective actions and 'measures taken to preclude'recurrence. The

corrective actions were confirmed through NRC inspections.
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These noncompliances were random in nature and were not indicative of

failures in CPSL's management.

Q. Was there any trend in CPKL's management involvement in QA/QC activities

at Brunswick?

A. During the latter part of construction at Brunswick 2, CPEL management

increased their on-site participation in on-site construction and QA

meetings. CPKL management also provided increased QA/QC manpower and

contracted for special consultants for on-site work as needed.

Q. What changes did CP8L make, .if
any'.

Organizational changes in management to better utilize the engineering

and construction QA management capabilities and provided more engineering

and QA/QC personnel on site.

Q. What was the effect of those
changes'.

CP8L has developed an extensive QA program and is presently managing

Shearon Harris construction and site QA/QC functions.
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Q. What changes, if any, has CPSL management made to strengthen QA/QC

procedures in construction7

A. CPBL has developed and is,implementing a new site QA/QC program and

procedures. The procedures are being written and reviewed by QA personnel

who have Brunswick or other nuclear plant constriction experience. The

procedures are written to implement and verify Ebasco specifications and

SAR commitments.

Q. Oo these changes works

A. 'They have proven to be effective for that work completed and the work

that is presently in process.

Q. What is the basis of your answer?

A. Personal experience, review of the site program and procedures, discus-

sions with Region II of I8E inspectors, and knowledge of the ability and

capability of associated CP8L personnel. IE inspection reports reflect

that procedural control for that work completed and work that is in process

is acceptable.
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g. What has been CPSL's experiences in the construction of Shearon Harris

to date?

A. Carolina Power and Light Company (CPSL) filed an application for

authorization to construct and operate four pressurized water nuclear reactors

knows as the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Station Units No. 1 through 4 in

North Carolina on September 7, 1971; The construction permit exemptions

which authorized limited work at the site was issued on January 14, 1974.

NRC inspectors began inspections of construction activities on February 11,

1972. On May 7, 1975, CP&L informed NRC of the extended construction

delay. On January 27, 1978 Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-158, 159, 160

and 161 were issued.

During the period February 11, 1972 through October.'978, Region II
conducted 24 inspections related to Harris construction activities both

at the site and corporate offices. Included are seven inspections, from

July 1, 1975 through September 1, 1977, related to the extended construction

delay, which includes site storage facilities, facilities maintenance,

equipment storage and records.

The 24 construction inspections have employed 21 experienced inspectors for

approximately 105 mandays at the construction site, corporate offices and

vendor manufacturing facilities. Major components including reactor vessels
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and steam generators for the construction of these units are in storage

at the site. Current activities have consisted of the placement of the

containment buildings concrete base mats for Unit 1 and the erection of

the containment liner.

As this Board was previously informed, a "minor geologic fault" was found

during excavations at the site. NRR concluded this fault was not capable

within the meaning of Appendix A to Part 100 of 10 CFR. NRC staff inspection

of applicant's geologic map and discussions with the applicant's architect-

engineers have not shown any condition significant to nuclear safety.

A possible foundation anomaly was also discovered in excavation for the

spillway of the main dam. Although this is not a.category I safety structure,

a safety study is being made by NRC staff geologists and the applicant has

been requested to do further mapping.

g. What items of noncompliance h'ave been found by NRC so far in the con-

struction of Shearon Harris2

A. Construction inspections and the related items of noncompliance

tabulated in Appendix C are summarized below. The classification of these

items utilizing the current definitions of violations, infractions, and
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deficiencies indicate that there were two infractions and one deficiency.

One item of noncompliance was identified in the placement of concrete for

the power block structure. This item related to sampling inspection of

concrete during'placement when pumps and other conveyances are being used.

One item of noncompliance was identified in a site contractor's containment

welding program and it related to documentation for electrode control.

One item of noncompliance was identified in the gA program pertaining to

control of documentation. This item involved control of revised drawings

with outstanding field change requests.

g. What do these items of noncompliance show, if anything7

A. An analysis of the three items of noncompliance identified during

construction of this four unit facility indicates that two items were

identified as infractions. That is, if they had remained uncorrected, they

could have resulted in the failure of a Seismic Category I system or structure

in such a manner that the safety function or integrity would be impaired.

These noncompliances are random in nature and are not indicative of failures

in CP8L's management, nor inadequacies in the gA program.
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The safety significance of these items was individually analyzed by CPSL

in turn, by the NRC. In each case, CP8L'as identified the corrective

actions and measures taken to preclude recurrence. The corrective actions

were confirmed through NRC inspections.

Q'. Does CP8L and its construction supervisor have sufficient QA/QC and

management people presently employed for the phases of work now going on

at Shearon Harrisf

A. Yes. There has been some problem with the obtaining and retaining

technically qualified and competent inspection personnel. However, CPSL has

been able to supplement its staff with qualified contractor personnel. This

retention problem has not impacted construction schedules nor impacted on

the quality of construction work, and CPSL is actively recruiting personnel.

Q. Are these CP8L people properly trained?

A. Yes.

Q. Mhat is the basis of your
answers'P8L

is meeting its commitments to NRC as documented in the Region II of

I&E inspection reports. The NRC inspection and enforcement program will
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assure that CPSL will meet their commitments to provide adequately trained

and qualified gA and management personnel.

g. Do you believe that CPSL and its constructor will continue to have

sufficient, properly trained management and gA/gG people in. the construction

of Shearon Harris?

A. We believe at this time that CPKL does have sufficient resources to

accomplish this. Appropriate NRC enforcement action will be taken to assure

this level is maintained.

g. Is inspection of CP8L during the start-up operation for a nuclear plant

the responsibility of the Construction Branch or the Operations Branch of

the NRC I8f office in
Atlanta'.

The responsibility for construction inspections and assist inspections

performed by members of the Construction Branch are the responsibility of

the Construction Branch. The responsibility for inspections of operations
I

tests including start-up and operation of a facility are the responsibility

of the Operations Branch.
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g. What trends have you seen in CP&L's responsibility, as to management

capabi 1 i ty7 Please gi ve detai 1 s.

A. We do not collect the types of data that could be utilized in a formal

trend analysis and therefore our response is more subjective than it would

be if a formal analysis had been made. Based upon our reviews 'of the docket

files and direct but limited to knowledge of the construction of Robinson

and Brunswick, we would conclude that CP&L management has improved. CP8L's

direct role in Robinson was limited since it was a turnkey project. Ouring

the construction of Brunswick, CP&L management was more involved. They are

even more involved at Harris. Ouring this time; NRC's requirements have

become more stringent and our inspection program is more mature and effective.
CP&L's compliance history at plants under construction has not given us

cause for concern. This is indicative that management is probably more

effective in light of their increased participation and our increased expertise

in identifying problems.

g. What trend have you seen in CP&L's gA/gC programs in the construction

areal Please give details.

A. Qur response to this question is essentially the same as our response to the

last question relating to CP&L's management. Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 establishing
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gA requirements became effective in mid-1970. Guidance was not immediately

available to industry, and, in fact, it was in July 1973, that AfC/NRC

met with industry, including CP&L, to provide guidance. The requirements

imposed upon industry by Appendix B were much more stringent than previous

requirements. CP&L's performance subsequent to this time has not revealed

any substantitive deficiencies in their construction gA/QC program.

g. Do you have any remaining concerns on the ability of CP&L to construct

Shearon Harris
properly'.

Based on our reviews of the dockets and our discussions with members

of the Branch staff, no issues have been raised which gives us concern

regarding CP&L's ability to construct the Harris facility.

g. What factors did you consider, and what is the basis of your answer?

A. We have considered those factors which the staff members have testified

to in their prepared statements. The bases for our answer is the performance

of CP&L's past performance as documented in our inspection reports.

g. Do you believe CP&L is presently, properly, using its resources to assure

the proper construction of Shearon Harris.

A. Yes.
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Is it doing so in a timely manner?

A. Yes.

g. Is it doing so in a thorough manner?

A. Yes.

g. Is it doing so in an effective manner?

A. Yes.

g. On what basis have you given the preceding answers?

A. Our answers have been based upon the inspections already conducted in

accordance with the NRC construction inspection program, which included

selective examination of procedures and representative records, interviews with

craftsmen and site personnel as well as in-depth observations by the inspectors.

There is reasonable assurance that CP8L can construct and the equipment can

be installed in accordance with SAR commitments. The licensee has previously

demonstrated his comnitment to construction gA at the Robinson and Brunswick
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Nuclear Stations by expanding his involvement in the construction program.

This includes taking corrective actions on identified deficiencies and by

staffing construction engineers and QA/QC inspectors at the construction

site.

Written procedures are presently available for. construction related activities
and the results of If's inspections verify that personnel are trained in

these procedures. The licensee has instituted a QA/QC program and has

been responsive to any inquiries or problem areas that have developed.

However, if through the NRC's inspection program, it is discovered that the

licensee is not constructing Shearon Harris in accordance with SAR commit-

ments which could endanger the health and safety of the public, appropriate

enforcement action will be instituted.

CP8L is meeting its coranitments to NRC as documented in the Region II IEE

inspection reports. They have demonstrated effective capability for meeting

quality requirements for work already completed and that work in process

at Shearon Harris. For problems outside the scope of expertise of CPSL,

Ebasco, and Daniel, CP8L can hire consultants as they did for the Brunswick

project.
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APPENDIX
UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION II

10'I MARIETTASTREET, N.W.
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303

am oo 1978

COPY

SS INS 400 ~ 40 1 ~ 402 ~ 403/F

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Construct'ion & Engineering Support Branch Staff

FROM: C. E. Murphy, Chief
Reactor Construction & Engineering

Support Branch

SUBJECT: INSPECTION FINDINGS AT SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR PLANT
AND OTHER CP&L FACILITIES

As you may be aware, the Commission has remanded the Harris proceedings
back to the Hearing Board on the basis that the Board may. have been
misled by the testimony of staff witnesses.

Members of the RC&ESB are presently preparing testimony for the
remanded hearing. It is very important that the testimony presented
to the Board accurately reflect the findings of our inspection
and the professional judgements. of those from this Branch who have

'.,'performed inspections of CP&L facilities. The testimony will include
discussions of our inspection findings not only at Harris but also at
Brunswick and Robinson. We have also been directed to 'provide testimony
relating to the ability of CP&L management to manage all those activities

. associated with the construction and future operation of Harris.

Each of you is requested to provide me in writing by October 16, 1978
the answers to the following:

1. Have you ever performed an inspection or investigation of
CP&L corporate offices, Robinson, Brunswick, or Harris'

2. If the answer to 1 is yes, did the inspection report adequately
and accurately reflect yoLr inspection ( or investigation)
findings?If the answer is No, please describe.

3. If the answer to 1 is yes, do you have any evidence, including
your professional judgement, that would reflect favorably or
adversely on the capability of CP&L management to construct or,
in the future, operate Harris?
If the answer is yes, please describe.
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4. Please discuss any matters relating to the CP&L management or
facilities not encompassed by the above questions that might
be beneficial to the Board in arriving at their decision.

5. Have you formed an opinion concerning CP&L's capability
to construct and operate Harris? If so, what is your
opinion?

I want to stress the fact that you can appear before the Board to
testify if you so desire. If you should so choose please advise
me promptly.

This special request for information should not be construed as an
attempt to obtain information either in support or in opposition to
licensing the facility but rather to present complete and factual
testimony to the Board in an area which the Board has expressed concern.

Charles E. Murphy, ief
Reactor Construction and Engineering

Support Branch



ÃB. CORDON1 X have a few cross-o~:mention queo-

t'ons f

ij

o the pans 1 ~

C:-RXHlJW SNXTH: Bo you want to- 'cead of ?

MR. GORDON: All zignt.
C'I

5j CROSS-EZÃ4XNATXOH

3Y NR GORDON:

Q Prom what X can te3;1 of the compiled tesihimony
I

th's is const~ction personnel; is,that=correct?

(Mitness Murphy) That,'s correct, sii.
Q The consensus seems'to be Chat MSL has Che

management, capability to constuuct, the Shearon Harris plant?

A That would be our testimony, sir'.

9 XC says on the Questions Chat were 'asked(( Diat

sources and what negative and positive factors did you 'con-

sider? Xt seems that there are no negative factors particularly

mentioned. Mnat X a~ould li3:e to do is to taL'c specifically

(3

- about what. are the current problems o negative factors of
the management ability of CP&L to constzuch the Shearon Harris

plant.

How do you knox of any parCicular 'current negative

factors on the management ability of CPGM

3.1.1090
QP c(

= would liI.e to put in some clarifying remarJc:s

and then nave other comments on this.
vou coup d coPSider gYat Kty outsCPzd» Pg non

compliance is a negaCive factor. Xf the non-cccc ply.amoco 9.a net !



,.'f high immediate significance or if ere feel viW reasonable

certainty that aire can obtain a resolution to Mis non-

compliance bv our otm 'nternal enforcemont actions, then Me

would not consider these as negative points. However, in the

fact that thev are non«compliances probably outstanding, X

would like to have who e described so that the Board may use
them in theiz findings.

A (Hitness Herdt) In the testimony there is a list,
9

10

and I think it is not with the Panel 2 'testimony but it
happens to be with the Panel 1 tes~ony. It's Appendix P.

Xt talks of the —gives a chronological histoxy of the

Sheazon Harris inspections starting'ack in February of '72

and going all the way through into October of '78 ie @hat is
listed here

Xn addition to that there have been about six
inspections, maybe eight, since the October '78 listing

'0

24

And in those additional inspections thexe have b en maybe

three or faur items of non-compliance, tceo of them X .think.
in the deficiency area and two in the infxactian area, talking
in the deficiency area about some CBaI —Chicago Bridge and

Iron —procedures and the failure to follow those procedurea.

There have been same an the environmental end concerned about

dust settlement and siltation. And there has also been one

'n ractian on document con'.ral
Q l'4r. Herdt, da you think 4&aC. any of +Nese

deficiencies ox infractions xeflect an the management abiUty
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of CPGLV

Not from any ocher fQcility thcLt Ãe . cvoQM be

~ nap Get» Qg ot this t» Re CQKQMDsuzQCG Kith @he sam9 CQKEstruc

c'Qn status ~

Xs there a current problem with CPaX: turnover

of personnel, either in the —mell> this is for the entire

panel, if anybody is aware of it: Xs there a.. high turnovex

of pexsonnel, either in the vorking personnel or tho super-

visory pexsonnel at the present time that you have noticeck

from your inspections or from the supervision arear'

(Hitness Murphy) X have had not had identified
ma any problems. associated viW Cha performance of the

construction activities at Harris that ve t»ould attribute 0o

54 personnel turnover.

The three of you vho currently have had the most

experience '
X th9.nk Mr. MacParland, i~fr. Herdt and Mr. Bzyany ""

on your inspections of the CP&I facilities, X believe all of
you have been from Robinson through the Barxis plant, was

CPGI always cooperative as fax as, was information freely
given to the inspectorsP

A (Nitness McParland) X've not been to
plant. Zn my inspections of Harris and Brunsm9.eh M'ey have

II
wV

been very ccoperat~ ve "n ma cong al i dc~snts CKQ personnel
avc9 abdal'Q on eve~ 9 nspsction e

Do you agree with Chat, bw~ . HerdtP
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(Witness Herdt) Yes. I'e been to a3;1. three

fac lities and have not had any problems.

3 t'' 9 Mr. Bryan i".2
I

A

had any
I

(Witness Bryant) Yes, I do agree. I have not
problems.

For the same three: Have you found CPSL is slav

to mate corrective action an any deficiencies that you point
out2

C ~ I

(N9.tness MacFarland} Negative. The'-""'a 7 e< 8 Va'nl

10

12

1'6

18

20

in their response in all cases.

A (H9.tness Herdt) Their responses', as 'far as I
have been con<,erned, have been timely and have behn respon-

sive. This is not. only on items of non-compliance but on

construction deficiency reports.
A (Witness Murphy) I would like ta point.out Chat

". at this stage of construction the iramediacy of correcti>e
actions differ greatly fx'om that which would be expected

at the latter stages of construction. And it. is a far
different — Even with this greater leeway in time,

1

I am not aware of what we wauld considex as unusually long
tim'ds to coxrect the problems that we have identified to

22 .

CP &L

9 What have you gentlemen found ta be the attitude
of CPsL toward safety matters2

{Witness Mcparland} They'e had a vexy'igh regard

:'for safety matters.



Nr. Eerdt?

(Witness Herdt) I feel they'e been response.ve.

I have nothing re Qllv to add to that 8tateHsnt ~

Hr. SzyantP

7 p

A (Witness Bryan) Are you asking about nuclear

plant safety'
Yes.

A I have no problem.

30

Q Are there any problems at the current time that

you Lena+ about that would reflect on CP&L's management 'ability

(Witness murphy) I'm not pezsonall'y avaare of any.
a

Mr.
Brovnlee2':.

A (Witness Browne.ee) The 9.nputs I'ye had, from
I

conversations I'e had with other personne1:, I villnot change

35 !

my position from my previous testimony. I see none'.

A (Witness McParland) I have not inspected CPGL

facilities since early 77. At that time there vere no

problems. I share an office arith Nx' Brmmlee v'ho 'is nov

"be principal inspector, and ve've not had any discussions

of problems.

''Witness Herdt)

the cmest< on again.

I'd like for you. gust to r'epeat
l

l

Are there any current problems that you are avare

'7 /j
of that would reflect on the managem nt ability of CPGX'P
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No. I'e been to Bxunswick and Harris in the past
year, and I'e had no problems with eiCher one of those

facilities.
(Tfitness Bryant) None that I know of.
NR. GORDON: X have no further questions.

CHAXRKtH SMITH: Mr. Erwin?

12

MR. GORDON: ~ivy I ask one more, please?

CFAX&GLN SMITH: Surely.

BY HR. GORDON:

9 On page 5, gentlemen, of the testimony, you say

that li censees —at the bottom of the page. "Licensee's

management capabilities have been adequate..-;."

How what do you mean by the term "adequate?"

Do they gush meet the minimum standaxds, or does it go beyond
~ that?

(Witness Murphy) tfe have not put .a restriction

19

20

on that limitation as to adequate and totally. inadequate

Management capabi3.ities cover a wide range of ax'eas. There
j '

are certain areas that we don't even look at; financial, for

21

Those areas that we have looked at, we have no

2n

?5

identified problems with them.

I'm not trying to avoid the question. It is guet
a ccmplex subject, and we have not drawn a bar graph for each



one of hhe areas. And it '-s not intended to say that it is

caregv passing f iG h.Gals that. i;8 have no problems with iso

~ ~ By MRo ZHIfiM:

Mr. McParland, on page 3 of che testimony you

say you'e the principal inspector fo the Shearon.Harris

from December 1972 to February 1977. How X,believe ~&at

Nr. Murphy earlier stated that the normal rdtation period

was three years.

A (Hitness Murphy} Mr. E~in, let me respond to

Let ms asi: my question first, then X will let
you respond. The Chairman may wish for"'you to respond before

X ask the question, but X would 'like to be able to put my—
X would li1ce the opportunity to ask my question first.

Are you the person that Hr. Murphy was referring

to as having spent the longest time at a cerha'i"."p'"~C'i

Xf X didn't misunderstand?ix. Murphy's earlier

testimony, he said that they ranged from under three to as

much as four-plus. And X calculate December 1972 to

20 February 1977 to he. the Soar-plus..

Are you the person Chat he was referring toP

X'm addressing the question to Mr. NcParland,

l II

~ ll

not to Mr. Murphy.

(Nitness McParlmd) Yes, X am. These dates are

correct in th'eport. Dos to ths status of tho pro)sot, part
)



vb8 of this was pre-CP exemption, in the early stages. There

was relatively little ox no activity on the site that was

safety-significant. The policies relative to the three-year

turnover period were not that firm at that time. Soveral

such combined thing made it appropriate to continue that,

activity.
CHAXKRH SMXTH: The suspension of the proceedings

was that taJcen into account, Mr. Murphy?

NXTNaSS MURPHY: Sir, to have been totally

30
correct in my statement on three years, it was to active

construction sites. Por a great period of time Harris wis

not active.
I

Mr. McParland, actually, considering We-pLant

15

activity, would have been less than the three years, though

it was greater than three calendar years.

BX MR. RBNXN:

Mr. Murphy, then Mr. McParland was not, the person

you were referring to who stayed as long as four-plus years?

A (W.tness Murphy) There may have been one or two

20
people in that. category. X believe possibly there was a

member at the St. Lucia facility that may have exceeded three
years slightly.

23
Now on page 4 you'tate,

"Our inspections, as our testimony wiLL

show, have not revealed examples of repetitive or
I

systematic problems,"



Now wouM you define what rapat tive and

systematic

il
~"

4 'age 4?

means in the conte'ct of your answer?

6H.tness NcParland) T'e answer at She bott'f

Yes'

A And your question is, Mhat would have revealed

7l repetitive ox systematic problems?

9 lt says, "Our inspections... ~
" Xt's the'answer.

A At the .bottom of page 4 or'the bottom of page5?

$ 0 0 The bottom of page 4. I believe you state that—
There's an answer Chat x'eads,

"Our inspections, as our teihimony

wi3.1 show, have not reveal'ed examples of repetitive
ox systematic problems. Systematic or x'epetitive

failures would be indicative that the management

contxol system was not functioning properly...."17''m just asking how you define repetitive or
" systematic in the context of this answer.

Ef on a series of inspections we would have found

20
deficiencies in document control, procedure control, any of
the other criteria in Appendix 3 of 10 CPR 50', we'would hcive

Considered these as repetitive. There have been repetitive

2~ i
~

)i,
rP,

deficiencies in handling material at the warehouse oz in
areas such as concre e, although ~Jmy „'ad not done any con-

crete at that time. But that's the idea of repetitive.
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Nith systematic problems, if there would have

been problems within one discipline, such as welding ox

electrical, QC, or storage of materials, or other major.

areas, that, would have been asystematic problem.

Now this question appears in a line of questions

addressed to all of you, I believe; X may be mistaken, but

X believe that's so. So X would ask that all of you respond

if your answer-» Again, Mr. McParland qualified his answer

'saying in this period of time with which he was most fr@liar
this was the case. And X would ask the others ho amplify
on his statement if they can.

Mr. Brownlee?

A (witness Brownlee) During the period that I @as

assigned principal responsibilities for the Shearon Harris

project I found no cases of repetitiveness.

$ 7

How do you define it, how do you define repetitive
and systematic?

A In the local areas that we might be looking at,

l9.

20

call them concrete operations, warehousing, storage, what-have

you, if you xepetitively come over into areas where ve have

deficiencies or infractions noted in this, then that is
referred to as repetitive.

More than once, moxe than five more than

ten times?

No, sir. If I go out this trip and I come out next
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the ne: t trip, that's repetitive.

So 'Lt 8 FQF8 8 Qn O'Me They ve Mer 42QRQ

anything wrong more &an once'P

A And he'l get cited each time.

X'm ahking you if you statement that.CPGX has

never —that thexe has never heen—

A Mo, no, you don4t ask me that. Ho. Ho, that'a

not what I'm answer'ing.

Ilail you said repetitive—

A You asked me to describe what I undexstcod

repetitive to he. That's my understanding.

Repetitive means more than onceP

That's xight.

Okay,

How you state in your testimony that,
"Our inspections, as our testimony vill

show,'ave not revealed examples of repetitive or

systematic problems."

Does that mean that your inspections revealed

that CPsL has never done anything wrong more than oncet

As X say, dux'ing my tenure as the principal

inspectox fox" the Sheaxon Harris project, that those

i
activities Mat I inspected and those report that Z reviewed

as a result o9 that, did not indicate any systematic

'rogxammaticbreakdown in 'the form of repetitiveness. Xt



wbl2 did not indicate that in the period «ebzuary 1977 to

October 3.978 on the Shearon Harris prospect.

NR. ERNIE: Mr. Chairman, is my question as uncle

to 'you as apparently it is to Mr. Brownlee? I think it'

S.'

10

z'cally simple-minded.

CHAIRMB2l SMITH: I didn't see it to be a direct
answez'o your question. X dict see it to be an effort Co

~ give you a complete answer, however. But I think we would

pzogress a little bit bettez if you were to answer the narrow

question.

WITNESS MORPH: Nr. Chairman, X have a problem

myself when he says CP&L; we'e speaking of Harris hez'e.

Xf he is speaking of , W&L operations or what-have-you without

qualifying it, no, we cannot make that statement. If he

is speaking of the Harris inspections, that's a different
story.

>8

MR. BRNXN: Mz. Chairman, X'm referring specifical
ly to page 4 of the testimony of these gentlemen, in which

they state,

20
"Oux inspections,'s our testimony will

show, have not revealed examples of repetitive
ox'ystematicpxoblems."

If they are unprepared to make that statement I
wish they had said so.

CHAIRKQJ SMITH: They'e going to answer as scen aa
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1
~

/ ~

I

7$XTNESS BROVKLHE: May ve answer the question
e

later when can review the chron ilog9.ca3. history o2 She non"

MR. ERE?XH: X don't think they"ve answex d it at

a 1. Zr. Murphy at %is poin is .disclaiming the 'possibility

of their answering

1

conformance of this matters

CHAXmm SHXTH: X'm sorxyV

NXTNESS BRONKEE: I&ght we address this at a

later time when we can review «™ X foxget which ~ibit it
is now, but the non-conformance histo~, so that we may

answer that thing, that questionV
P

CHAXKKM SHXTB: X 'think Nr. Erin is entitled

15
f

to his answer now. You can explain. But X thinIc he ought

to have his answer now.

HXTNESS BRCNNX~E: Hill you bea" with us a moment:,
5

HXTNESS HcPARLELND: Appendix P i as previ'ous3.y
'

referred to—
CHAXHNAN SIXTH: Xt may very ve3Ll be you'e

already answered the question: X don't know. But you'rs going

to answer it again in response to his question.

BXiiESS McPARG&2lDi Thexe were telo infractions

tg s one inspection of July ~ 78 which were not regated~

And''there was one de&.ciency in October of '70 on n subject

that was not related to those two. Other than that Chere mero '
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no items of non-compliance.

CHRISOM SMITH: There was a little bi o2 t ouse

with your question, but I didn' &ink there was very much,

Your question did not make it complet ly clear that you were

talking about the same type of infraction more than once.

HR. EBÃIN: X was trying to follow— 'X was Crying

simply Co determine what they intended their .testimony. to
~ ~ 1

mean. X read the testimony on page 4, I read it as a line
of questioning beginning with,

"Gentlemen, for how long has NRC been

inspecting CPGL facilities under constructions

."ANSWER: Ten years.

"QUESTION: Has CPSL established a

Quality Assurance Program, or management control

system, to conCrol the quality of the nuclear

generating facilities it
constructs'ANSWER:

Yes.

"QUESTION: Have you looked. ~ .." "Pave you,

referring to these gentlemen, I assume, referring to all of
the members of the panel. "Have you looked at CPSL's program"-

I assume "program" refers to quality assurance program. "and,

if so, what have you: found'P"

"AHSNER: Our inspections, as our'estimony
vill shcrv, have not revealed examples of repetitive
or systematic problems."
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Now X'm simply trying to ctetermine @hat Aey mqea

'
~ ~

W

I

('I

~
''

p

>II

5

by hat. I read it ta mean the over the last ten yecura,

awhile ~bey have been xnspect9.ng CD'cilihies, at @o time.

have cwiv inspections revea3.66 RnQ Cl~ey ctGHne repQtiCSLv@

as more than one, Yir. Brovnlee QeHned Lt ea more mn ence.

8„
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NITNZSS I"UJ~hY 1~Ix'hairman I would l"ke to

offer a correction to the testimony, to li>nit this question

and such to this iarris facility, because that was '.shat was

ntencecL at that point -' m sor~."y o

CHAZK~d& SIXTH: Okay, but I don't think that'
.the point of disagreement.

So the auestion is limited to Harris2

NXTNESS YiURPHY: Yes, sir.
CMXR~&2: SMITH: Mow, can 't be answeredP

10 NXTMESS MURpHY: Xn that context, it has been

answered, and the answer 's:
Ne have not revealed examples of repetitive or

systematic problems at Harris.

BY MRo EPNIN:

Q Now,. may I again ask, s'nce you did not define

zepet't've in exactly the same manner as P-. Brosmlee J I
believe 'm entitled to asJ: you the spec'c guest9.on of
whether your inspection~at Harris = and only it Harris «-

have revealed e~aples of problems that have occurred more

20 than oncet

(Nitness Murphy) Xs that for me2

My question "'irected to ?4r. Murphy.

flave lot inspected Ha -ris personally.

Can you —you just stated that

.mspections at:.arris have not revea" ed exmnples of repetitive
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Cvzs bijou state ".Iihe «'Kr your insPections

I ~ ines=-ctions "= -"-cur section have '"evealea examples

Qf 'prob 'ms occurrik?g FQr than once

g5 Kx' Eri;/in p '('ihen I 018s us3.ng the terilll -

our'ean3.ng

my ful" brancho %then you as'- 0, me De'uestion

specifically,. X anoverea it as it >;as aVdresseQ Xo mo

spec 3.f3.calgy e

To my ~Q10ÃleQge g my branch has not +oi.33c~, i ems ox

Qcn co ilpl."ance g the s6218 i'i.ems oi no=i-coLipliance Rt tPTD

')0 succ ssive inspections.

pcÃ 3 et me ask clou

"DR. LEPDS: Evcuse ma. X'm having problems hs'ze,

becau e lL~. Br@in is re=ding your answerer as e."".amples o=.

problems: and then Z hear you ans~riering -- maybe more than

one of you —answering "items of non-compl'nc.."

want to kvom: is "items cz non-compliance"

$ 7 equivalent or equal to, and all the othe synonyms that I
ca= think o+, ~sit;". respect to e-amples or problems'P

NZTNZSS YiUPZHY: Xn '-ld.s conte".ct, the repetitive
or systematic problems woulQ be repetitive or systematic

2$ non QFiP ~ ianCGS g yes. Glr i

DR. LEHDS: Z ll right,

»"7. vour stai Qmep i - Alen'~1at Rt .Least .".nsokar

Bs yoursel f. this testiLlonp oi~ 'ca¹ 4 shoul(t be viaKce~ to
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read c'll. tl'6 tl iud line 'om th~ bott 'm 'eO~tit9 ~"e or

Sy schema t c no i corn'4 .'nce'
i~iiuzck~J "Ion 'camo'l 3 anc~ s wo~".gz~ QG R

svnonym within the cd'ey-'- that we «TGQ3Q use at Harris.

Mov, let me ask you again to be slightly more

specific. You answered tl'e question'by saying that you did

no'- r~ao~r of any instances in which non-compliances had..been

found on, successive inspections.

Has there been a recurrence i em of non-compliance

at any time over the life of the construction of the plant7

A (Witness Hezdt) K'hexa's been one area that. we'e

had, and that was in the area of document control. There was

an infraction identified back in July of 1978, o"nd there was

also one in the early gart o th's year.

iNow, it, may not have been in the exact same area,

but as far as our gene ml conte:ct, it is in document contxol.

Exactly what the particulars a -e, I Con't know, right at this
moment.

So, Mr. Herdt, then you state that as far as you'e
conceded, you= anger z to the last question on page 4 would

read!

Our inspections at Fazris i as Our t st 'ony wi3.1

sho-'r, have not revealed e::amgles of repetitive or

sys'-..;."tic non-corn3.iances: ezcep fcz..." the stated

inst==nce tha'" you just made refer nce to?



T".e srord =epetit've, and .. guess sya~en~='' ic, co

n.e n:.cans in v =y close p. ried or .=. v y short p riod o ~ time.

.L 2a M ju" sa|.dp 3.' 'been Juiy ' ~=98 . az'y part ™: tais

year: rvhich to r~.e 's lik.= e'ght cr aine months.
I'

systematic ox re etitive.
~hM xs aoz

So you define syst ma ic or -epetitive in a

different manner from the definition that lw. Bmwnlee gave'?

llR. ERENOW: Yay X ask the Beporter to read baclc

~fr. Brormlee's response to my question as to h's d f"nition
of,repetitive or systematic?

CMXRtPS SMXTH: Ply memory is, if it's helpful,
is that so far ve've had three somewhat different definitions.
of ":"epet'ive, or ansvers suggesting differences in definition.

.Zr. recur ny calls them if they happen on t~z70

successive visits.
Nr. Broimlee says if they happen more tnan once.

And Nr. Herdt says if they happen again in a

rather close seauence, in an iuxspecified time.

Okay. So chere you are. bM. Brownlee?

NXTi1PSS 3RONlCLEH: Let me emphasize, at one

inspection and then the newt one. Did X not corke ~hz'ough

lear on that? Oae inspection ;nd then the next one.

d dn t come Rhr 3ugn c: ar 0 Ae

9:Bll X Y~iLn~ nod '.e have

-:iazkale unifonXi:y of opinion, don't ~r e?
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HR..t'RVi Ii: X think we have workable disuniformity

in ~my opinion «- 3: mean unworkable d'sun'ormity.

X can"t see how they can aPioot Lhis testimony as

thei'. individual testimony. believ=na or. defining this term<

or t 8se terms g in the manner tnat they

But l'llproceed. to the nezt phase,

CHAXRGQJ SllXTH: Nell, that's an observation you

can argue, but nevertheless, they'vo m~lained it.
IE. ERtGRJ: Knell, they'e... that's r2.ghtp

$ 0 BY 2,1R~ EHrdXJ

Q There's a sentence on page 5 contained in the

first full answer on page 5, which begins, "The Quality

Assura11ce Program xn effect at Harr2.s meets regQirements

that are signif*cantly more stringent than vere ~w effect

during the construction of BrunswicJ. and Pobinson and our

inspections to date ind'cate that this program has been

satisfactorily supplemented." Now, has that been corrected

al eady?

(Witness i4urphy) That Should be corrected.

A13. right. Xf it had been co rected.earlier —X'm

21 sorry 2.f T m ta E2.ng up t2 Ve i

HZTI'i7~GS IHiPPHY." I~ ~ Chairman z I would 12.ke to

offer the corre tier izat that should be "implemented."

BY !1.".. ZR~iJTH:

~i~d X presume that -- IJIr. Pddelman jus:r mientioned
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that in the nezt sentence,, the 5'ford hat appears v s coRplaince o

'r,;q ~ (
J ( ~ 4.

iu'ly ( s " 'E(('ppl as n ~»~Ot al 3 Of '~ 'QOc-'((" re

caugM.o

Now, eo p"'ck up on the ~>ttorney Ceneral s question,

QD Page 6

."Can you give us the specific factors both positive

an8. negat»ve

again, once more, for c~e record, the only negative —what

does the entire panel consider to he the negative factors

upon which they base their prior answer on CPSL's managerial

GQ3 L3 tyP

Hr. Zrwin, X would say that t¹ negative factors

would be of the same nature that X previously discussed.

CHAXPZR"0 SNXTH 2il. i Ãurphv i unless counsel

representina HRC Staff raises an objection to the question on

the basis that the cquestion was previouslv asked and answered<

the appropriat- course for you is to simply answer it again.

Xf you think it is clarifying to point out that

your previous answer you thought was responsive, okay. But

counse is entitled to an answer Unless the Ques'( ion is

objectec toe

P,.i&i.'HSB '!l~3HPH ".'- X: tge had f3.endings i!h ch hler of
''«he na lire o. non'o"lplx;noes wnicl" "'.!e Q» d not 'el that ~re

cou l ob c.Gin reso." ution (. ~rough Our norma ~ 'Gens g i' within



we /

a shor period o" time, and if those negative findings were

no't of immediate Qncern p then we "'~'Qul Q not conside 'them as

~ceix) g 1egative ~

Xf we identifi;d problems, non-compliances, within

CPc"L that <-;er o= immediat concern. to get corrected, and we

did Got have a Rlechani sm for 05ta 9.n3 ng that imK8diate

correction, then we would say that we had negative findings.

BY 5&o ERVTZN

Now, you used the phrase, "negative findings."

$ 0 Zs there any diff rance between negative findings in your

mind and specific negative factors as used in this testimonyV

crees a difference in my mind > don~t know i
there':; any in your mind o- not. "'m just asking you if
there '

o

(~7itness hIurphy) Would you restate your questiong

please?

18

Q Xn answe to my question you used the phrase
J

"negative findings

11egative means in not complying with our —with

the regulatory requirements.

tle1l p X m focus 3.ng in on fQldings g rather than

"negative." You used the word " indings," negative findings.

Zz'd what X was a king, really, vas ve y specifically what

e n gative factors, if any, were, upoI1 which you based

your prio answer on CBULLS managerial ability
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:i'e.'4 8
Xn r6aQM1g ~~e ansi'v'er to 'Blat SPec3-s-'iC CfK.'eSC2.on r

find ant- specific negative factors, and l just ";ta'r.t

to;..;o';~ c'ihetner yo'Q o o, ~ " 'p73ears to me that cue ense!Rr

"=o tne cuestion QQ page 6 does riot g3.ve an~i speci ic dQes

..ot as;rer the cuestion as to any negat.'.ve factor-
rrhicl'ight

have -- upon which you might have based your prior

answer to OPAL's manage-ial ability. md X wonaered if there

are anv?

X3 Eat 'de d1d not include 1- gative Z&loings ~s™

negative factors in our r sponse, we felt that this identified

that there vere no negative factors.

Ax'e fe correct "n assumirlg p then ~ tha'I a

non conformance report o- a deficiency report-.that you

consider resolvable 3.s not a negative is not defined
N

vou to be a negative factor?

A non-conformance report can cover a ver wide

range of factors, and there is no simple yes or no answe

to that,

Zf a non-confo~<ance report identified a major

20 problem &at .~!Ould be of the non-compliance type, chen

certainly i" would he a negative factor.

YOU Sat" trlat a '3on CongQi.'manCe report tr'QC

1ng i cates non-compliance vou <~ovid cons:.:~r'-r a 3legative 2 ctox"?

'-: '::3.". )!e " -«--'." po".'y ..: 'ponse Ve*QV

answer li»e 6 o:, the =econd paragraph does discuss what
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we have looked at and I'O'Lab we are trying to scope into GQ:.

"=s conse o th'I s Quest" one

i".m not sure in rIIy own mind really what poor

question is, b=cause I'm not aware o" your knowledge or lack

of knowledge of the docuzrnts that are referred to here.

X'm asking whether you .

fPause.)

Okay ~

Z m asking you to dezine the words that you use

in your testimony. And X""11 ask you ance again, and X believe

Z have the right to do so:

Whether .or not you define negative factor as used

in the question, and presumably as understood' the answer

on page 6, to in lude non-conformance reports that indicate

non-complianceP

A As related to management ability —the question

's specific ta management ability, I believe, and negative

factors o

A non-con ormance report that reflected adversely

on management ability to the extent that we would take

enforcement action would be a negative factor

9 Now, Z'm just try-'ng to get you to define it.
Go hat now your statIe"..>ant is that the specific

vega- ive -actors referred to in the question app aring on

page 6 would be non-conformance "epozts indicating non-
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cmpliance in an a:"ea z '.ating to specifically managerial

~&2.1ityl

~213'~l~ «1'"'Gl 1C: no~'~ '""at ~~ -~~'79 ~ 'no'u~~'l.-'g

on 'on f0...«.'nc reports; 'ather than z'. - tr cting to

5've '
p novg I real specific to Ipean o ~ o

(Pause. }

Excuse a.e, Mr. Chainaan.

(Pause )

LG i Ke go Back Once 1%ox'e o Z 6 'ke to get all 0f
~e aualifications on the record, every ql«apizi "ation 4$4at

you can think of -- anQ X'ra perfectly v~lling to hear them

all —as to what you mean hy a specific negative factor, as

used in this testimony.

How, in ora r to e~~edite things l'll state once
I

again What I 8 hearing o Xf it's incormct, please correct me.

Z'm hearing thi that you ~efine, in th<s conte3t,

in the Shearon Ha="is case, in your business, she phrase

."specific negative factors"', as appearing on page 6, to he

non-conformance reports indicating non-compliance relating

to -- ~hat you consiM~r to relate to managerial abi3.ity that

you consider e~e not resolvable.
'+ that's not a correct Uncerstanding of vgh=r

you ""e Qefining D»ecific negat3A~G fecto s. + 8 " ike you to

correct

Zw in, I m not sure that your paraphrasing of
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me back was completely accuraie. Qni te frank '.y g I would

have a hard tirie restating each t~ze on this.
7>hat;ie hav. tr'e8 to do —and unfortunates.y, my

seman't3 cs Gild your semantics G~B not ccr>>municatingg and

recoonize it »- is Rat our total -- and maybe to trv 'to

attack ii from a different point of view, our total inspection

$ 0

program is designed to identify problems,

These problems in some cases may be management

related and reflec on manager»ent's abi3.ity.

Any matter that our inspector >ooks at, though

having a degree of reflection, positively or negatively, on

management or on the other aspects of the operation, the

context that we intended for this I believe can be fairly
stated as identifying the problems relating to management

that would fa3.1 "rsithin a non-comp3.iance category.

8 have described in the testimony, very briefly,
those areas in which we looked, including specific references

21

where we may pick up information to assist us in identifying
a prob'em> and idenmfyxng its level.

NR. ERR'Mi: Mr. Chairm~, I hate to take the

Boa d's ime and my own time in repeating these auestions, but

I don't be3.ieve that I have received an answer to any of my

last ive que anions.

ve b~en ing I 'e si ~ mply tried to Qnclerst azld

the te -timonv g an d tried to g t the:ciinesses to define what



egal 1?
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L~~~delon
.3ws NHL
cl" npbl 2

The reason X'm asking him th's s because ws had

a si uation >'he"" Dr. leeds a:ked someone in an earlier

hearing what e" i+ence if he had any evidencer and the

word "evidence" admits something to him, and it admits

something a heck of a lot different than what it means to me.

I'd like to know what they mean when they say

'specific negative factors" on page 6 of their testimony,

and X don't have any answer to that.

30

5~&. RBXS: I think the witness has said several

times what specific negative factors is, and as you refer

to the material in the second paragraph of that answer it'
'giv'ing those negative"factors, particularly as they refer to

management control.

$ 7

18

CHAXMAH SMXTH: If you have a specific motion

to m-ke, I wish indeed that the answer were simpler and

moi'e easily understood. But as he points out, he just

simply is not susceptible to a real simple answer. And of

course the entire tenor of the testimony has been that many

$ 9 of these answers simply depends on one's professional'udg-

20 ment. And I think tha" thii is the thread of his testimony

here too.

HI%NESS MURPHY: I think Chat «s a fair summary

of it, Mz. Chairman, that it is very difficult to give a

24 box definiCion of some of these texas.

CHAXKIi44 SPZTH: Have you done your beat?
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mpb2 V<ITNESS 1'IURPHY: X ve done my besto

C 1>IRiM SMXTH

argue th& go" Qt g NZ ~ E A'lino

help. Xf : did, X wouM.

Ne13. g I Ch9zlkg then@ you can

I don't zoally knez ha+ to

HR. ERHXN: I'd like for the members of Che

panel to attempt to do their best to define„what they

meant by spec'ific negative factor when t'hey ysc'ribed -'.-

what they thought was meant xrhen Chey ascribed th'eir names

10

to this estxIiÃnyo

DR. LEEDS: Mr. Erson X've had a little prob1em

12

15

vii;th'this because part of the angular was conditioned on as

they'ffected management —managerial ability, and X'-m not
h

. 'i;ure we'e pinned down what that means either, you see,

b'ecausa there was an exclus9.on. Xt did not apply'o Chose

thin'gs that did not affecC managex3a3. ability. So there'
'an e~:c3.usion there also.

NXTNESS BROKF>EE: Dr X sedan

DR LEEDS: Yes

NITNESS BRCIKLEE: Might X inject some points

along srhat these different comments meant

21 Shen we say in the second paragraph:

"Region ZX of IGE has reviewed CP&L's

current

ov ra13. construe%.on 9!L/QC program and

procedures o e o o

w rman exactly that. 1Te have gone "o hhe field and sea have
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mpb3 2 reviewed their detailed procedures for Chat work which is
'in progress and have actually taken our professionals out

the e and they'e reviewed i- to see if they'e implement-

able.

And based on our reports we come back and our

reports are relatively clear Chat, we find these —X want

Co use the term "adecpxate" —until shown differently.
2Ren we say that:

22

22

23

"...the corporate audits and the engineer-

ing and construction QK surveillance reports of

activities by CPS'ngineering, the nuclear

steam system suppliers, Che architect engineers..."

That is management control. These men have

established organizations within Che overall organisation

'and function so that management gets what they'e payi'ng

for. 'nd these men are going out and they'e auditing and

we'e checking these audits. VTe are looking to find the

28 deficiencies that they have uncovered.

They may be going to the AEo Ne have a

20 Rzg'io» XV that is checking that same AB. And we compare

=across this.

23

So when this type of materiaL is presented in
this fashion withou a lengthy e~lanation, X can'0 give you

any Kore e Bed if you dion t undezstcand the Ce minology here p

then CM.s is management control and the system that, he has



put into placec

8'z > 'c' ".o"'l ha<'s to do i ~~y oK»er >7ayo

DR. LEEDS: 01".ay.

"et's see if Z understand you, then, IL. Bro",mlee.

What you re saying «8 Chat these it%As discussed

aLove, the corporate audits, the construction program

procedures and so forth, is actually manas'ed.>lith cont-ol,

and 'chat if Chose axe olcay in your. v9.ev, if those are okay

in your vip's, &en there is adequate management
ability'emonstrated.

Xs that a shorthand
trans'.ation'XTNESS

BRO'QKEE: Yes, sir. X've gone on the

record hefore

DR. LEEDS:= O>cay.

bfXTMSS BPOLRJLEE: —that ve have r viewed those.

And vhat X put down here is «- X'll hack it up 'if X have to.

And he it non™conformance or +hat they call
deficiency and disposition reports, these are tvo levels

of seriousness that Chey put into their system. And if
someone, you knov,'oesn't understand ~that they are, then

it's hard to understand, X agree.

IIR. ER01XH: X think X understand orhat they are.

BZ !lRo ZRNZH."

X m asÃsi'xg vou Shat you HiBcQlo YGQ '%rote Ne

test~» ony.
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A (Hitness McPa land) A negative factor. You

see the word "non-conformance". That's a negative factor.

~Ahen you see the word "deficiency" that's a negative factor.

Aren't these cl~ terms?

MR. ZRNIH: Mr. Chairman, the panel is contra-

dicting itself right and left here because. Mr. Murphy gust.

simply a few minutes ago stated that specific negative

'factor in the question did not refer simply to non-conformanc

reports and deficiency and disposition reports, hut refers

specifically to non-conformance reports that indicated non-

compliance that, was related to CPFL managerial ability
and so forth.

HXTNESS HURPHZ: In those areas.

MR. - REIS: IW. Chairman, I don'8 know where

we'e going with this. I think at this point the record

spea3cs for itself.
If there are further cgxestions to ask on this,

they can he aslfed But we 're repeating ourselves and going

over and going over again and again the same thing.

CHAIPJCAH SMITH: I th9.nR that's correct.

I didn't see those two answers as heing in-
consistent. I thinJc that—

BZ SIR. ERNIE:

Nell, may I ask all members of ~De pane3. to he

as forthcoming as —I th9.nk, you Know, at least the fizst



thr e have attempted "o ansver We guestion, and X'hiak if
'&ere are cont -"adic&QRp co the testimony a:hev are on'he
record~

Z'd 1ihe for the last t'vo me~ rs o~ ~e pane>

to -. and Z 11 1isten to their BnsUex'8 cLnd make zlo comment

on them.

(Nitness Herdh) Me3.1, Z think the first .thing

10

is idaho zea11y +rites the non-conxo~~ance reporm and de2ic-

ic4icy and disposition reports g and 'Mat is done hy CP &Le

'And that shoes iJ.eix management ability, besides a11 the

other ecords and the audits chat they have done, the

'~~agement ability to construct this part9.cul'ar p3.ant.
'

And X guess the vozd "positive" and "negative"

is there is' positive point that they have sound these

things commensu ate with the construction status at the

very beginning. And to me, there's no inconsistency in
xvhat'8 heing said he|e.

l8 Mr. Bryant'P

{~fitness 8"pa51t) X H.nd no proMGm %13.th it Gs

20 s'tatede

By llh031P

S.s stated in the testm~ ony. Z vou1d poi.nt this
out for dexin't~ on oZ independent )udgment e X capQLQt

rea11y ma."cs 3.te Z m Gux«CJla4 Z Right vi"/e $1» ght2y

differen." ~~ords "or different things than any other p'eog3e.
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mph,7 1 ilell, vhen you ascribed your name to this

testimony, what did. you understand the specific negative

fac or, as used on page 52, to meanV

I consider hh9.s to he those things that our

inspectors have found that vrere good, that met the require-

~ ments', and those things wh9.ch they'ind which are question-

able.'

Obviously if a licensee has found and written
' 'non-conformance report„ he has found someth9ng that 9.s not

'e~ctly right. The fact that he found it, and it was

c'orxected, it eras in the negative and it was in the positive.

CH~>KILN SKKTH: Pw. Ex@in, X'm sympathetic

'to<sard your problem.

MR. ERIN: I have no further —X mean, I'
r5 not going to heat the horse.

16 I apologise. X did not. mean to take--

18

CHAX&iAH SMITH: No, X think that. your questions

have demonstrated what, as X ment9oned before, is a thread

20

that has run through the testimony of each of the panels.

'No matter how you try to come up with eas9.ly stated, easily

21

.22

23

listed objective standards, somewhere along the line,

several times along the line it comes right away to a

person "r.ho has ™o make a judgment, a pro essional judgm nt.

Q I think yousre est~~l&h9.ng this by the

difficultyyou'e hav9ng 9.n a d9.screte anger to your auest9.



Mow you can argue the significance of chai: if you

Mani to~

RN~Ã. 7 woE 't ~-- tnxs eoiv"

BY hR EVVXN.

Q Gn page 7„ the Mords on the second full answer,

the word selective 'uld representative ax'e used g and X d

gust like somebody to Cell me who selected the examinat9.ons

and what the records a-e represewtatl.ve of.

There has been some testimony prior to &9i.s

about this mattex, but X'd li1:e to clarify it.
(~Q,tness FcParland) The eE~erience level of the

inspectors is used here:eithin our program. You understand,

Me have a structured progx'am of
inspection."--'Yesterday

there was a discussion about the

potential use of random s~ples, et cetera. Here Me use

the e::perience of the inspectors 0 select procedures and

records which are significant. Too often in xandom sampling

Me coma up vith example's which Mere purchase orders of truck

tires or some other such insignificant thing not xelated to

safetyo

Xf ve go through a group of procedures, Me Mould

3.ook at the procedures which -ere being applied at the time

elicavation q say q Qr steel «ielc ing I Qx'ater on they Mill
be o: ones with " nstr~ientationo

And represexltati.ve records g ~'ie 100]c at



mpb9 representative records of Category 1 or safety-related

Rguipmen" o

How i.t's been explained that we do a representa-

tive, any sampling, using hese terms, we do not. do a 100

percent inspecti.on. So our experienced inspectors look at

10

what is appro'priate at the t9me. Xf they have-»in the case

of'ower wiring and safety-related equipment. or electrica3.

panels," there may be as many as 20 panelsgin each panel,

several hundred wires, and maybe 100 devices. Ne 'do not

look at 100 devices or 1000 wires. Ne. look at, severaX which

12

are representative of the equipment used for the safety-
I

related functions.

14

Is that a random sample or--
)

No, that's what we gus0 explained. Ne do not

end 17
. 6 Madelon

18
7 Madelon
fi.ws 19

use a random sample. %le use the ones which are selected

by the experienced inspector to be representative of a

safety-related item.

20
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Cou3.d "Sou Guailt-" fy h3.s ML an ~stance or 'I'P3P

i"QA IILany are there? 3'ust to give us some idea.

"'- ll; sazet"r rela ed i "ms T'cull ae .l i."".e "Qedwa i er

p."e'er and t Ler i e fee&rater Ccntrol ValVe".

HOW mazly out of the tc. alP

Ne have a in>vher of these which are zeauired by

our program~ and our inspectors review these specifically for.

each discipline, and then in reviewing such things as the

p eve.ous 3.y Ident ioned zion confo ~ Tile"Lce reports r BILE chief 2.ciency

and disposition reports, ve often overlap into another
number.'f

the same typ'e o" device. &~ad these can occur at more than

one pericd in a. construction program, recognizing the

construction prcgram ~asts .

(vlitness hlirohy) '>r. Hririn, the numers looked at

varv according to vQ.at's being I.ooked 'at.
C

For e.,ample: we look at at least so many ve3.ds in

L'sle p imary system ~ Hlay look at Dloreo

Xn addition, the inspector himself is fr=e: an .

'n f ~"t mu "t expend on an average cf '20 percent of hi- time—
not on each inspection, bLLt total —over a period '-, time

inspectiILg matters, items, within his area of i Lt ~.;.=s';;.

n Other +order i.t S an independent inSL.'eCticn.

Pe cani cnoose i "'Lat can ." nor:""=' Lese Ot=. = o

againr J.s an at. elhpt to get > r P~8" "L'."v'8 sP7!!Ol'-"

to'ir v» 'Llout going to random sal;lpling technicfues p
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On pap'e 14 of.'Lle tes " '> mc ly: One fix.st fUL1

~ 'C&,c; ~. —..~ m 'i .<>; n:. ris I a l4P 'O' L co",Bio co. C~ oh Cool":.

1eve J.: .anagement Cl. Qug'e Rob nsG q Srunsb ic (

and Eiarris
prospects

a CP Gm has h3.red Qual if3.ed

and e3:perienced "ersonnel to manage construction

and QR/QC activities, developed a documented

OLL. program for control of QZ. activities
How, 'tLle personnel '=hat you'r re erring .' are

CPEL personnel, not die contractor's. Zan X corrects

context you"re not referring to Daniel Const uction Company>

(Witness HcParland) That"'s correct. CPGL.

Q A-e you in fact familiar zriP~x the e3~erience and

e qualifications of their contractors: Dan'el, among

a@i ers: and Research Cottrell?

Routine3y ve revie-.w the requirements for t>ese

positions g TrQ)3.ch 3.8 On Work A~at 8 safety ela ted ~ and Ale

special order on ASPIC and SNTC, the quality cont-'ol'rograms,

=.eading of radiographs, and such things as ™~hat,.

They have made available to us on numerous

occasions the recuirew~nts of the job, and on some ocras'ons

even —X believ= Z m corroct in saying hie resumes of ttle

personne fulf" '3.ng the ) oos a

'm re; errinj nos? to t Le inc";epen~3~nt cont 'ts.
+ze Qou refer. 'g to tnem ..L ycur pns ger is directed
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CPGL

Ion t mean to colsfuse you; because X started

off using the —you kno~r, asking you to clarify tais
sentence on page l4, and then asking you to discuss their
contracts.

X'm sorry, I didn"'t mean to confuse you.

Nell, .Daniels —and X think that's who you'

10

talking about right noir —ve've looked at J anie3.s not only

with regard to this particular sita, Harris, but they'e
also been the constructozs for at, least two other sites

72
within this region.

Q They'e also been constructors outside this

15

region, have they not2'

That's true.

And have you looked at their projects outside the

regions

A X personally have not looked outside the zegion.

We'e looked at two projects within this region, and they'e
also doing a third —another project, som supplemental work

at another site right no~a.

We'e looked a them throughout this whole period

of time ~

'Me you. cUlare o"- any problems that they have had

as to structures outside the -egianP



Vel 4
(LH.mess Murphy'nly Chrough hearsay,

3

0 Ne3.3., aren't you mraze of anything said about it
- n th9.s zeg9.on other than hearsay2

~ S9.r, we have inspected +Meir activities 9i.n thee

regiono be have not inspected ne, Region XZ, have not

inspected Cheir activities in other areaso

9 Novo when you say youq you have heard by hear84RYo

'ou mean to say that Chere are no 9~dividua3.s presently in
'egi'on XX who have ever inspected a Daniels site outside oC

'egion'X?.

A Ne have on occasion loaned inspecCors to'ther
I helieve we have had an inspector inspecting at

'7"olf Creekq. for emmple, assist9mg Region XVo —X believe

"Danie3.s m-'y he there< X4m not, positive.

Callcnsay, a facility that I Raov of that.,has
I I

Ganiels ConsCruction people Were, to my Rnovledge we have

'n'ot had( an inspector inspect their ac&vitieso'r,

;;. ' O' Mov, in >chat stay mould the information dec'ived

"from an inspector 8 oral comments Co you in Region XX "differ
".from an inspector's oral coiaments that you might have:heard

:" 'out 'of Region II< say, about Callmray2

A WTou3;d you restate your ~~stion2

Ãe3.1, you said Lt eras hearsayo Xs ~WLs

Ãe have we read Che pape=s, sea Eleve 'seeia 'coze

repozto in the papers ="eferencing const~cC9on at Ca31euay,
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Ne have seen some information in morning Yeports

relating Co Ca3.3.mray.

- I pexeona3.1y have not discussed with anyone

inspecting first-h~md Cal3.away about dxeir experiences at

Ca3.laway

i. I do not know whether anyone in Region .XX.;.:has or

has not gesstioned people in this axeao

But actually without going into a legal 'definition'f haazsay, mine was Chat it was mrsupported type of inform
4„ ~'tiono

Unsupported by whom? In other words, you ' you

'used the word

14

15

16

NRo REIS c I ob)oct to this line of cglestionklgy

in that a question of hearsay ox whet is hearsay or ~t hs

not, ox what goes on someplace else is not material Co the

management. capability of GPSX and its contractor at the

Sheazon Harris facility, ~Rich X think, we'xe dealing with

right now, Co construct that planto

19

20

21

How, if there are guestions that go Co the

management capability of CP&L or its c'ontractor> X could lee

'hat,. But ws'xe getting into an argument on issues that are

not germane Co the ~~cyxiries of this Boardo

MR, ZRWXHc Nr Chaizman~ th question was asked

whether Che testimony of the witnesses is Chat CPS'a hiring

cgaalified and e~xienced personnelo I @skeet whether they



~sere avare —X believe whether they vere aware of their

Qualifica~ ions and s~fperience y and CQ18y stated Chat -Chey ~iso

Bwd Qn the bas.""s of tx'Jo Q'm+~er prQg Bets@ X bsli eveg vithin

the Region. ~d X asked %Mern whether they»ere familiar vd,th

any other prospects that ~Wey vere basing their statement

" hhat they cmre qualify'>d and emery.enced upon their inspection

'within the Region, And X asked Chem if they vere aware'f

any other areas t and if they %fere Gvare of any oQMIr problems

And 578 ve heard Cheir @nsvers

X th~~ itos directly zelevanto Xf the9.

'tat~~ts or conclusions Chat daniel and Research'ttreljL

are quaL9.Wed and experienced is based on Chs inspects;ons

3n Region 'XX, or elsevhere, X certainly Chink -X- could'ask

them wheMer or not t1my're familiar vith any other operations

of those'contractors< and if they ~msmr by saying only by

hearsay, X thQdc X hive a right Co pursue Chat smsvhat'o
l

~ CEAXK4hB SKXTHs Scmovhat,

- IGt. HRWXNs That4s righto

CBAXRHAN SNXTHs Vou ver'e going to ceament,. Hro
~ ~

"'omebo'dy vas gong Co comreenCT

MXTMESS HURPSVs Actually, X had a comment,'ir~

or a cjuestiolle T3M ansvez'ere vas relative Co CPRTe and

~ t316iz'AD forces vho bould bs managing ttG constr''SCCA.cn and

QA/QC activities at Harris,

X b Lieve Chat CPGX has those activ8tiea under'
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the9.x own control and have not contracted that work outo

WRB Q.s '>

10

$ 5

i8

20



2s ÃPBGh~
The 3.iud of qLLesMLca&g prcc~~~Lg ahaLLh @he.

Q~9~$ DgPog> < ~ %@9 g1 r@~w@yy ~eG ~~~$ 4 fgc~gR Gyle og ~og8

caep2.e emu'Lw| Q bv 9anie2,s mork~g a'" Ha "" my em*3.9.":Kca-

43.QKL zPGQLr~~"CG ~WQ'4 c~x'8 GPPUQRSLs CQ MGP- UL'i&QQC. 8'Gg8SQ

&a9,de ar auCi»Ca of Pmgice XX

M'Ro'%'|tXHa

Q ~>a6 on porn mxemMaMce or has@6'.om pour kn

cj sg~xsc&c@s of DGzh3A93.8 iQ Rsg3.cxL XX'o'cu MX~Qv 98Ehi8XQ

'o ~ ~ qp~ifg~@ ~Q ~~rgQncggP

A (rl79.CRI98 MUXphp) X pSZ3l?C11p'tQVQl Eo rSQSQR t

~p'~Mieve thaih %my axe co% «ymliM@0 am6 axomkemeecL< huh

0 '|3 rscogni"ing @hah Me voz?c 'Sozees Ln a pn~auXaz compaLLy

chmga viCh 8~4,= m hxsaechxons m.ll ha baaed on Chose

activities aC Zazzis+ LLOYD. aL oQher fack&i@co

'f6 CA~X%'P2~ ~K~THc Qo pQL'Rv@e for GKGRp~@o s

j7 cQSO~c@M 8G %Ping Qs ozL$ pXQXLc 'I@sr WG cBzcc@9oo of s

t8

.20

4

ut:X3.i:.y pazfoaa»- Che sam coasRmeaor psxfo~g os aaoehcc

p3.mt, mxCez %he 69.vials,ce, oP. aeoWer uM3,ityV

,NXTMZSS MURPHY' th~ vo cea research the

ze~zPm aaC cern@ up vi4h such ezanp2.as< air< huh-ih voaM he

VSSE 'a KQXGQSo

t

tp'MESG Lzc Pp~>2%i: The raamag~~axfh of She varkom

at.~sc<LLa+ors ~a eoza~eM.y w~m&wh ~~ma m~. ues a

MsQ 'Q832~4~ "cQKg~~v .d'or QQch ~tgs QB RQRLZPf floes QR6 WQ
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timing and the manure@~ Cha cont-act Cermsg in many wayso

I'h'a '"evZ~.GQ 9f it.auld he fr&~txu3. if ve dM

such a rsv3.13Ão N8 vG had Chks aslsed GQvQra'l t2JQsso

CHAIRMPZ RKTHs So X m~ n't ~Wink dt'.a going to

hch2.p you Co go vsxy far Along this linse

kit. ZRWXNs Xt may vezy ve13. he what they say

but X would 3.ike Chem to say it for the recorcko

BXTBHSS NUR~RZs Ãs have Ceo utilities within

Region XX @he worl~ force accounts that's< they do Q3. of

Maser ee consCrucCion ~sorho Ks see variations in Qs @if

Zexent facilitLes in each of these thoro ccmpanieso So here

Me same company ovals the faciliCy, ia doing Che consCruction

at Cha facilk49eso At one facility Che9.r pmeformanca may he

at one 3.evel and ~t another fac9.lity< the perfomumca 8.8 at
anoWwr levalo Me have two such utilitkm in this region

and we see Wose differencoso

CHAXRt4M SBITHs De Wose factors have a grea@ez

effect upon the qaaLity of the product them the factors

referred to in M, Zxvin's cgxastioning, that is'< the gon8rel

reputaCion of the constructors

WITNESS NQRPRfs Sir, villyou repeat thatV

CHAXKGQ4 SKXTHs Shah you gust chusc ~d< Che

control ef Cha utili y ever Kne construc~mr and the factors

Msat a=-e site specific end project specific< da Chey have a

mom 3~pmtant effect, than +~ gaaaral over all zaputation
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an6 CQmps~~cs Qf Ms consCXL>ctor P

PCKKESS 293PZBXs My anmez Wu M~a8 ~rom»C he X

. believe shah ~o Rm leuco

fGTMESS MC PP~QXHQ89e But, ocr bmoc pzoMem ks mch

7

'f0

?2

that. ve are ava'3,able Ne ere acre hha4 Shay amah @ho

'RClGQLBCQ" ZCQQLZSMSlto Eh''S vQ3y UQ QSS CLG ~iform RCE-

guehso'eC even Wwt. word 9.s semaaOics Qme cocM use

several var@so Sub iS 9.4 masts 100 pazceah o8 @he require

mMLe.s, v)mmes @hey ara 163. or 3.23.—

CHKXKQB SNXTHe You den'4 amha any imspcah5.on

gmRgmm~m baa86 upon the zepuhaMon o2 QaniaLs'~ MissocriV

NXTNESS KJRPSYa 2o, s8z:: @hat is corzeeh,

BX P&o EBMXMe

NQQM yoc RL51ccl Qny iELspscCXas Xf i ch@QM
scpscz'5

17

f8

20

Co you @ha.h a consh~ctox on a pazh9.cclM: planh bmoc mrna a

had 2.eh's. say male a paz@icclar, nishehs someplaca elm mC

i'h maRes smae Co yoc to maim m iuspschion Co@ Cheh aAehahe

.'h euohhar sibe?

A (N9CQGss HQrpkly) XcQR Q giVG yoQ QKh CC@KiWM CRRLC

X hh9.nk ad,ghh-apeak 5o ~to

Ãe have ht aa awM:e o8 a conMachoz~s pevson Who

has gone 2zem one sL4m Co aaoHmr s<Cao A@6 vhere ere felh
Mc~'4 L~S ~~gM nOR RhS psrZQZR3iPg RG fQXlp QS UC E~QQM 2,kkQ CO

28 SGQ Q'h NQ %~st G'~'M oz'ect ~~~F6 &Gt h8 >QQ Roc'Q KJQQM

"e ve~;a@oh.al v9PJ>ouC me3Dag x my8h9ag Qozzei, Ca observe
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~4
2

Rte performance of that pe son at @he second 3iCeo

Roe ix Mat She parson may be working for the

sama ~z.Mactor ah both of the sites> Co ~W-t my ansMec'ould

he Yes

Thank youo

CHAXMJAS SNXTHs Could this be said2 You43.3. uso-

any iafozmai:ion Chat. comas to you

MXTSBSS i4URPHYe Yes~ siro

10

14

CHKXK4h8 SMXTHe but you don't depend upon

random information popping into your office2

RXTBZSS MURPHY'hat4s corrects sizo Me have

a constant flov of information from one region Co the ethnic

Gnd from hcladtgtoxMrs to ~ regions and vie vsrsag and v

do make use of Chat infonaatiano

MRo ZC PAREd909a That,'s ~~by ve 3.Ski to use the

17

18.

words "representative" and 'se3.ected." Tha@ fiha in v9,hh Chs

mcperionca of the inspactozso

BY NR BRNXM!

-19

20'

Ho% again On elis s~~ pags you say ~ 8, common

core of upper-levaX mmagemmt Chxough %ha Robiasoup

Brunavick and Ha~is projects. Nhea you say ocomraoa coze

of upper 3.evel managamant<N the Robinson project began ia
+ha':2 3.9682 And @~we trough< and ae'ze Aa Hm;x'iso Hho

cons~cutes the common coze of ~Re 5X uppa~lavai mage
* man+ Chat has heea there since F9692



2S.87

RDS i EE

S

r '6

ChG ~AipzQlvo

Xn AML CORCSXC, Of ChLSy %f0 GXS GCRUZQLXj KSLICAZLg

$ 0 the QQ +Pe COZ38QZQCCiCGX SXQQo

But 4seze have bean You4xe moo saying mhen

j2

13

you seat@ Chis Ch&@ha arne people CheL CPSX has meQahaisvsC

MB GEE QDpsx LevcX ~228,gcKLQKl'L ozL CRAG ccQ$ CXQOCicn GMs fzcLLL

A MO, Sero

Q Z QMa'4 aaemae you ve".a huh X )mrs vanCeA Co

l7

18

t

3$

20

22

BO P'OQ ~QV ha~s/ KQZLQ Ch@5lgCha hRVC hSCS GLNRQ'P

Zo< skzo Them wouM be a mul@icudeo No me

meara of vsse many, ~~d Chm'e vouM ba vory may Chai ve are

ZLOC xeRMXp'OME ofo

~~RL~ 8[~*3: 1<~o Mu~hy~ yauOVe baca haadX&g

R LCD Qr QQGSM~QZ?8 fCZ >MAL dBI~Go X ty~~ hoping WQ." %fan CQQM

co. Unua on ~~Cia. 'Leha D~hazncoa ~wdaJ haaav".e K8," D Ca|'tug

longe"- Chan ve vaat:o Buh you'za gating Cire@,
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rlXPNESS?KP>HYz Sm, X, for oaa< vouM be glad

to sax a continual oa ia &e hopes df camp3.@ting She 3mariag

soon as possib3.e, and X think Cha+ X ~ st~ll good 'or
going for soma length of Kimono X probably vill sharC

shuffling off soms of Wcl cpIsstioas to others p mors so th@a

X have dona, which may ba of benefit,

MRo'RNXBS frMto Chhirmany ERLy X Rsk ho@ lcng you

CSAXR%68 SNXTHs Ss30o How dens Chat. suiC @he

parties? Ãs have to he os of here by 6eQO,

MRo ERNXMe He heva been here much Lateac Chan thaC

on occasioao He dida'C Xnan @heather you-
CHOKE'4 SNXTH: XC seems later 'Qiaa thoro

MR QRQ~Tg 'g@ ve ~ horo as late @s tea o clo
oa occasion, X 'thinks 9c30 once

DR~ LEEDS< That's befora they invoked the
Cinderella ruleo

MRo ERNXHa That's righto And X didn', Swear vheth

X should whether that vas likely Co be the caseo

BY HRo BRÃXNe

On page 20 of the testimony'ou sCatez again ia
referamee Co the Cachaical staff members'omments thaC veto

circulated ia the Ochobor 3rd naze from you that, Cuexe vere ao

Gdvcrsc ccmKGnts o

Mov ag~~ the Chaiznan has anM thaC the reason



for ~ebat ciRh~gor3.~@cS.onp yoQ Ical t pean Co Gay 5y a2h8FG 569,ng

uo adverse cc +~~Os CPia8 Chez+ opera no criCic'-ms of CPM~

ah a3.3 Shab va~"e conlame8 in Saw~. QcmmmCP

(N"hRLGGQ HQzphy) SLzp yon zloÃ havG copies of

"chose docummhs, an@ X ha3.i've Wah you can heC~mx'ead Che

dacumanCs yoursel": arA see Cheuo

X ~o<Q.d consCxue Co he a6vezse ia Mxe respacC of CPSX 's

aha.l'~y Co manage She consCmch<on o the E~~is 4'ac9.3,8.Cyo

CHiQK~ SMXTHs Hro Hnein> uhlan X 'use Lhasa,

connnenC X was oparaC&g under @he assumpCS.on Cha@, you hade't

ha@ a chance Co raad Chose yeC,

HR, 'HRNXMs X've re@6 theno

CHM>K~ZRQ SMXTHe X ChoughC IC nd.ght. have been

helpful

MR, BRNXBs Na receivers Cham p i,or en6 are

aware of Mam novo

BY MRo EPZiGH:

Rather than go Chrougb them one hy one< @oui@ yoe

noh agree vith my characheri ah9.on thaC in xaoxe cases Chan

noh, in n.my mare cases Chan 'not, Cho tacLLvldumls teho res

poudsd tt:o your qussCionnaim said Ch~ had. no opinion as Co

CPCL s capabL~'>cy 4o consk~cC, ~~6 PahahRM 8QC GpGXPCG

Sarr~s, and hN~C iu many cites Us|.y L'i Kaama 5zy had no

%vR cLGKlcGg L~c~ LtQ~~g ch82 r p ofGssw Qna1 3izO@n8hl'c ~ 2'e$ 3ccCXELg
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favorably er advorsaly en the capabiL'.CY ef CPGL managemeaQ

A (NLCnsss NQrphy) Th8zzh srs cÃQ aspGCCQ to Chiso

'3uaher one is Chat many of the people, as evident fred the

cuestie~~aize, have net hsea Ce We CPGXZacilitias, Moat of

ice branch actually <ra e net uezbers of the branch dming the

construct'en ef SruemrieR< the last facility~ Red in fac4

almest 50 pexc4mt of my staM vere boreal this pash ~ oh~

10

12

appre~~Mly year er year aud a half.o

Hck? 3.f 'BLGy had any coEzh~tsy cLny kQcvlcCgct fc".OQL

~haCever seaxae Chat Mould incLicate Chat CPSX coeM not

manage the construction of the fncill.ties, X voo16 have hope@

zreea ~i Cene eZ Cho nemo Chat thev eeoXd have prevMe4 @hat

Ia g auC C1M anm~ex to my gmmMen M, is it not. is
that a 3.P rg8 n~sr of Shel AncLivMQRls Echo hav in fixe@

Mopectad CPGX censhmchien sites had fezmed no opinion and

17

18

19

2O

gave no opinion as te the capabilityP

A X took that "Ho opinion" Ce mean that 4hY did not.

48vG an advszQG ceQQGnt o

CHKXBKQJ SMXTHa X don'5 Chink the "question is
m~4g Wxough Nhy don'C you restaba yeax'pmsCienP Xt'a

a sQap3.e matter ef ar jthmet9.co

BZ 2fBo ZRMXi~3e

9 - Zan'i: it trina that a la"ge nmbez of and again

X can only go Mreagh ~as> but a ~~age nmnbar of imQviduals
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KCto Mezz Bs>MQ ho r@opoad to Q~s RLe'~p Mao did ~ Qch

Zpc<" '~ ~scpoaw ":fi.g M~G57c3~Q+~ c'="<~~shiQa 3, c~.-d ci~~QQhion.

3 p 'QZ XRSCBBCG p™" NQ3 ~~ p a~>8 ~~QUGZ '40 QG688> CVh A l'>CSEE 5<9

Zasp his aaovsar ho ~st 5 Piop aonep Homed ne opinion

tzhahsoevgr o

(NS.Cness Murphy) X ha2.i.eve hhah~u eoukcL he

compact, X made no attempt Co dehexmins a hraMmaa of Shah

QGCQZQo

Q Ham you Shahsrl ™&ah you hook a 8@ahameah hath

@hey cLtd aoh have any opinion as ho CPGX'a capability ho

cons~oh and operate Hazx'18 as incLLmhive of %heir noh having

my advise commands. Xs hhah z9.ghhP

Noh having an adverse os< Soap yis'o-'"'

Corda'h you hake ih gush es veil. Co maan Chat

~ ~sy doaph QGVQ R p08ihivs opinion@

You coaM a'oo hake hhahp huh X cKcL aoh mal:e

xefazance Co positive coummnhao

Q NaL3.p your qamhioap guaohioa anaheim 5 isp "Rave

you ZozPAR8 cM~ op&LLonf Xh d088a h sap poSihiv 0Ã negative)

'ih 8By3 QRve you foxKQd GQ opinion coacszzLing CPGL's cRpzL~

biXihJJ ho coashruch aad opamhe Harriso had if sop +hah 9.8

your opinion?

p>"-d ice af~~ ~~ a8~ hima ih ia "Mop" "Mone "

"I have famed no opiaieao" i>lou ih c".oman'8 say "X have foznud

ao negative opM<.on," Xh says p "X have Ko~eQ 'ao op&ioao"
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Isn't that, right2

NRo RHXSs Nro Chairman, I objecto Counsel is

gush arguing with Che vitnapso I Chinlc Che +itness. angered

the guesQion before, and I Chink his answer vas completeo

Be said Vxat Chat was so> that Chose ansvers vere given~

That's ~i<hat hs Iaido

SXTNESS NURPHYs Mr Chairman, X have one of- the

inspectors Mat received the questionnaire sitting next to

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

me, in fact two of Chem, and maybe they can enligh~ uso

CHAXHHAN SMXTHs I don't thinIc, that Line of

questions is going to Cake Mr Savin very faro X think he

can give him an ansHero

WXTHHSS MURPHYs Mill you restate, the question

and I villgive it to you to the bast of my abD.ityo

BY MRo RRNXNs

0 In amplifying your Cestimony you said that you

believed that. you Cook a "Ho opinion'xumer Co number 5,

to cuestion number 5< to mean no negaCive opiniono bud X

asked you whether you couldn't Cake it to mean no positive

opinion, Aad you said Nelly it vasn't stated that mayo I %os

looking for negative opinionso

And I asked again @bother or not cgxeaCion 5 vaa

not sCaCed, Have you formed any op~~ ion2" And I'm asking you

once again ~rhather o- not the answers Co question 5 can be

zeadoooo



To maire a )map Co whare T. would Liha you Co geC,

why do you say ChaC no comment answers Co cymsCiaa 5 incLL

CGCG no RdvQXGG comKQQCS zathsL Chan ~~dicBCing Ro opinion

vhpCsosvGL P

(HiCness Huxphy) Km member of my branch wezIa

ver much aware that vs +ex'cCively seehhag any advise .

commauC ChaC Chay wouM'maheo

CHhXRt4hH R&THe Shat, +as %he puxpose of the
l

MXMTEBS &QPDHZs This was the purpose of Che

suxveyo
4 ~l.

CBRXRISK SHXTH: Xou veze aeC Cxyiag Co deCenaQao

by acclaimation of your sCaffP

mmsSs ~+acme m. Chaixman, wc-fixsC wenC wiCh
1

a verbal auxvey of Che people viChin Che bxaELcho Thee'e +axe
, rq< ll

ao X wed.1 use the tenn "advise camamuCs,

~ Ma asked Chem cKG they specifically incr''o8 aay

Ching Chat we shouM bii|ag before Che BoaxcL ChaC Vault':zo
\

,f3ecC om'he app3icanC'a ahiliCieso

%1G second ChoughC T7as Co giv Chis scmth. fox
l ~ s; 'i

maliCy by Cxying Co issue a documenC Co the people Chat Chey

couM xespomR Co Co have Clmir camnuaaCs in wxiPMag so QhaC
~ ~ 1

rather Chan we go in with miyCb&g —a posS.Ciou ChaC couM

noh be suppoz~d ~C ue couM came ia MMh a post.@Le@ Chat

was 8QppQE5BQo
~ ~

ERHXHs X lmdaz'sCand all of theo Pex'haps X



can get Co my point mora easi1y by askhags

. SZ P2L, BBN3Es

9 'h@C do you caela Ho cczameaC" or bio marner to

l >' ~

cps"

Cga.'o,'.;

f'2'.

C

fthm

t4'umbm

3 Co weave Thexe you have ao qasetioa above $t because

M.ths answer to 1 is Yas~ "Do you have auy evickeace, jg
: 'Xadhag your professiceaX )mRgmeat that voelcT"r4fXeah favor

ebony or advorsaLy~oo~" " thcLt mcnab mCXeat X'avegablg or
~El

I MV I pM111Ly . 8 ae If 8 t WWWel4C
I a

~ or y 9JR the fcAQX8y cpcc'@tel
Harz'Lsi'*'ow

ka orle+ to )mp ovae ce4'go Cmh5"ho the
~ hW ..., 4«+l
'R8Qc9JKg X MLLE ycQ MoQM clgzssy cQXcl yoo ooCg '452Lt CRl8c45

I ~

are a eenher of recqmneee +here the aasMer to'"iiahiea 1 io
Yes< eaC the- ensue to 3 is "Sop" "Leae<" '"No 'couhusatoo

r

A (Nitaesa Murphy) Cace vo xece4iM.'Ch'zen qaeeCioa

axles< Mro RRvtu< ee @hi aot cymahiea the pcopXe whatsoever
I

es to %heir bases for eiCher aasvorkag or met idseoriig Cho

1':7..

2G

qoesCieno *
~ ~
P

CKLXRNM SMXTHe That vaja'4 @ha qNQ5Chmo

SY HRo RBRXMS

I'm ashhxg you what you
uudexstau4O"'Nltnoss

Murphy) "Mo caumeat" or"~H{P

9 You Col.4 ma what you audemhand Oho Ho~ answer

to 5 iso Nhat do you mmdcIrstaeC We "Ho" ause'o 3 to +neat

A X did aot Coze an opinion as to %Ruat part of
the guostiouaaire whore tJmre eas ao eoswer to"



X'm Cxylag You have abate uaCer '~Ma. Chalk
1

you Ceo@ a "Ho" aamer ~ Cbnh rhea acmMdxCy 'eimmxeC X~

Ves> "they hack imapcchs6 oz Mvea@igah@C CPaK 'Cekperahe

offices, or BobLnsoa, Bzzmmfeh or Hamhs< eacT'Cfiea 8hep pE-

ceedeR to'auswer We zesC of Me memo AC Camo"e4 5< "Ho

ccmneat," oHoP "Ho opiateu>" ~Haven'@, foram@ cap ophakea+o

"Haaep" you Cook Cmh to mace Cha@ @my had ao e@vezae ~
nese,. mX xigm, X e ~aXXaag 'ee accept ma@- es goer meae-

:" sCaadiag of 'Chat,

Hew X'm eskRmg orbal'c yeux'a@ees~CLmg of a

NhmLXar response to numbed 3 ia> which ha 'veep 5p'ac82!!LeaXXy

ca@ you amp'.Lfiedo AeC to go hacky you ample;cN @acr epee
'y saying you weie Xeekkug,for uegaLLve

cornme@ho'mr

you ask ka amWM. 3< M Vie,oa'max'e X<

OHave you 'peefocaeC a CPsb inspection or XavesCXgahiea<

'Qo'ou bmoc any evMeucep hac3Lmkhag yern pmfee@temQ. $edg

man@,,o ~ i" Mhat ve've barm CaXh9,ag about aXX afhchheaa

"'ooooChac vcuM zofleeh favorab3y oz aciveraeXy'i'ha cape

biXihy of CPGX mmagammt Co coruCrucC or, km Mc$ Cmhmze,

~ ~l



ebX4
"Xf the ansber is Yes, please dsscrQmo"

Mom again, in order Co get over Che process Io

ve don't have to go through these one by one @en't you

accept these are a numher of people who anmsezeC 'l "Yes"

.-8

,9

arid number 3 "Mo, ~Mone+ NMo cmmeatt

Xf the porson ansmLred failed:~gut 4ma~an

@nsver< as one did right here< if he put Ln .'Mo comment<

I took this Co BL5Q that Rle 1MKcL no opinion an6 parCLculcLCXy

none that +as adverse,

0)
j2'ut it

states'ODo

you have any evidence

CHAXBRM R4XTHe Hx, Murphy, X thai@:tbIat he'

4 simply trying to get you to admit that chan a pairson answers

'Mo" to number 3 he is also saying Mo" to'the'fact that he

17

18

1.S

20

has no evtdonce that reflects favorablyo

MXMESS MURPHY'::Yes, Nr.,Chaixmau, X'm avare—
CBhXRNM SHXTHe Isn't Chat your point?

NR. BRNXMs Yos, Hro Chairman< Chat'c mcactly ay

'point and'f X could ever get an answer X 'ecaM go heae An

21 peace~ 1 ~

NXMEss RUBPKfs Rcmuaher, He, Emkn 'and

Mr, Chairmun4 the inspectors and we in managceeat ere very

sensitive Co anything that might indicato that any prossuro
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CHA:RtiÃ9 SMXTHs You can ezp3.aia a3,i Ch9+< hut I
pv

1I

4g

Eg1 yegg col 8j~%4 p ~g>76'hy'~s~onp hcg~~~y

CQCPlcLiQ c,

NX~VRSS HUPZHvo Xt cg~@ ~ tbgg ~ gag ~y@ ~
Char ha had ua inCdzmaCicm Chat zeflecte6 feveznb2yo yeso

9

'10.

20
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BY MR. ERNXN:

Nay X ask. you: Do you mean that xt conic~ also mean

tha-';: did have some -- that i the answer is no, i could

also mean that he did have some evidence2

You,said "cou d." You used the word "could.'"

Do you mean to say by that answer that it is

possible for a person answering No. 3 "No," to actually have

evidence that, would reflect favorably on the capabilities

of CP&L management2 Xf that's so, then X would like all of

this .stricken.

MR. REXS: X don't understand the question,

Mr. Chairman. I don't understand the pending question.

CHAZRNAM SNXTH: There is no question. The

question is chaotic. But the basic problem we have here,

Mr. Erwin, is that the anSwers will speak for themselves.

!5

17

l8

He concedes that a "No" answer to No. 3 is a

"No" answer. He doesn't even have to concede it. The

question is there and, he answers it. So you can argue any

way you want to, and, persuasivly, that a "No" answer to

3 is a "No" answer to 3 in all of its components.

But X'm not going to let you push him.

HR. HRNXN: X won't say another.~zord.

CHAXKrBil S'IXTH: —on this point. Because

quite . clearly to me what lIr. Murphy was doing is that be

was circulating to the Staff and making sure that, anybody who



wb"- had any unfavorable information brought it to our attention.

He was not beating the bushes for favorable information.

3 t And'they axe not offering this, as X see it, the response

to '~&is, as affirmative support for their posi@io'n. 't's lack

5 .'f'egative.

2 ~ 330 f0':

I',

negative.

I 0 ~

absolutely incredible.

I4R.. ERHXH: They are offering it for 'lack of
~ ~

And X'm saying the response to No.. 3, in light
of, the'r comments and their conclusions, X'm entitLed tc$

I

cross-e:camination because X think every one of Ches is

MR. REXS: &. Chairman, this is an argument to *

be made in briefs and findings,.and X don~t think it's an
~ ~

~ argument to engage in with the witness.

15

"MR. ERNXN: X'm tryingto establish hmt credible.

or incredible these comments are. And Hr Murphy ii We man

who circulated the memo.

17 CHAXRt&N SMXTH: Part of the problem— Mr.Brawn

do you have anything to explain that wouM help usP

$
9'0

NNXTNESS BROMNLEE: Yes, sir, X believe X do.

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: All right.
WXTNESS BROILER: Prior to me f9.l'King out that

form-- And X hope he has one of those forms. X don't hnev

what X said on No. 3.'ut X did stand forth twice in a

hallway, and on the one on the verbal that he wanted a

response back, and apparently we got very little zesponae beery
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wb3 from that, and then the second time. X knew what that form

was after. There's no doubt.'in my military mind what. that

Was after

CHAIRS SMITH: The problem is not what the

author intended it, to be—

NXTNESS BRONNLEE: Xt was for the adverse aspects

'n this issue.

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: That!s what X'm not going to

allow to go too far-. But the pxoblem xaised by Mr. Erron is
somewhat different. Xt's not what you intended by the memo/

it's what reaction was imparted in the minds of the people

l3.

l5

l7

l8

who responded. And I think that: he can make his point.
But let's go one step further. What affirmative

recommendation do you have to make, Mr. Erwin, about the

observation that you have made?

MR. ERMXN: X would simply state that, the "No

adverse comments" statement appearing on pago 20 of We
'5

tes'timony, and the offer of this to show anything, 'seems to
have .very little basis whatsoever. Xt's apparent to me that
what Mr. Brownlee has stated, what Mr. Murphy. has'stated,

is exactly the case, that, everybody knew what this was about .

'nd'hey didn'0 even bother to read it, apparently most of
thetn didn't bother to read it, because if they did, if the

line inspectors at Shearon Harris had no favorable comments
to make about CPSL, if they had no favorable comments to make@
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then ho+ can management make a favorable comment in the

hearing~a There are v9.rtually no favorable comments in this.

X can't remembe 'any. And'that's-- +hat vas asked for.

.DR.. LEEDS: Kv. Edwin, let me make sure X undr-

stand you+
I

Hhat you'e saying is, there +as no inf'ormation

that came back, one vay or the other, to Question No. 32

NR. EHHXN: I'm saying. that, it +as a perfunctory,

futile exercise and it's meaning is virtually '-'- I'"can't see

$ 0 hove . Bere, for instance, j.s Ha ~ Brownlee's memorandum@

at least I assume it is, it's initialled VCB, or is Chat

VLB2'

WITNESS BRONNLEE VLB

NR. ERNIM: I assume that's Virgil Bromlee

And it's clear, you knaw, 'by the handwriting,.that in fact
' he probably did dash it off.

NRB cass. f$y

20.

21'
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MR. HEXS: This is an argument for the briefs.

Xet me say X believe, and eve~gthing X've heard
I

Nr. Zmsin say is pure sophistry. X5 cannot be characterised

as anything else but that.

X savs no adverse comments, and there is no

adverse comment. Xt doesn'0 say that theze were nR positive

comments or there wexe positive comments; it says ng adverse
I

comments. And that's gust what this contains. And X think

this whole thing is going no>chere. And X ask the Board ~
10

12

cut off this line of questioning.

X think this is sophistry.

CHAXRMAM SMXTH: Certainly the response by

Mr. Murphy that there were no adverse comments; —at the very

least is a xational statement. Now you disagree with that.
But there is a more practical matter. How

17

18

19

20

2 ~

23

26

do these xesponses affect your position in the case'P

MR. ERNXN: Wlell, Mr. Chairman, X didn't offer.
the responses. X mean, they don'0 really affect our position
in any way. X mean, X don't think they affect much of any-

thing. And that's what X'm saying. But they are put forward

as if they do affect. something.

CHMBMM SMXTH: X think you'e put your finger
on why we'e debating something here that doesn't require any

debating. These responses are not pxobative evidence that X

think this Board can make an important finding on. The only
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thing that'hey do is that they assure the Boaxd and the

record that those people who might harbor information whdch

have relevance on She issues on remand are made a<rare Chat

we 'are having a hearing, what the issues are, and if Wey

have anything'hat is going to be of significance to us, here

'is. theix'hance to come forward with it and bring it to our

'a'ttention.

But as far as probative, reliable,'ubstantive
evidence, the responses axe not that. Those people ' " Or.

'Leeds points out that the cpxestion there may he defi'c'i'ent

,"in"th'at'here's a cXass of people occluded from subs~ent
'a'n's~mrs by number one. That is, you begin with a thre'shoM

'an'd pou have to perform an inspection or an- inveatigation

of CPsL corporate offices, Robinson, Brunswick, ox'ar is
b'efore you can give this information.

However, this questionnaire was appended to
'Pari'M 2's testimony an Oacember 1st., And if you had ifny

18
'p'r'oblem's with the foxmat of it, that would have been 'the

't'im'e to -»

MR. EHNXN. X don't have any problems itith the

21
"format of it. I'm simply trying to establish hew credible

And X think that's the purpose of cross-admi'n'ation.

Xt was appended to their testimony, and X'm

'asking foz the right to czosa-ezamine, and X'm asking 'fr

theIG co answer ?Ev cfuestions
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DR. LEEDS: X do want to make the p'oint 'about the

questionnaire.

X don', want my comment that the Chairman br'ought

,up.... There's a catch-all question number three »- number

four, which would have lect, X th~, alnmst anybody to have

then put themselves in the position of answering.
e

Number four says:

"Please discuss any matters not

encompassed by the above questions."

$ 0 And so X would have thought that would'aVe

$3

caught everybody But there is an exclusionf if you focus

down on strictly question number three. Vou can't read

that in isolation from question number four. That's my

"problem here.'
K ~

HXTNESS NURPHX: Sir, this questionnaire''as an

"at'tempt to actually catch everything and provide fo'r all
:pcs'sib9.1ities, contentioncies and certainly within th5

'time frame 'that we were having to work at that titne,'t got

very rapid review. And possibly there may be some de'ficien-

ci'es in the format side.

2I And as a "for example", as Dr. Leeds points out,

number one may exclude —people may think —people who

said no to number one may have excluded answering number

four. X hope they would not have.

CHAXBHAN S>%TH: Okay. L t's go on; unless you
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have affirmative relief you are requesting, Let's go on Co

anoi.her sub)ect ~

-kK;--ZKVIH: " would Lihe Co enter an exception

in Che record

Is that in the form of an order or a'equest2

I would Like the opportunity to continue cross-

examination of these witnesses on this matter since it has

ZO

been proffe're'd 'as testimony of probative vaLue.

If you sho'uld clarify Che point by stating Chat

in the Chair's opinion this should be excluded or it should

'exclude this testimony or exclude this attachment as Cesti-

mony, then I vill.immediately drop it.
CHAXRKQT SMXTH: One of the difficulties in

this proceeding, even though it's an adjudicative proceeding

under the Administrative Procedure Act, because the questions

$ 7

involved pertain to public health and'afety, the record

has to go beyond simply evidence and parties and adversaries.

20

And particularly in this case Che record muit demonstrate

- Chat the means -'- Che mechanism was in place which would

bring into the public recor'd information —all information

Chat could 'be relevant. That is the only value of those

responses.

But let's move on Co Che ne~; attached Co Panel

3 are responses, several of which aro quite negative. And

I would exoect that, you would have no'esitency to cite
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those in your proposed findings. I'm sure you'l find those

as being reliable.

KR. ERNIN: I will state for-the record, Mr.

Chairman, right at this time that we have no intention
vhatsoever of using any of those statements in any proposed

fin'dings.

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: The attachments to Panel
32'R..

EHHXN: He have no intention what, soever.

CHAIRMAN SMXTH: Okay.

Then there's one other final pxoblem. You are

a party to the proceeding. However, this is a proceeding

vhich is unique and in which the Board has its own interest
And we were inst~ental in having the matter-remanded. And

we simply are departing from you in this ~N:tion.
Ne have our own responsibilities.

MR. EKVXN: That is fine.
I would U.ke to enter the obgection and excep-

tion.

'HAXRKLH SMXTH: Make your obgection and

'exception with respect to the specific relief you want. I
still to .this moment do not know what y'ou want this Board to

MR. EMIN: Mr. Chairman, I have previously

stated that I villvithdraw any objection or exception and-
villwichdrav any oh)ection and exception and vill not



mpb5 pursue any line of cross-examination 9n regard Co 'Ch9.s

attachment if the Board should find at tAis time Uxat the

"attachment Co the testhsNy '"73.3.l not be received as substan

C9.al probative ev9.dence.

How X believe Chat's a clear statement of my

~ position. And X bel9eve that —since it has bien proffered

as evidence, X h'ave the r9ght to cross-examination.

CHAXK4M SlllTH: X think Chat you are probably

in a good posit9.on Chere. You have a right Co ob'feet to

having 'those responses received 'into evidence as proof of

the''statements contained therein. But they wi12, be re'ceived

into'.ev9dence for. the limited purpose of demonstrating that

those persons did rece9ve those communications and they did

-'come back with Chose answers.

MR. EÃfXN: Thank you very much.

CEKXRMM SHXTH: That may be a distinction

which evapozates in proposed findings

18 MR. ERRXH: Hr. Chairman, tell me if X am m9.s-

understanding you, because X would understand your ruling
'to m'ean that no one in this proceeding could make 'a state-

ment '9n proposed findings Co the effect Chat all technical

staff. members of Che Reactox ConstrucCion and Engineer9ng

Support Branch responded and Users were no adverse contents.

Tlat's what X undersCande That statement simaly could not

be 'mado'. in a proposed finding under my undersCanding o'f you»
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0ruling, because that.'s what I would like to see happen

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Rais, what would be youx

position?

MR. RBXS: My position is that the statements

set forth in the testimony are the statements set forth in
the'testimony. There are no adverse comments.

Now if he maRes a finding there were no positive
"comments,' guess the Board could-say there were no ad'verse

and no positive comments. That would not bother me.

But. X think it is plain and simple that there
'we'e'o adverse comments. And X think that's sup'port'fox't»

CHAXRMAN SMXTH: I'-m going to allow you to
I

conti'nue the cross-exaadnation. X'm going to reverse my

previous ruling.,

15 BY MR» EHRXN:

17

19

Q X think most of us have read the responses, but

in order to put my question in context, I'd liRe to. go

through a few of them and cite —and again X willnot

discuss any in which the respondents stated that'hey hack

not; inspected or investigated any CPSX plant.

The first one in my attachment that comes baclc

is -"-" appears to be from John R. Harris. And apparently

what appears to have....

Now, is he in construction or in opexation?

(Witness Murphy) He's in construction. 'e had



mgb7 inadve tently Gilled out the other |:oxm. And ve have attache

a corrected one o

end NRB
ad&J.on
JANS

4

U

j2

$ 7

20

~ Z4
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Q Zt's got "murphy" on the top, and I figured

you knew what he was doing. But he's someone who should have

responded to your—
He did.
—to the Murphy, not to the Long questioning.

Okay.

And his statement is yes. His answers to one

and two are yes. His answer again to three is no. No amber

to four. And five, no answer.

10 Have yoll discussed

DR. LEEDS: He said no answer to three and no

answer to five, and there was

HR. EBHIN: His answer to three.is- no,
his'nswer

to five is no, his avower to four —there is no

answer to four.
'BY MR~ ERHXN.

Now have you discussed this question with Hr.

$ 8

20

(Witness Murphy) No, sir.
Now the next one is Hr. Cogden, is that correct?

That's correct, sir.
And the first, again, he answers yes to one and

two, and answers none to three and four, and anscrers no

op~~ ion to five, is that correct?

That's correct.
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mpb2 How, have you discussed Nr. Cogden's question

TATith him?

I might be able to save time, sir, by saying

X have not discussed any of these questionnaires with any

of the 'gentlemen after they were completed.

Q ALL righto

Did you discuss the questionnaires with any ox

the gentlemen before they were completed?

$ 0 The questionnaires were given to the gentlemen.

ahead of time. The gentlemen were told the purp'ose of the

questionnaire was to try to determine if any of them had any

information that would be useful to the Boar~n this hearing,

and that we were specifically Looking fo- negat'ive corn'ments.

Q I'm Looking for one particular responseg and X

believe it to be a Murphy questionnaire.

17

20

2f

trause.)

Xn order to save .time, Mr. Murphy, do you

recollect 'the -- a response to your questionnaire in which

'the'respondent stated that he —to paraphrase the statement

.appearing at the second page of your memo about appearing

before'the Board if he desires, and he stated that. he did

not desire to appear before the Board?

X recall that tnexa is one such that indi'cated
'~h'at'-he did not care to appear before the Board.
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mpb3 All right.
Do you happ n to know which one it is?

No, sir, X do not remmnber.

X don't remember, so X'm 1ooking for it.
Did you discuss with any or all of the individual

vho answered this questionna9re whether they wished to

appear before the Board2

X think that it was fairly common knovledge in

the office that anyone that wished to appear before the Board

in this hearing could do so.

Q Nov X'11 ask you to refer to the response of

Hr. —is it N. B. Sutten2

Swann, possibly.

l5

Svann.

Yes.

Now, the last tvo sentences of h9:s response read

«- hov would they read to you? 89.s handwriting isn't clear.

DR. XZEDS: Where are you?

2$

HXTNESS MURPHY: There are four sheets that are

not numbered, and X believe it would be toward the last of

your package.

Now would you restate your quest9on, Mr. Erwin?

BY MR. EKWXN:

What are the last two sentences of his response?

(%itness Murphy) The last two sentences of his
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response:

"I do not vish to testify. Ny findings

and opinions are reflected in the ansvers to

the many questions submitted hy R. Brovnlee

to you."

I believe'hat he in this case is refe'rring to

the quescions'that are a part of this testimony vhat vere

- 'provided vith anm'~ers by Hr. Brovnlee to me.

9 How, vhat vas his response to question number

.four?

Liumher four says:

"The facilities, salaries, and gob

" titles offered CPSL applicants appears to

'hamper the9 hiring. This can delay but

not n'ecessarily reduce the quality of con-

struction."

And vhat is that response to number five2

"Ny opinion is that'hey can construct

Harris eventually . I have no basis fox a

sound, opinion on theix operating capability

five to ten years from nov."

'Is that five to tvelve years2

Five to tvelve, I'm sor~.
And you do not consider —does any mmnher of

the panel consider this to he —any of these comments to be
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mpb5 an adverse comment?

I do not consider these to have any reflection
on the ability of CPGL to manage the construction of the

Harris facility»

CHAIRMAN SMITH: X might say, Mr. Erin, X had

overlooked that response when I made my comment to youp which

I now regret making.

MR. ERNXN: Well, if I'.d had simple straight-
forward answers we would have gotten to that point about an

hour and a half ago.

BY MR» ERNXN:

Now X ask the witnesses to turn to page 55 of the

testimony.

CHAIRMAN SNiTH: Are you done with this line, now

MR. EHNXN: Yes. I'm sick to death of Sit.

'7

18

20

21

CHAXKCQl SMITH: Well, now—

MR. ERNXN: X've finished cpxestioning all of the

'-members of the panel as to the attachment. X have no further

quests.ons in this hearing regarding this specific attach-

me'nt addressed to these people, unless there's—
CHAIRMAN SMITH: And there's nothing pending

before me right. now to rule on?

MR. ERWXN: I don't believe so.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: That's my memory too.

MR. EKTXN: I have absolutely no reason to abject
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mpb6 to anything chat the Chair has done at. this point, and if X

have not properly w'thdrawn any objection, X do so now.

CHAXBIZQl SHXTH: Okay. That's clear. Let's go

on.

BY HR ERNZM:

On page 55, your answer to this first complete

question is:
"Based on our reviews of the docl-ets

and our discussions with members'f the

Branch staff, no issues have been raised

'which gives us concern regarding CPEZ 's

ability to construct the Harris facility."
'gain, X'm aslcing for a definition-. You used

"issues" here, "factors" there.

A (Witness 24urphy) Ne probably used them more or
less synonomously without any real—

Z'm asking how you used them.

—without any references to their nuances or

meanings.

20: Now when you used the word "issues" here, you

22

don't mean to say that you never heard anybody question

CPGL's ability to construct the Eairis facility?
A Recognizing the limitacions of our review, based

on 'the docket and che discussions with the mmbers of the

Conatruction Branch, my answer to you would be that X am not
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mpb7 aware of issues.

Now, Mr. Cantzell is not —surely you don't mean

3 to say that you'e not aware of the controversy surrounding

Nr. Cantrell's recommendation2

X am well aware of the controversy surraunding

Mr. Cantrell's position.

You'e not, cancexned in any way. about that2

Are you still referxing to the one question here2

MR. REXS: Mr. Chairman, I object. The answer

clearly says the Branch StaM'. I think we'e had it defined

before what the Bxanch was.

f2

f9

20

We'e talking about the Construction Branch and

we'e talking about the ability to construct 'the Harris

facility.
CHAIESfAN SMITH: Okay. X had a concern about

that question myself in my notes here.

Part of the problem is that it's a question

that could have been answered, I thought, yes ox no. But

it's a qualified answer, and therefore it requires same

further inquiry.

Frankly, X do think that that. seems to be a

hedged answer.

WITNESS MURPHY: Sir, I and the members of the

Branch a e at empting to speak only from the position of the

Branch. If you expand the question to include the regional
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mpb8 j staff, then X would have to say that this testimony would be

changed, the answer to the question would be changed to

reflect the change to the question. And that we are aware

that there is an issue raised by Mr. Cantrell concerning the

ability «- X don't know if his concern is about the ability
to construct or the ability to operate the plant, but X am

-aware that, he has raised a question about it.
CHAXRMAN SMXTH: Okaye

Now this goes back to qualifying answers of the

panel in discussions earlier.
Do you g sir g Mro Murphyg have any remaining

concerns on the ability of CPSI to construct Shearon Harris

'properly, do you, sir, from any source whatever2

14

l6

$8

NXTHESS MURPHY: Please restate the question.

Xt'wo'uld be very easy to go from yes to no in the answer.

CHAXRMAN SMXTHs Mould you read the question

back? And if you'e unhappy with the question, tel1 me, and

X'willtry to give you one that is clear.

(tAxereupon, the Reporter read from the record

20

2t

as requested.)

HXTNESS MURPHYo My answer would be no. But X

would quality it that the —X have not examined an i'ssue

raised by Mr. Cantrell, referring to the operations of
Brunswick and Robinson. And X do not know of any 9.nforma-

tion there that would reflect on CP&X's ability to construct
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mpb9 Harris. If there was information that I might be —that was

in his concerns that X am not. aware of that might, reflect on

that, then certainly X would reflect his concerns in my

concerns.

CHAIRMAN SMXTHs Pair enough.

How about the other, members of the panel, 'bearing
(''n

mind. that youx. testimony has been adopted. by each individ-
ua12 Do any of you have any remaining concerns. on the,

ability of CPGL to construct Sheax'on Harris properly2

10 NXTNESS SRYANTs No, six,. I have no concerns in,
this matter'

f2 WITNESS HERDTs X have no concerns, six.
WXTNESS KC FARXANDs X believe the testimony

that I have subsc ibed to says that, within the program

there are no 'concerns.

CHAIRMAN SMXTHs Nell, now, see, this is where

'we have problems.

DR. LEEDSs Sir, what the Chaixman is trying to

19

20

do,''hink, is take you out of the program and say -- he'
c ~

asking you as an individual, with the background and so forth,
regardless of what progxam you'e in.

ITXTNESS NC FARLANDs But you do recognise there

'is a program which wi31.continue ~ughout the stages of

construction. Ne willman this;:~ vill have experienced

pe'rsozinel going through it. Accept all that, our management
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mpb10 Our input is such that we have no concerns, but,

what .Uxcy vi2.1 be able to construct it properly.

3 CKWZKKl Si~!ZGH: You, you, sir.
NIVtlESS MC PMKMD: I personally have no conce

That's right.
CHAIRMM SMITH: Mr. Brom3ee, please.

NXTNESS BRONNLEE: X have no concerns,
sir'HAIRMAN

SMITH: X'm sorry to interrupt yo'u, Mr.

$ 0 MR. EKVXN: That's all right.
I have no further questions.

MR. REIS: Before ve adjourn for the day, X've

'had severa1 requests fram my potential witnesses of how far
ve're going to get on this and whether X can let dome'f

them go back 'to their regular tasks and return ne'iR veak.

I don't know whether the Board or I'r 'all of us

18

collectively can make any predictions. If it is possible to
'I

release some peaple until neict Tuesday, X certainly would li
''to'o so; particularly Mr. Schwencer and Mr. Haasa w'ho'ame

down fram Rashington are anxious to get bacR;.a's vel1 as the

.t4'o'i'nspectors on that last quality inspection, CPGL-'f~mssers

'

M$0

CBAXKGQT SMITH: chessmen?

MR. REIS: Not Hessmen. 2r. Ruhlman,

"R-u-h»3.-m-a-n, and Kellog, who are two of the authors of the
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mphil 1

10

report 7902, which X supplied to the Board at the beginning

of this proceeding, indicating the inspection results mailed

out on February 21st of this year.

CHAIBK4V SMXTH: Oh, I didn't understand. Those

people ar'e available as witnesses on that'P

HR. RZIS: The Applicant indicated they minted to

ask some questions of them on it, and X thought the Borak

might want, to. And it's quite current, and they are sitting
here in the hearing room. I brought them down this ino'ming

for'he Board's consideration thinking we wouM move along

CHAXRNAH SMITH: Had X overlooked that2 Or had

14

17

1S

you mentioned that to us before'P

MR. REXS: X don't think I mentioncid i't ti you

'X Chink I mentioned it vexy quickly in passing that the

Applicant, wished me to make some of these people available

so they could ask some questions on ted.s.

DR. LEEDS: I think he said something to the

effect that the Applicant would have no objections to intro-
ducing the inspection report providing you provide witnesses

to sponsor it, or something like that.

NR. REIS: That's right. I thought, it would be

hast to get the people who signed it dmm.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: We might as well go off the

ecord on this, unless somebody objects. Does a'nybody'b$ ec
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mpb12 (Ho response.)

CHAXRKB SMXTH: All right.
Off ~Me record.

(Discussion off the record.)

CBAXBMM SMXTH: On the record.

Ne vill resume at nine o'lock.
(Whereupon, at 5:45 p.m., the hearing in'e

above-entitled matter vas adjourned, to reconvene

at 9:00 a.m., the follovtng day.)
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